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IsdG and IsdI are non-canonical heme oxygenases (HO) from Staphylococcus 
aureus that catalyze the oxidative cleavage of heme to give novel organic products 
(staphylobilins) and iron as a nutrient for the pathogen. Comparison of the reported 
equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) values for heme from IsdG and IsdI compared to the 
reported concentration of the labile heme pool called into question whether these enzymes 
are competent HOs in vivo. We took advantage of a second-sphere Trp whose fluorescence 
is quenched upon heme binding, which led to Kd values 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller 
than reported in the literature. Importantly, these Kd values were on the same order of 
magnitude as human HO, precluding design of a competitive inhibitor as an effective 
therapeutic. Based upon the kinetic and equilibrium data, and the finding that the half-life 
of IsdG is increased 2.5-fold by the presence of heme, we proposed IsdG is the main HO 
involved in iron acquisition which motivated further characterization of IsdG. 
 
IsdG-catalyzed heme catabolism proceeds through ferric-peroxoheme and meso-
hydroxyheme intermediates en route to staphylobilin. A second-sphere Asn is known to be 
critical for enzymatic function, but its role in heme cleavage was unknown. Site-directed 
mutagenesis was employed to probe the role of Asn using ferric-azidoheme and ferric-
cyanoheme as models of the putative ferric-peroxoheme intermediate. An optical 
spectroscopic study established that a hydrogen-bond between Asn and the iron-ligating 
(α) atom of the distal ligand perturbs the heme electronic structure. Density functional 
theory (DFT) suggested this hydrogen-bond triggers rotation of the distal ligand, which 
was corroborated by circular dichroism (CD), and delocalizes spin density onto the meso 
carbons. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) revealed the Asn hydrogen-bond 
increases the Fe 3dxy character in the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO), a 
mechanism that can increase spin density on the meso carbons. Finally, the Asn hydrogen-
bond moves the meso carbon resonances downfield in the 13C nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) spectrum, consistent with excess spin density, confirming a DFT-predicted, Asn-
induced spin delocalization. These results suggest IsdG funnels the reactivity of ferric-
peroxoheme toward heme hydroxylation through an Asn-dependent bridged transition 
state, circumventing production of reactive, uncontrolled intermediates.  
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CHAPTER 1: STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS IRON ACQUISITION AND ISDG-
MEDIATED HEME DEGRADATION  
! 2 
1.1 IMPACT OF STAPH INFECTIONS  
 Staphylococcus aureus is a gram-positive human pathogen, and the causative agent 
of life-threatening staph infections. S. aureus has become endemic in many healthcare 
facilities, due to natural selection for multi-drug resistant phenotypes such as MRSA and 
VRSA (methicillin- and vancomycin-resistant, respectively).1,2 The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention classifies MRSA as one of the most important antibiotic resistant 
bacteria in the United States, and humans are in a race against S. aureus before all known 
antibiotics become ineffective. The discovery and characterization of novel drug targets is 
crucial in combatting the rise of multi-drug resistant strains of S. aureus.  
1.2 IRON ACQUISITION BY S. AUREUS 
 Iron is an essential nutrient for S. aureus and required for proliferation,3 but host 
iron is sequestered and not readily available to the pathogen. Roughly 95% of the iron 
population exists as heme-iron, the majority of which is bound to hemoglobin.4 Pathogens 
have evolved intricate systems to acquire iron from the host heme-iron pool, one such 
system is the iron-regulated surface determinant (Isd) system of S. aureus (Figure 1.1).5  
Iron acquisition by S. aureus is initiated by lysis of erythrocytes by the leukocidins 
HlgAB and LukED.6 Erythrocyte lysis releases free heme and hemoglobin (Hb), which is 
rapidly bound by haptoglobin (Hp) forming a Hp-Hb complex. IsdB and IsdH are surface-
anchored members of the Isd system that bind and extract heme from Hb and Hb-Hp 
complexes using conserved near transporter (NEAT) domains.7-10 Heme extracted via IsdB 
and IsdH is transferred directly to IsdC or via a third surface-anchored Isd protein, IsdA. 
IsdC is buried in the cell wall of the pathogen near the cell membrane, and acts as the 
central conduit of the Isd system.11 An ABC transporter complex of IsdDEF spans the cell 
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membrane and imports heme into the cytosol.12,13 Free heme is released into the cytosol of 
the pathogen by IsdDEF where it is cleaved by the heme degrading enzymes IsdG and IsdI 
to give iron,14 formaldehyde,15 and organic byproducts.16 
!
Figure 1.1. Proposed mechanism of heme import in S. aureus. IsdB and IsdH are 
responsible for heme extraction from Hb and Hp-Hb, respectively. Heme is transferred via 
IsdA to IsdC or directly to IsdC, the central conduit of the Isd system. The ABC transporter, 
IsdDEF, imports heme into the cytosol where it is cleaved by IsdG and IsdI to give ferrous 
iron. Taken from Reference 13. 
Several members of the S. aureus iron acquisition pathway have been identified as 
potential new antibiotic targets. For instance, selective inhibitors for IsdA and IsdB have 
been developed that lead to decreased virulence.17,18 Alternatively, knockout of the IsdG 
and IsdI genes decreased pathogenesis of S. aureus in a murine model.19 This data taken 
together suggests that inhibition of IsdG or IsdI would be an effective antibacterial strategy. 
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1.3 MECHANISM OF HEME CLEAVAGE 
 In order to rationally design selective inhibitors of IsdG and IsdI, a detailed 
mechanistic understanding of heme binding and cleavage is required. Following import 
into the cell, heme exists in a free, labile state prior to binding by IsdG and IsdI. The labile 
heme pool has been the subject of recent research and its concentration was determined to 
be 20-40 nM.20,21 An ultraviolet/visible absorption (Abs) titration revealed that IsdG and 
IsdI both bind heme with micromolar affinity.14 This is in stark contrast to canonical heme 
oxygenases (HO) which bind heme with nanomolar affinity.22,23 Although IsdG and IsdI 
both catalyze the oxidative cleavage of heme, their dissociation constant (Kd) for heme 
calls into question whether they function as HOs in vivo. 
 Following heme binding, HO-mediated heme cleavage liberates free iron via 
macrocycle cleavage (Figure 1.2). Canonical HOs, such as human HO, degrade heme to a 
linear tetrapyrrole, biliverdin, with release of the α-meso carbon as carbon monoxide (CO), 
while non-canonical HOs degrade heme to non-biliverdin products. IsdG is an example of 
a non-canonical HO that oxidizes heme at the β- or δ-meso carbon and cleaves at the 
opposing meso carbon to give a mixture of staphylobilins (Figure 1.2). Interestingly, IsdG 
releases one of the meso carbons as formaldehyde, rather than CO.15 HO and IsdG 
represent unique classes of heme degrading enzymes, as evidenced by their different 
cleavage products, indicating selective inhibition of one is possible.  
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Figure 1.2. HO generates biliverdin from α-meso-hydroxyheme, while IsdG generates β-
staphylobilin and δ-staphylyobilin from a mixture of β-meso-hydroxyheme and δ-meso-
hydroxyheme. The generation of unique products from a common meso-hydroxyheme 
intermediate suggests HO and IsdG use different mechanisms to cleave heme. 
 HO-mediated heme degradation proceeds through three subsequent oxygenation 
reactions to form biliverdin. Reduction of ferric heme and binding of molecular oxygen 
gives ferrous-oxyheme. Further reduction gives a ferric-peroxoheme, which is protonated 
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even at 4 K to ferric-hydroperoxoheme.24 Ferric-hydroperoxoheme was found to directly 
hydroxylate its α-meso carbon to give meso-hydroxyheme in the first oxygenation reaction 
(Figure 1.2).24 Meso-hydroxyheme spontaneously auto-oxidizes in the second oxygenation 
reaction to give verdoheme accompanied by loss of the α-meso carbon as CO.25,26 
Verdoheme is converted to biliverdin and ferrous iron in the third oxygenation reaction.27 
IsdG-mediated heme cleavage proceeds through ferric-peroxoheme28 and meso-
hydroxyheme29 intermediates similar to HO. The meso-hydroxyheme intermediate of IsdG 
reacts with molecular oxygen to give formyloxobilin,29 diverging from the canonical 
mechanism. The formyloxobilin intermediate of IsdG rapidly loses formaldehyde to give 
a mixture of β- and δ-staphylobilins in the final reaction.29 
 The first oxygenation event in HO, meso-hydroxylation, has been thoroughly 
investigated and the structural features that govern this reaction are well understood. Two 
conserved Gly residues make steric contact with the distal ligand and direct it towards the 
α-meso carbon of heme, the site of hydroxylation.30,31 A conserved hydrogen-bond network 
consisting of a water cluster stabilized by a distal Asp donates a hydrogen-bond to the 
terminal (β) atom of ferric-hydroperoxoheme intermediate.32-34 Combined quantum 
mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) calculations predicted a stepwise radical 
mechanism of heme hydroxylation35 as the barrier for the formation of a bridged transition 
state was unrealistically high.36,37 Homolytic cleavage of the ferric-hydroperoxoheme O–
O bond produces a hydroxyl radical above the α-meso carbon, which is caged by the 
conserved hydrogen-bond network. The conserved hydrogen-bond network plays an 
indispensable role in heme hydroxylation by orienting the hydroxyl radical in a position 
conducive to attack on the α-meso carbon while suppressing indiscriminate reactions.35 
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Attack of the hydroxyl radical on the α-meso carbon and subsequent rearrangement gives 
meso-hydroxyheme, completing the first oxygenation reaction catalyzed by HO. 
 This mechanism proposed for HO is incompatible with IsdG, which lacks the 
conserved Gly residues and water cluster. Crystallographic studies revealed a set of 
conserved residues in close proximity to the heme substrate; Asn7, Trp67, and His77 
(Figure 1.3).38 Mutagenesis revealed all three of these residues are critical for enzymatic 
function.39 His77 resides on the proximal side of the active site and coordinates the heme 
substrate. Trp67 makes steric contact with the proximal face of heme and induces a heme 
out-of-plane distortion called ruffling (B1u),38 which can be described as rotation of the 
pyrrole rings about the nitrogens.40,41 A mutagenic study of Trp66 in IsdI revealed that loss 
of steric bulk at position 66 decreased ruffling of the heme substrate concomitant with loss 
of activity, establishing ruffling is required for enzymatic turnover.42 The ruffling distortion 
induced by the second-sphere Trp was found to stabilize a 2B2g electronic state with an Fe 






Figure 1.3. The conserved residues Asn7, Trp67, and His77 are critical for IsdG enzymatic 
function. His77 binds the heme substrate and Trp67 induces a ruffled heme deformation. 
The role of Asn7 has not been studied, but given its proximity to the distal ligand it is 
hypothesized to donate a hydrogen-bond. Structure adapted from 3LGN (reference 16).16 
 The role of Asn7 had not been explored, but given the placement of Asn7 on the 
distal side of the heme substrate, and its proximity to a dioxygen (O2) ligand in the crystal 
structure of O2-bound IsdI,16 we hypothesized that it donates a hydrogen-bond to a bound 
O2 species. A hydrogen-bond from Asn7 to the iron-ligating (α) atom of the distal ligand 
could play a role like the conserved Gly residues, while a hydrogen-bond to the terminal 
(β) atom could play a role like the water cluster. Alternatively, the Asn7 hydrogen-bond 
could play a yet undiscovered role. Unfortunately, assignment of the hydrogen-bond as 
being donated to the iron-ligating (α) or terminal (β) atom of O2 was not possible from the 
crystal structure. As these two scenarios would lead to differing roles of Asn7, it was 
imperative to determine which atom accepts a hydrogen-bond. Once the Asn7 interaction 
had been unraveled, the steric and electronic implications of that hydrogen-bond in heme 
catabolism could be probed. This dissertation reports a detailed spectroscopic 
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characterization of heme binding and hydroxylation by IsdG, and the role of Asn7 in heme 
hydroxylation. 
1.4 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL APPROACH TO STUDY ISDG 
 Abs and fluorescence spectroscopy have been used to measure heme dissociation 
constants.22,23 The Kd for an enzyme-substrate complex is calculated based upon the free 
amount of substrate, free amount of enzyme, and total amount of enzyme-substrate 
complex formed. Abs spectroscopy is ideally suited to addressing this type of problem, as 
the Abs spectrum of heme and enzyme-bound heme are generally different. Titration of 
heme into a solution of IsdG or IsdI and subsequent measurement of spectral changes via 
Abs allows quantification of free heme and heme-bound IsdG or IsdI (IsdG–heme or IsdI–
heme), which can be used to calculate Kd. Fluorescence spectroscopy takes advantage of 
aromatic amino acids that can be quenched upon substrate binding. The active site of IsdG 
and IsdI contains a fluorescent Trp residue within 4 Å of the heme substrate.38 Heme acts 
as a quencher via Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) due to its partially filled Fe 3d 
subshell. Fluorescence allows quantification of free IsdG and IsdG–heme, which can be 
used to calculate Kd. The distinct advantage of fluorescence over Abs is the enhanced 
sensitivity, where measurement of more dilute IsdG or IsdI solutions increases the 
concentration of unbound heme and improves the accuracy of the Kd measurement.  
Abs spectroscopy has also been used to probe metalloprotein electronic structure, 
and is an ideal tool to investigate the influence of Asn7 on heme. The Abs spectrum of 
porphyrin arises from π → π* transitions from the conjugated π-electron system of the 
porphyrin. A “four-orbital” model was introduced by Gouterman where the main orbitals 
involved in the π → π* transitions are the two highest occupied molecular orbitals 
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(HOMO), a1u and a2u, and two lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO), degenerate 
eg*, belonging to the porphyrin (Figure 1.4).44-46 Excitation from either a1u → eg* or a2u → 
eg*  will result in 1Eu excited states. The resultant 1Eu excited states of the porphyrin can 
mix together, in what is known as configuration interaction (CI) mixing. This CI mixing 
moves the excited states apart in energy, giving rise to the low energy Q band and high 
energy Soret band.47 Perturbation of the energy level of these orbitals due to Asn7 will alter 
the energies of the Q and Soret bands. 
!
Figure 1.4. Porphyrin valence molecular orbitals that give rise to the Abs spectrum. 
Adapted from reference 46.  
Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy has been used more sparingly than Abs, but 
has proven to be a sensitive probe of active site geometric structures. The D4h symmetry of 
heme renders it CD silent, but studies in myoglobin (Mb) and Hb show that CD intensity 
arises from dipolar coupling of the porphyrin π → π* transition with that of other active 
site residues.48 Alteration of the position of moieties that contain π → π* transitions will 
alter the CD spectrum and allow assessment of geometric changes triggered by Asn7. 
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Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) is an excellent technique to probe the influence 
of second-sphere electronic perturbations on active sites. A magnetic field is applied 
parallel to the direction of light propagation which splits electronic states into degenerate 
energy levels. An MCD spectrum is plotted as the differential absorption of left and right 
circularly polarized light, and arises from three terms: A, B, and C (Figure 1.5).49 MCD A 
terms arise from an electronic transition from a non-degenerate ground state to a degenerate 
excited state and the resulting band is derivative in shape. MCD C terms arise from an 
electronic transition from a degenerate ground state into a non-degenerate excited state and 
the resulting band is absorptive in shape. MCD B terms arise from magnetic field-induced 
mixing of excited states and the resulting band is absorptive in shape. MCD A and B terms 
are temperature independent while MCD C terms depend upon temperature, and they can 
be identified by varying the temperature. As discussed above, π → π* transitions within 
the porphyrin are responsible for the Abs spectrum, and these would be expected to give 
rise to MCD A terms. Fe provides additional 3d-based molecular orbitals giving rise to 
optical transitions that can be classified as d → d or charge transfer (CT) transitions. The 
states arising from all these configurations are mixed by spin orbit coupling.50 If Fe 
contains unpaired electrons, then the MCD spectrum of all optical transitions can become 
temperature dependent, giving rise to C terms. Because Abs, CD, and MCD all arise from 
the same set of electronic transitions, simultaneous Gaussian deconvolution can identify 
small perturbations to the electronic structure induced by second-sphere substitutions.51 
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Figure 1.5. Origin of MCD A, B, and C term transitions. A term intensity arises from an 
electronic transition from a non-degenerate ground state to degenerate excited state while 
C term intensity arises from an electronic transition from a degenerate ground state to non-
degenerate excited state. Adapted from reference 49.  
Abs, CD, and MCD spectroscopies all probe the excited state, and the ground state 
can be probed with variable-temperature variable-field (VTVH) MCD. The Soret transition 
is dominated by C term intensity, and as temperature is decreased and field is increased, 
only the lowest energy level will be populated resulting in saturation. The curvature of the 
saturation magnetization curve will depend upon the spin Hamiltonian. The Soret transition 
is known to be xy-polarized, therefore the initial slope of the VTVH saturation-
magnetization curve will depend upon gz, providing insight into the electronic ground 
state.52 Changes in Fe electronic structure due to Asn7 will alter gz and can be probed by 
VTVH-MCD. 
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), like VTVH-MCD, probes the ground state 
of Fe, and is sensitive to second-sphere alterations. Ligand-field correlation analysis, 
introduced by Griffith,53,54 and developed by Taylor,55 describes the axial (∆/λ) and 
rhombic (V/λ) ligand-field parameters for low-spin heme with the Fe (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 ground 
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electron configuration (Figure 1.6). Together, these two parameters describe the relative 
energies of the Fe 3dxz-, 3dyz-, and 3dxy-orbitals. Further, this formalism treats the singly 
occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) as a linear combination of these three Fe 3d orbitals 
whose relative contributions are determined by the EPR g values. Consequently, once the 
g values have been extracted from the EPR spectrum, the relative energies of the Fe 3d-
orbitals and a description of the SOMO can be deduced. 
 
Figure 1.6. Energy diagram of the Fe 3d orbitals for low-spin ferric heme with the 
(dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 ground electron configuration. The axial term (∆) described the difference 
between 3dxy and the 3dxz and 3dyz pair while the rhombic (V) describes the difference 
between 3dxz and 3dyz. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has been used extensively to probe the spin 
distribution of heme. Delocalization of the unpaired electron from Fe onto the heme 
macrocycle induces a Fermi contact shift with a magnitude proportional to the fraction of 
spin density localized at that nucleus.56 In the 1H NMR spectrum, the heme meso protons 
will experience spin polarization from the heme meso carbons and shift upfield, to more 
negative ppm (Figure 1.7). Measurement of the 1H meso proton chemical shift allows 
information about the spin density at their corresponding carbon to be determined. 
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Measurement of 13C NMR chemical shifts of the heme core carbons provides a more direct 
probe of their spin density.57 Unfortunately, the low sensitivity and abundance of 13C makes 
the detection of paramagnetically affected heme core carbons difficult with natural-
abundance samples. This difficulty can be overcome using a technique developed by Ann 
Walker where heme is selectively 13C-enriched at specific core carbons.58 Measurement 
and resonance assignment of the 13C NMR spectrum will allow direct assessment of Asn7-
induced changes in spin distribution of the heme substrate. 
!
Figure 1.7. The spatial location of the unpaired electron governs the chemical shift patterns 
observed in the 13C and 1H NMR spectrum. Atoms highlighted in blue experience spin up 
electron density and shift downfield, while atoms highlighted in green experience spin 
down density and shift upfield. 
Interpretation of these data will be accomplished using hybrid QM/MM 
computations. QM calculations, such as density functional theory (DFT), have been used 
to complement experimental techniques. Nonbonding interactions in the active of enzymes 
shape the substrate and capturing these interactions with DFT requires constraints that limit 
its applicability to structural studies. QM/MM solves this problem by coupling a QM 
region to an MM region that encompasses the whole protein. Point charges from the MM 
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region impose realistic constraints on the QM region and allow assessment of structural 
and electronic changes due to second-sphere residues such as Asn7. 
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CHAPTER 2: TIGHT BINDING OF HEME TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS ISDG 
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 !Staphylococcus aureus is a gram-positive human pathogen that has been labelled 
a serious antibiotic-resistant threat by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The 
major concern is the growing number of methicillin- and even vancomycin-resistant cases,1 
which means that humans are in a race against S. aureus to develop a new antibiotic before 
all known drugs become ineffective. A promising target is the iron-regulated surface 
determinant (Isd) system of S. aureus,2 which is responsible for harvesting an essential 
nutrient, iron, from a mammalian host during infection.3 The Isd system consists of nine 
proteins that: bind host hemoglobin, extract the heme cofactor, import heme into the 
bacterial cytosol,4 and degrade heme to iron,5 staphylobilin,6 and formaldehyde.7 The final 
two enzymes of this pathway responsible for heme degradation, IsdG and IsdI, appear to 
be potentially promising antibiotic targets since their inhibition would not only starve S. 
aureus of a vital nutrient, iron,3 but also lead to the build-up of a toxic molecule, heme.8 
Indeed, it has been shown that both IsdG and IsdI are required for pathogenesis in mice.3 
However, there remain several open questions regarding the biochemistry of IsdG and IsdI 
that must be answered before a selective inhibitor of these enzymes can be designed.  
The fundamental issue is that IsdG and IsdI have similar enzymatic functions to 
human heme oxygenases (HOs), and the differences between the enzyme families must be 
elucidated in order to selectively inhibit IsdG and IsdI in the presence of human HOs. 
Human HOs are members of a class of enzymes known as canonical HOs that oxygenate 
heme to biliverdin,9 while IsdG and IsdI are non-canonical HOs that degrade heme to 
staphylobilin.6 One difference between these classes of enzymes to potentially target is the 
first oxygenation reaction catalyzed by both HO families: the conversion of heme to meso-
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hydroxyheme.10,11 Canonical HOs rely upon a conserved water cluster to guide a transient 
hydroxyl radical to the meso carbon of heme (Figure 2.1),12-14 whereas it has been proposed 
that non-canonical HOs proceed through a bridged Fe–O–O–C transition state.15,16 Another 
target for selective inhibition of IsdG and IsdI in the presence of human HOs is the meso-
hydroxyheme intermediate. In canonical HOs, meso-hydroxyheme is converted to 
verdoheme and biliverdin,17 whereas IsdG and IsdI convert this intermediate to formyl-
oxo-bilin and staphylobilin (Figure 2.2).11 However, based upon data available prior to this 
publication, the most promising strategy for selective inhibition of IsdG and IsdI in the 
presence of human HOs was competitive inhibition since the dissociation equilibrium 
constants for heme from IsdG and IsdI were reported to be 1000-fold greater than for heme 






Figure 2.1.!There are several important differences between human HOs and the non-
canonical HOs IsdG and IsdI from S. aureus. Human HOs bind heme via His25 with 
nanomolar Kd values and degrade this substrate to biliverdin, carbon monoxide, and iron. 
Asp140 organizes a network of water molecules that guide a transient hydroxyl radical to 
the meso carbon of heme. In contrast, S. aureus IsdG and IsdI have been reported to bind 
heme via His76/77 with micromolar Kd values and produce statphylobilin, formaldehyde, 
and iron. The second-sphere residues Asn6/7 and Trp66/67 are essential for enzymatic 
turnover. In addition, there are key differences between the active site structures of the two 
enzyme families. Whereas human HOs have a conserved water cluster that is critical for 
oxygenation of a planar heme substrate, second-sphere Asn and Trp residues are essential 
for degradation of a ruffled heme by IsdG and IsdI. 
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Figure 2.2. IsdG and IsdI degrade heme to staphylobilin via a meso-hydroxyheme 
intermediate. The first oxygenation reaction proceeds via a mechanism that is distinct from 
that of human HOs. The second oxygenation reaction is unique to IsdG and IsdI. 
Nevertheless, several observations call into question the accuracy of the Kd values 
reported in the literature for heme-bound IsdG (IsdG–heme) and IsdI (IsdI–heme). First, it 
was recently reported that the concentration of the cytosolic labile heme pool is 20-40 
nM,20,21 which means that only 1% of cytosolic heme would be bound to IsdG and IsdI 
under typical conditions based upon the reported micromolar Kd values.5 It is unrealistic to 
suggest that the Isd pathway increases the concentration of cytosolic heme to micromolar 
concentrations, since a recent study has demonstrated that this concentration of heme is 
toxic to S. aureus.8 Finally, micromolar Kd values for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme simply 
do not fit with the observation of this laboratory that heme is almost fully protein-bound 
following separation of a mixture of IsdG–heme (or IsdI–heme) and heme by size-
exclusion chromatography. A potential explanation for these observations relates to the 
fact that the Kd values for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme were determined by fitting UV/Vis 
absorption titration data to a Michaelis-Menten model.5 Subsequent research has called 
into question whether this enzyme follows Michaelis-Menten kinetics due to the 
requirement of at least three substrates,5,7,11 plus a reductase,22 and the presence of at least 
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two enzymatic intermediates.11 Thus, the dissociation constants for IsdG–heme and IsdI–
heme were re-investigated. 
This study reports Kd measurements for heme dissociation from S. aureus IsdG and 
IsdI by UV/Vis absorption and fluorescence spectroscopies, and koff estimates from 
apomyoglobin competition assays. UV/Vis absorption-detected titrations of heme into 
IsdG and IsdI were fit to a model that did not employ the weak binding approximation 
where the total ligand concentration is used to approximate the unbound ligand 
concentration resulting in a quadratic equation.23 This approximation-free model is 
essential whenever the Kd for ligand dissociation is significantly smaller than the protein 
concentration. Careful analyses of these data revealed that the values measured by UV/Vis 
absorption spectroscopy only represent an upper-bound. Thus, a more sensitive 
fluorescence-detected assay was developed. Fits of the fluorescence-detected titrations 
yield accurate Kd values for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme in the nanomolar range. Analyses 
of the apomyoglobin competition assays yielded koff rates on the order of 10-2 s-1. The 
implications of these results for the accuracy of Kd values reported in the literature, for the 
in vivo functions of IsdG and IsdI, and for the design of a selective IsdG inhibitor are 
discussed. 
2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Unless otherwise noted, all materials in this work were purchased from Fisher 
Scientific and used without further purification. 
Expression and purification. The cloning of wild-type (WT) IsdG and IsdI into 
pET-15b (Ampr, Novagen) and S219V tobacco etch virus (TEV) protease into pRK793 
(Ampr) have been previously described.15,24,25 WT IsdG and IsdI were expressed as 
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previously described for WT IsdG,5 with one change. Expression was induced at OD600 = 
0.8 with 1.0 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside, and cell growth continued for 
four hours at 37 °C. S219V TEV protease was expressed and purified as previously 
described.15 
WT IsdG was purified as previously described,15 with minor changes noted below. 
Following cleavage of WT IsdG by S219V TEV protease, 50 mM imidazole was added 
and the solution was loaded onto a HisPur Ni-NTA column (Pierce). The flow-through was 
collected and the column was washed with 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM 
imidazole. The wash was collected and pooled with the flow-through. IsdG was then 
dialyzed against 1 L of 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl. This procedure yields untagged 
WT IsdG in >99% purity as determined by SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis (Figure A.1). 
WT IsdI was purified as previously described,24 with the following changes. S219V 
TEV protease was added to His6-tagged IsdI in an OD280 ratio of 1:10 with sufficient 
dithiothreitol and ethyldiaminetetracetic acid to reach final concentrations of 1 mM and 0.5 
mM, respectively. The mixture was dialyzed twice against 50 mM NaPi pH 7.4, 150 mM 
NaCl; then once against 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, all at 4 °C. The dialyzed 
solution was then loaded onto a Ni-NTA column equilibrated with 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 
mM NaCl and all flow-through was collected. The flow-through was reloaded onto a Ni-
NTA column equilibrated with 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl one additional time and 
all flow-through was collected. This procedure yields untagged WT IsdI in >99% purity as 
determined by SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis (Figure A.2). 
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Apomyoglobin was prepared via extraction of heme from equine skeletal muscle 
myoglobin (Sigma-Aldrich) using the methyl ethyl ketone method,26 as recently 
described.27  
Spectroscopic Characterization. The extinction coefficients for IsdG–heme and 
IsdI–heme were determined using a procedure similar to one previously described.15 IsdG–
heme and IsdI–heme in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl were prepared, and their room 
temperature UV/Vis absorption spectra were acquired from 700 to 325 nm at a scan rate of 
600 nm/min with a 1.0 nm data interval and 0.1 s integration time on a Cary 100 Bio UV-
Vis Spectrophotometer. The extinction coefficients for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme at 411 
nm were found to be 98.5 mM-1cm-1 and 96.6 mM-1cm-1, respectively, as determined by 
the pyridine hemochrome method.28  
UV/Vis absorption-detected heme titrations into IsdG and IsdI were carried out 
using the same spectroscopic equipment and parameters as described above. 6 µM samples 
of IsdG and IsdI in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl were prepared. The protein 
concentrations were estimated using a Bradford assay. A 250 µM hemin solution was 
prepared as previously described.29 Hemin was then titrated into the IsdG and IsdI solution 
in 1 µM increments. Prior to UV/Vis absorption spectral characterization, the solutions 
were allowed to equilibrate until no further spectral changes were observed. 
Fluorescence-detected heme titrations into IsdG and IsdI were completed using 
similar protein samples. 60-80 nM samples of IsdG and IsdI, and 17.5 µM hemin solutions, 
were prepared in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl as previously described.29 Hemin was 
titrated into the IsdG and IsdI solutions in 16 nM increments, and allowed to equilibrate 
until no further spectral changes were observed. Titrations were considered complete when 
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the fluorescence emission intensity change due to substrate binding was less than one 
percent of that of substrate-free protein. Fluorescence emission spectra were acquired for 
285 nm excitation using a Photon Technology QuantaMaster 4 spectrofluorometer 
equipped with a Xenon arc lamp connected to an LPS-220B power supply, an ASOC-10 
electronics interface, an MD-4000 motor driver control, and a model 814 photomultiplier 
detection system. Emission spectra were acquired in the 420 to 300 nm range with a step 
size of 1 nm, an integration time of 1 s, and slit widths of 3 nm. 
For heme dissociation rate measurements, mixtures of 3 µM IsdG–heme and 3 µM 
IsdG were prepared as described above. These solutions were transferred to Spectrosil 
quartz cuvettes (Starna) and apomyoglobin, prepared as described above, was added to a 
final concentration of 30 µM. Following a 7.5 s mixing time, the UV/Vis absorption 
intensity at 408 nm was monitored as a function of time using the spectroscopic equipment 
described above with a cycle time of 1.0 s and an integration time of 1.0 s for 30 min. 
UV/Vis absorption spectra were acquired before and after each kinetics experiment to 
confirm complete transfer of heme from IsdG to apomyoglobin (Figure A.3).30 Similar 
experiments were performed for IsdI. 
Spectral Analysis. The UV/Vis absorption-detected heme titrations into IsdG and 
IsdI were analysed in order to determine the dissociation constant (Kd) of the heme 
substrate. The UV/Vis absorption intensity at 411 nm for a mixture of IsdG, IsdG–heme, 
and heme depends upon equation 2.1: 
!"## = %&'() * +,-,) *./ 0 %&'() * +,-,) *./ 10" %&'() +,-,)2 ×4%&'(0+,-, − 4+,-, + 4+,-, ℎ898:        (2.1) 
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where [IsdGT] is the total IsdG concentration, [hemeT] is the total heme 
concentration, εIsdG–heme is the molar extinction coefficient for IsdG–heme at 411 nm, and 
εheme is the molar extinction coefficient for heme at 411 nm. The molar extinction 
coefficient for heme at 411 nm was determined to be 28.3 mM-1cm-1 based upon the 
reported extinction coefficient at 385 nm (58.4 mM-1cm-1).31 The UV/Vis absorption 
intensity at 411 nm as a function of [hemeT] was fit to equation 1 using GraphPad Prism 
6.0g in order to determine [IsdGT], Kd, and their standard errors. The fitted value for 
[IsdGT] was compared to the value estimated from a Bradford assay to further assess the 
accuracy of the fit. A similar equation can be derived for IsdI. The complete derivation of 
equation 2.1 is available in appendix A. 
The heme binding induced quenching of tryptophan fluorescence was analysed to 
extract Kd for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme. The tryptophan fluorescence intensity for a 
mixture of IsdG, IsdG–heme, and heme depends upon equation 2.2: 
; = %&'() * +,-,) *./ 0 %&'() * +,-,) *./ 10" %&'() +,-,)2 × <=>?0<=@A%&'() +;-BC            (2.2) 
where Fmax is the fluorescence intensity in the absence of heme and Fmin is the 
emission intensity for fully heme-bound IsdG. The fluorescence emission intensity at 323 
nm as a function of [hemeT] was fit to equation 2.2 using GraphPad Prism 6.0g to extract 
Kd and its standard error. [IsdGT] was constrained to the values determined by the UV/Vis 
absorption titrations described above. A similar equation can be derived for 318 nm 
fluorescence emission from IsdI. The complete derivation of equation 2.2 is available in 
Appendix A. 
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The first-order rate constants for heme transfer from IsdG–heme or IsdI–heme to 
apomyoglobin were estimated from the kinetic assays by fitting the UV/Vis absorption 
intensity at 408 nm to equation 2.3: ! = !D + !E 1 − 8GHIIJ         (2.3) 
where A0 is the UV/Vis absorption intensity at 0 s, A∞ is the UV/Vis absorption 
intensity at equilibrium, and koff is the dissociation rate constant. The UV/Vis absorption 
intensity at 408 nm as a function of time was fit to equation 4.3 using Graph Pad Prism 
6.0g in order to determine A0, A∞, koff, and their standard errors. The fitted values for A0 
and A∞ were compared to the UV/Vis absorption intensity at 408 nm before and after the 
kinetic assay to further assess the accuracy of the fit. 
2.3 RESULTS 
UV/Vis Absorption Spectroscopy. One possible explanation for the discrepancy 
between the concentration of the labile heme pool and the Kd values for IsdG–heme and 
IsdI–heme is that the reported Kd values are too large.5,20,21 This explanation is reasonable 
because the Kd values reported in the literature were derived from fits of UV/Vis absorption 
titration data to a Michaelis-Menten kinetic model,5 and subsequent research has 
established that IsdG-catalyzed heme degradation does not follow this mechanism.11 
Therefore, UV/Vis absorption-detected titrations of heme into IsdG and IsdI were analysed 
with an approximation-free model in order to estimate Kd values (Figure 2.3). The UV/Vis 
absorption intensity at 411 nm was monitored as a function of titrated heme concentration 
since this wavelength corresponds to the intense Soret bands of IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme. 
These data were fit to equation 2.1, which yielded Kd values of 34 ± 20 nM and 15 ± 10 
nM for IsdG and IsdI, respectively. These values are two orders of magnitude lower than 
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those previously reported in the literature.5 At that point, it was clear that the Kd values 
reported in the literature were inconsistent with those reported here, but it was unclear 
which data was more reliable. 
 
Figure 2.3. UV/Vis absorption-detected titration of heme into 6 µM IsdG (top) and IsdI 
(bottom) in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl. The spectra depict protein in the presence 
of 0 (solid black), 1 (solid red), 2 (solid violet), and intermediate (dashed black) equivalents 
of heme. Fits of the UV/Vis absorption intensity at 411 nm to equation 2.1 are shown in 
the insets, yielding Kd values of 34 ± 20 nM for IsdG and 15 ± 10 nM for IsdI. 
The accuracy of the Kd values measured here by fitting UV/Vis absorption data to 
an approximation-free binding model was assessed by comparing the experimental data to 
titration curves predicted for Kd values one order of magnitude smaller and larger than the 
best fit (Figure 2.4). Fits of the IsdG and IsdI data to titration curves for the Kd values one 
order of magnitude less than the best fit decreased the R2 values by 0.001 or less. Fits of 
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the titration curves to Kd values one order of magnitude larger than the best fit decreased 
the R2 values by approximately 0.01. Therefore, the Kd values reported here based upon 
UV/Vis absorption analysis are upper limits on the actual Kd values. Based upon the 
estimated Kd values, nearly all titrated heme is protein-bound for heme:protein ratios up to 
1:1 at micromolar protein concentrations, which greatly limits the accuracy of the 
measurement. Thus, both the Kd values previously reported in the literature,5 and those 
estimated here based upon UV/Vis absorption data, are likely too large due to a 
fundamental issue with the sensitivity of UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy. Consequently, 








Figure 2.4.!Best fits of the UV/Vis absorption-detected heme titration data for IsdG (top) 
and IsdI (bottom) using equation 2.1 (solid black). Titration curves predicted using 
equation 2.1 for Kd values one order of magnitude smaller (dotted red) and larger (dashed 
blue) than the best fit. Based upon the good fit of the UV/Vis absoprtion-detected heme 
titration data to a Kd value one order of magnitude smaller than the best fit, the Kd values 
estimated by UV/Vis absorption appear to be upper bounds on the actual value. 
Fluorescence Spectroscopy. The greater sensitivity of fluorescence spectroscopy 
as compared to UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy enabled monitoring of heme binding to 
IsdG and IsdI at nanomolar concentrations of protein, which increased the concentration 
of unbound heme and was expected to improve the accuracy of the Kd measurement. The 
experiments described below rely upon the facts that both IsdG and IsdI have fluorescent 
Trp residues within 4 Å of the heme substrate,32 which acts as a quencher via Förster 
resonance energy transfer due to its partially filled Fe 3d subshell. The Trp emission 
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intensity was monitored as a function of titrated heme concentration for 80 nM and 60 nM 
samples of IsdG and IsdI, respectively (Figure 2.5). The fluorescence-detected heme 
titrations were fit to equation 2.2, which gave Kd values of 1.4 ± 0.6 nM for IsdG and 12.9 
± 1.3 nM for IsdI. Due to the higher Kd value for heme from IsdI, the titration into IsdI was 
continued out to 976 nM heme (Figure A.4), but only the data up to 400 nM heme are 
shown here to facilitate comparison with IsdG. The fluorescence intensities at 340 nm were 
also analysed using equation 2.2 to avoid the signal arising from the Raman scattering of 
water, and similar results were obtained (Figure A.5). The Kd values derived from fitting 
fluorescence data are smaller than those estimated from UV/Vis absorption-detected heme 
titrations reported both here (Figure 2.3), and in the literature.5 Due to the differences 
between the Kd values derived from UV/Vis absorption and fluorescence-monitored heme 





Figure 2.5. Fluorescence-detected titration of heme into 80 nM IsdG (top) and 60 nM IsdI 
(bottom) in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl. The emission spectra for 285 nm excitation 
are shown in the insets. Fits of the emission intensity to equation 2.2 yielded Kd values of 
1.4 ± 0.6 nM for IsdG and 12.9 ± 1.3 nM for IsdI. 
As was the strategy for assessing the accuracy of the UV/Vis absorption data, the 
fluorescence data was compared to titration curves predicted for Kd values one order of 
magnitude smaller and larger than the best fit (Figure 2.6). Fits of the fluorescence data to 
Kd values one order of magnitude less than the best fit decreased the R2 values by 0.01 to 
0.1. Fits of the IsdG and IsdI data to titration curves for Kd values one order of magnitude 
larger than the best fit decreased R2 by approximately 0.1. Thus, the Kd values derived from 
analysis of the fluorescence data are accurate, and values estimated based upon UV/Vis 
absorption spectroscopy overestimate Kd for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme. Importantly, the 
accurate Kd values measured using fluorescence spectroscopy are consistent with the 
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concentration of the labile heme pool and both enzymes are expected to bind heme tightly 
in vivo.20,21 It is also interesting to note that the Kd values for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme 
are significantly different from one another. In summary, the data presented here indicates 
that the Kd values for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme are two to three orders of magnitude lower 
than previously reported,5 which is now consistent with the concentration of the labile 
heme pool,20,21 and heme binding to IsdG is nine-fold tighter than heme binding to IsdI. 
 
Figure 2.6. Best fits of the fluorescence-detected heme titration data for IsdG (top) and 
IsdI (bottom) using equation 2.2 (solid black). Titration curves predicted using equation 
2.2 for Kd values one order of magnitude smaller (dotted red) and larger (dashed blue) than 
the best fit. Based upon the poor fit of the fluorescence-detected heme titration data to Kd 
values one order of magnitude smaller or larger than the best fit, the Kd values determined 
by fluorescence spectroscopy are accurate. 
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Apomyoglobin Competition Assays. The difference between the Kd values for 
heme dissociation from IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme suggested that the rates for heme 
dissociation from IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme may be different. The koff rates for IsdG–heme 
and IsdI–heme were estimated by measuring the rates of heme transfer to apomyoglobin in 
a competition assay, an approach that was presviously used to estimate koff rates for HO-
2,19 IsdA,33 IsdB,34,35 IsdC,33 and IsdE.34 Since the Kd for heme dissociation from 
myoglobin is femtomolar and kon for heme association is on the order of 108 M-1s-1,36 these 
rates will primarily depend upon the koff rates for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme. Analyses of 
the kinetic data yielded estimates of 0.022 ± 0.002 and 0.092 ± 0.008 s-1 for the koff rates of 
IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme, respectively (Figure 2.7). According to these data, the rate of 
heme dissociation from IsdG–heme is four-fold slower than heme dissociation from IsdI–
heme. This is consistent with the differences between the Kd values reported in this work. 
As will be discussed below, the heme dissociation differences between IsdG–heme and 
IsdI–heme have important biological and medical implications. 
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Figure 2.7. UV/Vis absorption-detected kinetic traces for heme transfer from 3 µM IsdG–
heme to 30 µM apomyoglobin (top) and 3 µM IsdI–heme to 30 µM apomyoglobin (bottom) 
in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl. The first 100 s of data are shown in the insets. Fits 
of the kinetic data to equation 2.3 yielded koff values of 0.022 ± 0.002 and 0.092 ± 0.008 s-
1 for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme, respectively. 
2.4 DISCUSSION.  
The data reported in this article has important implications for all heme oxygenase 
enzymes. The nanomolar Kd values measured for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme are 2-3 orders 
of magnitude lower than those previously reported for these enzymes.5 However, the Kd 
values reported here for IsdG and IsdI are on the same order of magnitude as those recently 
reported for truncated, soluble forms of heme oxygenase-1 and heme oxygenase-2 lending 
support for the Kd values measured here for non-canonical heme oxygenases.18,19 The 
fundamental problem with the older Kd measurements for IsdG and IsdI is that heme is 
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99.9% protein-bound prior to saturation when a nanomolar dissociation constant is 
measured at micromolar protein concentrations, which makes accurate curve fitting to 
extract an accurate Kd value nearly impossible. These data highlight the existence of a 
dangerous minefield in the biochemical literature. The Kd value for heme dissociation from 
a heme oxygenase is below the lower limit of detection for UV/Vis absorption 
spectroscopy, especially if a weak binding approximation is employed. All reported Kd 
values for HOs must be reviewed on a case-by-case basis, and for cases where micromolar 
Kd values are accurate, researchers should reconsider whether these proteins are competent 
heme oxygenases in vivo. 
Since both IsdG and IsdI are transcriptionally-regulated by the ferric uptake 
regulator;3 both degrade heme to non-heme iron,5 staphylobilin,6 and formaldehyde;7 and 
both are required for pathogenesis in mice; the purpose for two nearly identical enzymes 
in S. aureus has remained an open question. One key clue has been that the half-life of 
IsdG is increased 2.5-fold by the presence of heme whereas the half-life of IsdI is 
unaffected by the presence of heme,3 and now the facts that IsdG and IsdI have different 
Kd and koff values for heme dissociation can be considered two additional clues. These three 
facts imply that in low heme conditions, IsdG will be degraded and IsdI will be the sole 
heme oxygenase present at a significant concentration. The Kd value for IsdI is on the same 
order as the concentration of the cytosolic labile heme pool,20,21 suggesting that IsdI may 
regulate heme levels and mitigate heme toxicity.3 In contrast, when the concentration of 
cytosolic heme is increased by an active Isd pathway, IsdG will be the primary heme 
oxygenase due to its lower Kd value. Due to the tight binding of heme by IsdG, there is no 
apparent need for a heme trafficking protein between the IsdDEF cytoplasmic membrane 
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transporter and IsdG in the S. aureus heme iron acquisition pathway.2,4 Thus, while IsdG 
and IsdI have the same chemical function, it appears that the two enzymes have distinct 
biological functions. 
Finally, the Kd values reported here have important implications for the rational 
design of a selective IsdG inhibitor. Since IsdG enzymes have been discovered in several 
human pathogens, including S. aureus,5 Bacillus anthracis,37 and Listeria 
monocytogenes,38 they have been identified as potential antibiotic targets.22,39,40 The first 
inhibitors of IsdG identified were non-iron metalloporphyrins (Figure 2.8),32 but the tight 
binding of ferric heme by IsdG now seems to rule out competitive inhibition as a viable 
strategy. Later, it was established that cyanide and azide are uncompetitive inhibitors of 
IsdG that bind to the iron of IsdG–heme, block access for molecular oxygen, and prevent 
enzymatic turnover.15 Cyanide and azide are poor drugs due to their ability to inhibit 
canonical heme oxygenases,41,42 but in principle it should be possible to design an 
uncompetitive inhibitor for the heme to meso-hydroxyheme monooxygenation reaction or 
the meso-hydroxyheme to staphylobilin dioxygenation reaction (Figure 2.2).11,15,16 A third 
strategy for IsdG inhibition is the development of an allosteric inhibitor analogous to the 
strategy currently being explored for a canonical heme oxygenase from Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa,43,44 but there are no promising leads for this strategy and it does not appear 
necessary due to the significant structural and functional differences between IsdG and 
canonical heme oxygenases. Thus, the most promising strategy for developing a selective 
IsdG inhibitor is to elucidate the enzymatic mechanism of IsdG in order to identify and 
target features of the reaction that are unique compared to canonical heme oxygenases. 
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Figure 2.8. At least three strategies for IsdG inhibition can be envisaged. Based upon the 
Kd value reported here, competitive inhibition of IsdG seems impractical. However, 
uncompetitive or allosteric inhibition of IsdG should be feasible. Due to the significant 
structural and functional differences between IsdG and mammalian heme oxygenases, 
elucidation of the IsdG mechanism followed by design of an uncompetitve inhibitor 
appears to be the most promising strategy for development of a new antibiotic. 
2.5 CONCLUSIONS  
In summary, the Kd for heme dissociation from S. aureus IsdG and IsdI is 2-3 orders 
of magnitude lower than previously reported.5 To be specific, the Kd for heme dissociation 
from S. aureus IsdG is 1.4 ± 0.6 nM and Kd for IsdI is 12.9 ± 1.3 nM. The differences 
between the current and previous values are attributed to protein concentration; at the 
micromolar concentrations used previously, heme is 99.9% enzyme-bound making 
accurate data analysis nearly impossible. Here, the development of a fluorescence 
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spectroscopy-based assay enabled measurements at nanomolar protein concentrations. In 
addition, apomyoglobin competition assays estimated koff rates of 0.022 ± 0.002 and 0.092 
± 0.008 s-1 for IsdG–heme and IsdI–heme, respectively. Notably, these are the first reports 
of significant differences between the biochemical properties of IsdG and IsdI leading to 
the proposals that IsdG is the heme degrading member of the S. aureus Isd system and IsdI 
combats heme toxicity. Based upon the tight binding of heme by IsdG, this enzyme is not 
a good candidate for competitive inhibition. Instead, researchers should pursue 
uncompetitive inhibition of IsdG, which will be aided by a more detailed understanding of 
enzyme mechanism. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION  
 Staphylococcus aureus is a serious antibiotic-resistant threat due to the prevalence 
of hospital-acquired methicillin-resistant S. aureus infections.1 Iron is an essential nutrient 
required at micromolar concentrations for S. aureus growth,2 but in a human host the 
majority of iron is sequestered as heme iron bound to hemoglobin.3 S. aureus has an iron-
regulated surface determinant (Isd) heme uptake system to extract iron from hemoglobin 
by transporting heme into the bacterial cytosol followed by degradation of the heme 
cofactor.4 The Isd system is critical for S. aureus pathogenesis as it has been shown that a 
Δisdg/Δisdi knockout strain shows significantly decreased virulence in mice.5 A vaccine 
has been developed that targets two components of the S. aureus Isd system, IsdA and 
IsdB,6 which protects against S. auerus infection in mice. An alternative therapeutic 
strategy would be to target one of the heme degrading enzymes of the Isd system, either 
IsdG or IsdI.  
 Biochemical characterization of S. aureus heme degrading enzymes has focused on 
IsdI,7,8 and these two enzymes are paralogues with similar three-dimensional structures and 
reaction products,9,10 but the two enzymes are functionally non-redundant as both are 
required for full S. aureus virulence.5 Both enzymes degrade heme to a mixture of β- and 
δ-staphylobilin in the presence of oxygen and the reductase IruO,11-13 although the ratio of 
the two isomeric products produced by each enzyme is significantly different. As is the 
case for canonical heme oxygenase-1 and heme oxygenase-2,14 IsdG and IsdI have distinct 
post-translational regulation. The heme affinity of heme oxygenase-2 is regulated by the 
environmental redox potential and the abundance of IsdG in vivo depends on the 
concentration of exogenous heme.5,15 The distal ligand pKa increases by 0.9 from heme 
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oxygenase-1 to heme oxygenase-2,16,17 and several small, but significant, differences have 
been noted between the two enzymes.18 Thus, by analogy, it is reasonable to expect that 
there may be important biochemical differences between S. aureus IsdG and IsdI. 
Development of a selective inhibitor of IsdG in the presence of human heme oxygenases 
will be aided by a better understanding of second-sphere influences on the geometric and 
electronic structure of heme-bound IsdG (IsdG–heme). Both IsdG and human heme 
oxygenases employ the same substrates, iron–porphyrin and molecular oxygen, and first-
sphere ligand, a proximal His. However, at least two second-sphere amino acid residues 
unique to the IsdG family of enzymes are required for enzymatic turnover: Asn7 and 
Trp67.10 The X-ray crystal structure of heme-bound N7A IsdG (PDB ID 2ZDO) revealed 
that Trp67 has a hydrophobic interaction with the proximal face of the porphyrin ring of 
heme.19 In IsdI, replacement of the equivalent tryptophan residue by a tyrosine has been 
shown to both decrease heme ruffling and enzyme activity.8 The Asn7 residue is likely to 
form a hydrogen bond with a distal axial ligand, as a hydrogen bond between the equivalent 
Asn residue and a distal ligand has been noted in several X-ray crystal structures of 
IsdI.7,8,11,19  In the X-ray crystal structure of dioxygen-ligated, heme-bound IsdI (PDB ID 
3LGN),11 Asn7 appears to donate a hydrogen bond to the iron-ligating α-oxygen, whereas 
Asn7 is positioned to donate a hydrogen bond to the terminal β-nitrogen of cyanide in the 
X-ray crystal structure of cyanide-inhibited IsdI (PDB ID 3QGP). Thus, prior to this work, 
it was unclear whether Asn7 acts a hydrogen bond donor to the α- or β-atom of a distal 
ligand to heme in solution. 
There are different electronic and mechanistic implications for the two scenarios 
where either the α- or β-atom of a distal dioxygen-based ligand acts as a hydrogen bond 
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acceptor.20-23 It is important to note that a reactive iron–dioxygen species has not yet been 
isolated for IsdG, but is likely to exist based upon the observations that molecular oxygen 
is required for enzymatic turnover,19 and that both azide- and cyanide-inhibited forms of 
IsdG are inactive (Figure B.1). Hydrogen bond donation from the side-chain amide of Asn7 
to the α-atom of a distal dioxygen-based ligand in IsdG would be analogous to the 
interaction observed between the backbone amide of Gly143 and the α-nitrogen for a distal 
azide ligand in the X-ray crystal structure of azide-inhibited rat heme oxygenase (PDB ID 
1IVJ).24 Nuclear magnetic resonance characterization of azide-inhibited Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa PigA has suggested that a similar hydrogen bonding interaction in this enzyme 
may be responsible for altering the heme substrate electronic structure, resulting in 
unpaired spin density on the porphyrin meso carbons.25 This electronic structure 
perturbation has been proposed to promote hydroxylation of the meso carbons by PigA. 
Alternatively, if Asn7 acts as a hydrogen bond donor to the β-atom of a distal ligand in 
IsdG, its functional role could be similar to that of the conserved water cluster found in 
canonical heme oxygenases.26-29 Theoretical work has led to the proposal that this water 
cluster orients a reactive hydroxyl radical intermediate and significantly contributes to the 
regioselectivity of porphyrin hydroxylation by canonical heme oxygenases.30 Ultimately, 
determining the influence of Asn7 hydrogen bond donation to the distal ligand on the 
substrate electronic structure will elucidate the mechanism of IsdG-catalyzed heme 
degradation and aid the development of a selective small molecule inhibitor of IsdG. 
Optical spectroscopy and density functional theory (DFT) represent an almost ideal 
combination for understanding the influence of second-sphere residues on heme electronic 
structure. Electronic absorption (Abs) spectroscopy has been used for over 50 years to 
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characterize the valence electronic structure of porphyrins, including heme.31 Circular 
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy has been employed more sparingly, but has proven to be an 
extremely sensitive probe of active site geometric structure.32,33 Room temperature 
magnetic CD (MCD) spectroscopy has been extensively employed to “fingerprint” the 
oxidation, spin, and coordination state of heme proteins.34 Additional electronic structure 
information is available when MCD data is acquired at cryogenic temperatures, in 
particular the ground state electron configuration can be determined.35 Furthermore, since 
Abs, CD, and MCD intensity all arise from the same set of electronic transitions, 
simultaneous analysis of all three spectra can identify small perturbations to the electronic 
structure that arise from second-sphere substitutions.36 Accurate modelling of the spectral 
perturbations using DFT calculations allows the electronic structure changes observed with 
optical spectroscopy to be correlated to structural changes within the enzyme active site 
and provide insight into the mechanistic consequences of second-sphere interactions. 
 In this work, azide and cyanide have been utilized as analogues of molecular 
oxygen. The α-atom of azide can act as a hydrogen bond acceptor, but the α-atom of 
cyanide cannot (Figure 3.1). Azide- and cyanide-inhibited forms of wild-type (WT) and 
N7A IsdG have been characterized using Abs, CD, and MCD spectroscopy to determine 
whether Asn7 of IsdG donates a hydrogen bond to the α- or β-atom of a distal ligand to 
heme and if this interaction is strong enough to perturb the substrate electronic structure. 
Simultaneous fitting of the Abs, CD, and MCD data for a given IsdG species to a single set 
of electronic transitions has allowed the classification of spectral changes as either due to 
electronic structure perturbations or structural heterogeneity. The spectroscopic 
experiments have been coupled with DFT calculations in order to correlate spectral 
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changes to alterations of the azide-inhibited IsdG (IsdG–heme–N3) geometric and 
electronic structure, and predict the influence of Asn7 on the properties of hydroperoxo-
ligated IsdG–heme (IsdG–heme–OOH). Collectively, these data provide significant new 
insight into the influence of Asn7 on the heme substrate geometric and electronic structure, 
as well as the role of this residue in promoting the heme degradation reaction catalyzed by 
S. aureus IsdG. 
 
Figure 3.1. Prior to this work, it was unclear whether Asn7 preferentially donates a 
hydrogen bond to the α- or β-atom of a distal ligand to heme in Staphylococcus aureus 
IsdG. This issue is addressed here via spectroscopic characterization of azide- and cyanide-
inhibited forms of wild type and N7A IsdG. The α-nitrogen of a distal azide ligand can 
accept a hydrogen bond from Asn7, but the α-carbon of a distal cyanide ligand cannot. 
3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 Protein expression and purification. Unless specified otherwise, all reagents 
were purchased from Fisher Scientific and used without further purification. A pET15b 
(Ampr) plasmid encoding S. aureus IsdG with an N-terminal His-tag separated from the 
isdG gene by a tobacco etch virus (TEV) cleavage site was a gift from Eric Skaar 
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(Vanderbilt University).10 The N7A mutation was introduced into the isdG gene encoded 
within this pET15b (Ampr) plasmid using the QuikChange II site-directed mutagenesis kit 
(Stratagene). The N7A mutagenic primers were designed according to the guidelines of the 
QuikChange II kit and obtained from the Midland Certified Reagent Company. DNA 
sequencing at the Vermont Cancer Center DNA Analysis facility confirmed the sequences 
of WT and N7A IsdG in the pET15b (Ampr) plasmids used for recombinant protein 
expression. 
 The pET15b (Ampr) plasmids encoding WT and N7A IsdG were transformed into 
Escherichia coli BL21-Gold(DE3) cells (Stratagene) and expressed as previously 
described for WT IsdG.9 The cell pellet from each liter of cell growth was suspended in 25 
mL of 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF, 
Pierce) with 25 units of DNase1 (Pierce). Cells were lysed enzymatically by incubation 
with 0.1 mg/mL lysozyme for 1 hour at room temperature. The lysate was centrifuged at 
15000 x g for 20 minutes at 4 °C and the supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 µm 
membrane (Millipore). Filtered lysate was loaded onto a HisPur Ni-NTA (Pierce) column 
equilibrated with 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl. The loaded column was washed with 
50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM imidazole, 10% (v/v) glycerol and His6-tagged 
IsdG was eluted with 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole. All purified 
His-tagged IsdG samples were >99 % pure according to SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis 
(Figures B.2-B.3). 
A BL21(DE3)-RIL (Stratagene) cell line containing the pRK793 (Ampr) plasmid 
encoding S219V TEV protease with an N-terminal His-tag and a C-terminal Arg-tag was 
acquired from David Waugh (National Cancer Institute, Addgene plasmid #8827). 
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Recombinant protein expression and purification were based off previously described 
protocols.37,38 For each liter of cell growth, the pellets were suspended in 25 mL of 20 mM 
sodium phosphate (NaPi) pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 5 mM PMSF, and 25 units of DNase1. 
The cells were lysed enzymatically, centrifuged, and filtered as described above for IsdG. 
Lysate was loaded onto a HisPur Ni-NTA column equilibrated with 20 mM NaPi pH 7.4, 
300 mM NaCl. Following a wash of 20 mM NaPi pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 25 mM imidazole, 
S219V TEV protease was eluted by 20 mM NaPi pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM 
imidazole. The eluted solution was dialyzed twice against 1 L of 100 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 
mM ethyldiaminetetraacetic acid at 4 °C. Purified S219V TEV protease was stored in 40% 
(v/v) glycerol at -80 °C prior to use. 
S219V TEV protease was added to His-tagged IsdG in an OD280 ratio of 1:100, 
along with sufficient dithiothreitol and ethyldiaminetetraacetic acid to reach final 
concentrations of 1 mM and 0.5 mM, respectively.38 The mixture was stirred overnight at 
room temperature and dialyzed twice against 1 L of 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl at 
4 °C (Figure B.4). The purification of the untagged IsdG was modified from previously 
described methods.10,39 Sufficient imidazole was added to the dialyzed solution to achieve 
a concentration of 10 mM and the solution was loaded onto a HisPur Ni-NTA column 
equilibrated with 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10 mM imidazole. Following protein loading, the 
column was washed with the same 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10 mM imidazole buffer. The flow-
through from the loading and wash steps were combined and reduced to a volume of 10 
mL using Amicon stirred cells (Millipore). Purified, cleaved, and concentrated IsdG was 
dialyzed twice against 1 L of 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl at 4 °C (Figure B.5). The 
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concentration of purified, untagged IsdG was determined using a Bradford assay with 
bovine serum albumin (Pierce) as the standard. 
 IsdG–heme sample preparation. Untagged WT and N7A IsdG were constituted 
with heme based upon previously described procedures.9,40 Briefly, a 500 µM hemin 
chloride solution was prepared by dissolving 3.3 mg of hemin chloride in 100 µL of 0.1 M 
NaOH followed by dilution to 10 mL with 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl. All hemin 
solutions were used within 24 hours of their preparation. To prepare IsdG–heme, the hemin 
solution and untagged IsdG were combined in a 1:1 molar ratio and incubated at 4 °C for 
one hour. IsdG–heme was exchanged into 125 mM potassium phosphate (KPi) pH 7.4 
using a PD-10 desalting column (GE Healthcare) to remove excess hemin. 
 Cyanide-inhibited IsdG (IsdG–heme–CN) was prepared by adding a single crystal 
of KCN to 500 µM hemin chloride in 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl. The 
heme/cyanide solution and IsdG were combined in a 0.5:1 molar ratio and incubated at 4 
°C for one hour. IsdG–heme–CN was exchanged into 125 mM KPi pH 7.4 using a PD-10 
desalting column. 
 IsdG–heme–N3 was prepared by adding enough sodium azide to a 500 µM hemin 
chloride solution in 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl to achieve a final azide 
concentration of 500 mM. The heme/azide solution and IsdG were combined in a 1:1 molar 
ratio and incubated at 4 °C overnight. IsdG–heme–N3 was exchanged into 125 mM KPi 
pH 7.4, 50 mM azide using a PD-10 desalting column. 
 The activities of WT and N7A IsdG–heme, IsdG–heme–CN, and IsdG–heme–N3 
were determined using a previously described assay.9 Heme degradation was monitored by 
Abs spectroscopy for 90 minutes in a solution containing 10 µM IsdG and 10 mM ascorbic 
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acid (Figure B.1). The extinction coefficients for the Soret bands of WT IsdG–heme, IsdG–
heme–CN, and IsdG–heme–N3 were ε409=98.5, ε421=82.8, and ε418=95.1 mM-1cm-1, 
respectively, as determined by the pyridine hemochrome method.41 The extinction 
coefficients for the Soret bands of N7A IsdG–heme, IsdG–heme–CN, and IsdG–heme–N3 
were ε404=83.9, ε421=88.8, and ε418=91.2 mM-1cm-1, respectively. For optical spectroscopy 
at cryogenic temperatures, samples were mixed with 60% glycerol (v/v) to promote 
transparent glass formation. 
 Spectroscopic data collection and analysis. Room temperature Abs spectra were 
collected between 900 and 300 nm on a Cary 100 Bio spectrophotometer using a scan rate 
of 300 nm/min, a data interval of 0.5 nm, and an integration time of 0.1 s. Room 
temperature CD spectra were acquired between 900 and 300 nm using a Jasco J-815 
spectropolarimeter with a scan rate of 20 nm/min, bandwidth of 2.0 nm, and an integration 
time of 8 s. Cryogenic temperature Abs and MCD spectra, as well as variable-temperature 
variable-field (VTVH) MCD saturation curves, were measured using the same Jasco J-815 
spectropolarimeter in conjunction with an Oxford SM4000-8T Spectromag controlled by 
a Mercury iTC temperature controller and a Mercury iPS power supply. Cryogenic 
temperature spectral data was collected between 900 and 300 nm with a 200 nm/min scan 
rate, a bandwidth of 1 nm, an integration time of 0.25 s, and a data pitch of 0.5 nm at 5, 10 
and 20 K. VTVH saturation magnetization curves were acquired for IsdG–heme–CN and 
IsdG–heme–N3 by monitoring the MCD intensity at 427 and 426 nm, respectively, as a 
function of magnetic field strength at 5, 10 and 20 K. The magnetic field was ramped from 
+7 to -7 T at a rate of 0.7 T/min and spectral data was acquired with a bandwidth of 1 nm, 
an integration time of 0.25 s, and a data pitch of 0.5 s. All MCD data presented in this work 
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represent the difference between the positive and negative magnetic field data divided by 
two in order to remove the contributions of the natural CD spectrum. 
The room temperature Abs, room temperature CD, and 5 K MCD spectra of each 
species were simultaneously fit to a minimal sum of Gaussian-shaped bands to resolve the 
contributions of individual electronic transitions to the overall spectral envelopes. For the 
fit of each species, the transition energies were held constant for all three spectral data sets, 
the bandwidths were increased by 200 cm-1 for the room temperature data to account for 
thermal broadening, and the intensities were allowed to vary to account for the different 
selection rules inherent to Abs, CD, and MCD spectroscopy. All spectral fitting was 
performed using the multiPeak fitting package within Igor Pro (Wavemetrics). Complete 
parameter sets obtained from this fitting are available in the Supporting Information 
(Tables B.1-B.3). 
The VTVH saturation curves were compared to simulated curves generated from 
the reported electronic g values for heme-bound IsdI at pH 9 (IsdI–heme–OH),7 and bis(4-
cyanopyridine)ferrictetramesitylporphyrinate (Fe(III)TMP(4-CNPy)2).42 The VTVH 
saturation curve simulations were performed using the VTVH 2.1.1 program with the 
intensity at 5 K, 7 T normalized to 1.0. The simulations of IsdI–heme–OH (pH 9) and 
Fe(III)TMP(4-CNPy)2 represent xy-polarized transitions for S = ½ centers with g = [1.78, 
2.24, 2.61] and g = [2.57, 2.57, 1.42], respectively. 
 DFT Computations. All electronic structure calculations presented in this work 
were performed using the ORCA 3.0.0 software package on the 380 node IBM cluster at 
the Vermont Advanced Computing Core.43 The initial structural model for all calculations 
was the X-ray crystal structure of N7A IsdG (PDB ID 2ZDO).19 All amino acid residues 
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were removed with the exception of His77. His77 was further truncated to an imidazole 
ring by removing backbone nuclei as well as Cβ. The heme substrate was truncated by 
replacing both propionate side-chains with methyl groups. Finally, either an azide or 
peroxo ligand was added to the distal side of the heme iron and hydrogen atoms were added 
in ArgusLab to generate initial structural models.44 For all calculations presented here, the 
heme(α-meso)–Fe–heme(γ-meso) and heme(β-meso)–Fe–heme(δ-meso) angles were held 
at their crystallographic values of 146.4° and 162.8°, respectively, to retain the ruffling 
deformation of the porphyrin ring induced by the IsdG active site (Figures B.6-B.7). 
Constrained geometry optimization calculations of each model were performed using the 
PBE density functional in conjunction with the TZVP basis set and TZV/J auxiliary basis 
set.45-47  
Several additional models of IsdG–heme–N3 with an H+ ion to simulate hydrogen 
bond donation from Asn7 were prepared where the distance between the α-nitrogen of N3 
and H+ was fixed to values between 1.1 to 3.1 Å in 0.1 Å increments while the heme(α-
meso)–Fe–N3…H dihedral was held constant to simulate the location of Asn7 with respect 
to the heme substrate (Figures B.6-B.7). Constrained geometry optimizations were also 
completed for models of IsdG–heme–OOH with and without an additional H+ ion to 
simulate hydrogen bond donation from Asn7. The H+ ion was restrained to a position 1.9 
Å away from the α-oxygen of the hydroperoxo ligand with the same heme(α-meso)–Fe–
distal ligand…H dihedral angle as used for the azide models based upon the X-ray crystal 
structure of dioxygen-ligated, heme-bound IsdI (PDB ID 3LGN).11 The spin densities were 




 Abs Spectroscopy. The room temperature Abs spectra of WT and N7A IsdG–heme 
were measured at pH 7.4 to investigate whether Asn7 interacts with an aqueous distal 
ligand to IsdG (Figure 3.2A). The Abs spectrum of WT IsdG has two well-separated peaks 
in the visible region (17700 and 19000 cm-1) and an intense Soret band at 24300 cm-1. This 
Abs spectrum is similar to those reported previously for heme-bound IsdG and IsdI at pH 
8.0,9 and heme-bound IsdI at pH 9.0.7 The heme spin/coordination state in these alkaline 
IsdG and IsdI samples is known to be low-spin, Fe(III)–His–OH, and it is reasonable to 
conclude that the spin/coordination state of WT IsdG–heme at pH 7.4 is the same. The Abs 
spectrum of N7A IsdG–heme at pH 7.4 is significantly different from that of WT. The 
Soret band blue-shifts to 24800 cm-1, the Q band is observed at 18500 cm-1, and a new peak 
is present at 15700 cm-1. This Abs spectrum of N7A IsdG–heme at pH 7.4 is similar to that 
previously reported for heme-bound IsdI at pH 6.0,7 which contains a high-spin, Fe(III)–
His–OH2 species. However, the Abs data could also be the signature of a high-spin, five-
coordinate, His-ligated species similar to that observed in the X-ray crystal structure of 
N7A IsdG–heme (PDB ID 2ZDO).19 Ultimately, the Abs data presented here cannot 
definitively determine the spin/coordination state of N7A IsdG–heme. 
 The Abs spectra of WT and N7A IsdG change significantly upon the addition of 
either cyanide or azide as an inhibitor (Figure 3.2B-C), which indicates that these 
molecules replace water/hydroxide as the distal ligand to heme. The Abs spectra of both 
WT and N7A IsdG–heme–CN have Q and Soret bands at 18000 cm-1 and 23800 cm-1, 
respectively. Both WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 have Q-bands at 17500 cm-1 and Soret 
bands at 23900 cm-1. These results demonstrate that a hydrogen bond between Asn7 and 
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either a cyanide or azide distal ligand does not significantly perturb the Abs spectrum of 
IsdG–heme–CN or IsdG–heme–N3. 
 
Figure 3.2. Room temperature Abs spectra of WT (solid black lines) and N7A (dashed red 
lines) forms of IsdG–heme (a), IsdG–heme–CN (b), and IsdG–heme–N3 (c) in 125 mM 
KPi pH 7.4. The Abs spectra of IsdG–heme–CN and IsdG–heme–N3 are not significantly 
perturbed upon introduction of the N7A substitution. 
 CD Spectroscopy. IsdG–heme–CN and IsdG–heme–N3 were further investigated 
using visible CD spectroscopy to ascertain whether the increased spectral resolution 
inherent to a signed spectrum will allow identification of differences between the WT and 
N7A forms of each IsdG species. The CD spectra of WT and N7A IsdG–heme–CN are 
nearly identical (Figure 3.3A); both spectra are dominated by negatively-signed Soret 
bands at 23500 cm-1. The Soret CD intensity is comparable to that reported previously for 
cytochrome c,51,52 and two orders of magnitude greater than that previously reported for 
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myoglobin. Despite this, the intrinsic CD intensity is 50-fold less than that of the 5 K MCD 
spectrum (vide infra), resulting in lower signal-to-noise as compared to the Abs and MCD 
data reported in this work. It has been demonstrated that heme Soret CD intensity primarily 
arises from coupling of the Soret transition dipole to those of other nearby electronic 
transitions.33 For IsdG–heme–CN the π→π* transitions of active site aromatic residues are 
likely to be the major contributors to this mechanism. As a result, the lack of significant 
differences between the CD spectra of WT and N7A IsdG–heme–CN suggests that the 
N7A substitution does not significantly alter the IsdG active site structure. 
 In contrast, the CD spectra of WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 are significantly 
different from one another (Figure 3.3B). The two traces are near mirror images of one 
another and, most notably, the sign of the Soret band changes from negative in WT IsdG–
heme–N3 to positive in N7A IsdG–heme–N3. Since the IsdG–heme–CN CD data 
demonstrate that the N7A substitution does not alter the active site structure in a way that 
significantly perturbs the Soret band, it is likely that the azide ligand is responsible for the 
sign change. Unlike cyanide, azide has a π→π* electronic transition in the mid-UV at 
43500 cm-1.53 This means that IsdG–heme–N3 species have an additional mechanism for 
Soret CD intensity as compared to IsdG–heme–CN species, namely, dipolar coupling to 
the N3 ligand π→π* transition. Consequently, the Soret CD band sign change from WT 
IsdG–heme–N3 to N7A IsdG–heme–N3 strongly suggests that the relative orientation of 
the porphyrin and azide moieties changes upon introducing the N7A substitution. Indeed, 
this picture provides a compelling explanation for the spectral differences in the 15000-
20000 cm-1 region as rotation of the N3 π→π* electronic transition dipole about the Fe–
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NHis axis would alter the CD intensity of any in-plane polarized electronic transition of the 
heme chromophore. 
 
Figure 3.3. Room temperature CD spectra of WT (solid black lines) and N7A (dashed red 
lines) forms of IsdG–heme–CN (a) and IsdG–heme–N3 (b) in 125 mM KPi pH 7.4. The 
CD spectrum of IsdG–heme–CN in unchanged by the N7A substitution, but the sign of the 
Soret band changes for IsdG–heme–N3. 
 MCD Spectroscopy. While CD spectroscopy provided insight into the geometric 
structures of IsdG–heme–CN and IsdG–heme–N3, cryogenic temperature MCD 
spectroscopy was employed to further probe the electronic structures of these species. To 
determine whether adding glycerol to the protein samples or cooling to cryogenic 
temperatures perturbed the electronic structures of the samples, Abs spectra were acquired 
at 20 K and compared to the room temperature data (Figure B.8). No significant spectral 
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changes were observed, strongly suggesting that the IsdG–heme electronic structures are 
only minimally perturbed by the MCD sample preparations used in this work. 
 In the MCD spectra of WT and N7A IsdG–heme–CN, the 15000-20000 cm-1 
regions appear slightly different from one another (Figure 3.4), indicating that MCD 
spectroscopy detects changes to the heme electronic structure due to introduction of the 
N7A substitution. To better quantify the differences between WT and N7A IsdG–heme–
CN, the Abs, CD, and MCD spectra were simultaneously fit to one set of Gaussian-shaped 
bands where each band represents an electronic transition (Figures 3.4, B.9-B.10). This 
analysis reveals that several more electronic transitions contribute to the observed MCD 
spectra than would be apparent from examination of the MCD data alone. Both the WT 
and N7A IsdG–heme–CN optical spectroscopic data were fit without altering any of the 
band energies (Table B.1). This result indicates that the N7A substitution does not alter the 
energy of any Abs, CD, or MCD-allowed IsdG–heme–CN electronic state in the 10000-
30000 cm-1 region and strongly suggests that the valence molecular orbital energies are 
unaffected by the N7A substitution. Compared to the WT IsdG–heme–CN fit, the band 
widths are generally broader in the N7A IsdG–heme–CN fit. Most likely, this indicates that 
the cyanide, histidine-ligated heme moiety can access a wider range of conformations 
within the larger N7A IsdG active site. These data indicate that even if a weak hydrogen 
bond between Asn7 and the β-nitrogen of cyanide is present in WT IsdG–heme–CN, the 
interaction is not strong enough to significantly perturb the substrate electronic structure. 
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Figure 3.4. 5 K, 7 T MCD spectra (solid black lines) of WT IsdG–heme–CN (a) and N7A 
IsdG–heme–CN (b) in 50mM KPi pH 7.4, 60% (v/v) glycerol. The experimental Abs, CD, 
and MCD data were deconvoluted into sets of Gaussian-shaped bands (Figures B.9-B.10 
and Table S1). Gaussian-shaped bands representing individual electronic transitions 
(dotted red lines) and the total fits (dashed red lines) are shown above. For IsdG–heme–
CN, no band shifts by more than 100 cm-1 upon introduction of the N7A substitution. 
 The MCD spectra of IsdG–heme–N3 are significantly different from those of IsdG–
heme–CN. An intense, negatively-signed band is observed in the MCD spectra of IsdG–
heme–N3 near 19500 cm-1 that has no counterpart in the MCD spectra of IsdG–heme–CN 
(Figures 3.4-3.5), which suggests that this band arises from an azide to heme charge 
transfer transition. In addition, the Soret band components near 24000 cm-1 are 
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approximately four times as intense in the MCD spectra of IsdG–heme–N3 as compared to 
those in the IsdG–heme–CN spectra. The Soret band MCD intensity changes can be 
explained by an electronic ground state configuration change from (dxz,dyz)4(dxy)1, as 
previously reported for cyanide-bound IsdI,7 to (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 upon changing the axial 
ligand from cyanide to azide. A (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 ground state electron configuration has 
additional MCD C-term intensity due to spin-orbit coupling between the electronic ground 
state and a low-lying electronic excited state.35,42 However, it is difficult to definitively 
assign the ground state electron configuration based upon MCD intensity, and the topic 





Figure 3.5. 5 K, 7 T MCD spectra (solid black lines) of WT IsdG–heme–N3 (a) and N7A 
IsdG–heme–N3 (b) in 50mM KPi pH 7.4, 60% (v/v) glycerol. The experimental Abs, CD, 
and MCD data were deconvoluted into sets of Gaussian-shaped bands (Figures B.11-B.12 
and Tables S2-S3). Gaussian-shaped bands representing individual electronic transitions 
(dotted red lines) and the total fits (dashed red lines) are shown above. For IsdG–heme–
N3, three bands shift by more than 100 cm-1 upon introduction of the N7A substitution 
(dotted violet lines). 
 Modest differences are apparent between the WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 MCD 
spectra in the 15000-20000 cm-1 region (Figure 3.5). Deconvolution of the WT and N7A 
IsdG–heme–N3 Abs, CD, and MCD spectra confirm that the electronic structures of these 
two species are distinct (Figures 3.5, B.11-B.12, and Tables B.2-B.3). In WT IsdG–heme–
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N3, a positive MCD peak observed at a lower energy than the Q band is composed of two 
separate Gaussian-shaped bands at 16400 and 17100 cm-1. In N7A IsdG–heme–N3, this 
peak can be fit to a single Gaussian-shaped band centered at 16900 cm-1. In addition, a 
negatively-signed MCD band at 19500 cm-1, tentatively assigned to an azide to heme 
charge transfer transition, red-shifts to 19300 cm-1 upon introduction of the N7A 
substitution. Bandshifts of this magnitude are consistent with perturbations of the IsdG–
heme–N3 valence molecular orbital energies by the N7A substitution. Thus, these data 
strongly suggest that a hydrogen bonding interaction between the amide of Asn7 and the 
α-nitrogen of azide lowers the energy of an N3 π-based orbital in WT IsdG–heme–N3 as 
compared to N7A IsdG–heme–N3. 
 VTVH MCD Data. Since the MCD intensities of the IsdG–heme–CN and IsdG–
heme–N3 Soret bands suggest that the IsdG–heme–N3 electronic ground state may be 
different from that previously reported for cyanide-inhibited IsdI,7 VTVH MCD saturation 
magnetization curves were acquired for the Soret bands of IsdG–heme–CN and IsdG–
heme–N3 (Figure 3.6). For an xy-polarized transition such as the heme Soret band, the 
shape of the VTVH saturation magnetization curve will depend on gz enabling this 
technique to distinguish between (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 and (dxz,dyz)4(dxy)1 electron configurations 
of low-spin ferric heme where gz is approximately 2.5 and 1.5, respectively.35 The 5 K 
saturation magnetization curves of WT and N7A IsdG–heme–CN closely overlay with a 
simulated curve for a Fe(III)TMP(4-CNPy)2 model complex with a (dxz,dyz)4(dxy)1 ground 
state electron configuration.42 It is also worth noting that the slope of the WT IsdG–heme–
CN VTVH saturation magnetization curve increases with increasing temperature similar 
to the data previously reported for cyanide-inhibited MhuD where it was concluded that a 
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(dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 excited state electron configuration is thermally-accessible. Consequently, 
VTVH MCD analysis indicates that both WT and N7A IsdG–heme–CN have 
(dxz,dyz)4(dxy)1 ground state electron configurations similar to that previously reported for 
cyanide-inhibited IsdI, and WT IsdG–heme–CN has a thermally-accessible (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 
excited state electron configuration similar to cyanide-inhibited MhuD. 
 In contrast, VTVH MCD analysis indicates that the electronic ground state of IsdG–
heme–N3 is different from that previously reported for cyanide-inhibited IsdI (Figure 3.6).7 
The VTVH saturation magnetization curves for WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 acquired at 
different temperatures overlay with one another indicating that only one electronic state is 
significantly populated at cryogenic temperatures. To aid analysis of these data, the VTVH 
saturation magnetization curve for IsdI–heme–OH was simulated based upon the reported 
g values for this complex as measured by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy. 
All three VTVH MCD curves are similar, indicating that the ground state electron 
configurations of IsdG–heme–N3 and IsdI–heme–OH are similar as well. It was previously 
reported that the ground state electron configuration of IsdI–heme–OH is (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3. 
Thus, the VTVH MCD data presented here is consistent with a (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 ground state 
electron configuration for IsdG–heme–N3. This ground state is different from the 
(dxz,dyz)4(dxy)1 electron configuration of IsdG–heme–CN. 
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Figure 3.6. VTVH MCD saturation magnetization curves for WT IsdG–heme–CN (a), 
N7A IsdG–heme–CN (b), WT IsdG–heme–N3 (c), and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 (d) in 50mM 
KPi pH 7.4, 60% (v/v) glycerol at 5 K (blue lines), 10 K (green lines), and 20 K (red lines). 
For comparison, the simulated saturation magnetization curves of bis(4-
cyanopyridine)ferric tetramesitylporphyrinate (Fe(III)TMP(4-CNPy)2, black dots)42 and 
IsdI–heme–OH (black crosses)7 are also shown. The species in panels A and B have S = ½ 
ground states with (dxz,dyz)4(dxy)1 electron configurations, while the species in panels C and 
D have  (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 configurations.  
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 DFT Calculations. To complement the spectroscopic data for IsdG–heme–N3, 
DFT calculations were performed for truncated models of WT and N7A IsdG. The starting 
geometry for these calculations was the X-ray crystal structure of N7A IsdG (PDB ID 
2ZDO).19 The entire polypeptide was removed from the model with the exception of the 
imidazole ring of His77, an azide distal ligand was added, and the geometry was allowed 
to relax with the angles between Fe and the meso carbons held constant to simulate the 
ruffling distortion induced upon the heme substrate by the IsdG active site. The optimized 
Fe–NHis and Fe–N3 bond lengths are 2.03 and 1.93 Å, respectively, and the azide ligand is 
bent by 22.5° toward the γ-meso carbon. An alternate conformation where the azide ligand 
is bent toward the α-meso carbon is only 0.2 kcal/mol higher in energy, and likely to be 
populated at physiologically-relevant temperatures. It seems likely that the orientation of 
azide relative to the porphyrin ring in this model is primarily governed by steric 
considerations since the α- and γ-meso carbons are pointed towards the proximal ligand 
while the β- and δ-meso carbons are displaced towards the distal ligand. However, 
orientation of N3 along the α/γ axis would seem to be inconsistent with the regioselectivity 
of IsdG-catalyzed heme degradation since it is the β- and δ-meso carbons that are 
oxygenated in the staphylobilin products.11,12 
 One feature of this truncated DFT model is that the contributions of second-sphere 
interactions can be clearly examined by monitoring geometric and electronic changes upon 
systematically adding these interactions to the model. Perhaps the most notable feature of 
the WT IsdG active site absent from the truncated DFT model is hydrogen bond donation 
from the Asn7 side-chain to the distal azide ligand. The Asn6 side-chain is closer to the 
distal cyanide ligand in the X-ray crystal structure of cyanide-bound IsdI (PDB ID 3QGP) 
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than any of the other non-bonding contacts identified in the distal pocket: Leu8, Phe22, 
and Ile53.7 Unfortunately, a realistic treatment of the entire Asn7 side-chain of IsdG could 
not be incorporated into the DFT model because the steric interactions between Asn and 
the porphyrin ring were not balanced by steric interactions between Asn and other protein 
residues resulting in an unreasonably large distance between the flexible Asn side-chain 
and heme. Instead, a proton was placed 1.9 Å away from the α-nitrogen of azide on the α-
meso carbon containing side of the distal ligand pocket and a constrained geometry 
optimization was performed. 1.9 Å is an estimate of the Asn7…N3 hydrogen bond length, 
based upon the 2.9 Å distance between the α-oxygen of the dioxygen ligand and the side-
chain nitrogen of Asn6 in the X-ray crystal structure of dioxygen-ligated, heme-bound IsdI 
(PDB ID 3LGN) minus a typical N–H bond length of 1.0 Å.11 In comparison to the model 
without a hydrogen bond donor, the azide ligand has rotated around the Fe–N3 axis toward 
the β-meso carbon. 
 As there are several sources of uncertainty with respect to the Asn7…N3 hydrogen 
bond strength, the influence of the N3…H distance on the N3 orientation was investigated 
in detail. It was discovered that as the N3…H distance is increased from 1.1 Å to 2.1 Å, the 
azide ligand rotates toward the β-meso carbon (Figure 3.7). When the N3…H distance is 
further increased to 3.1 Å, the azide ligand rotates back towards the γ-meso carbon. 
Analysis of the DFT-computed electronic structures reveals that the N3…H bonding 
character changes from a covalent σ-bond to a hydrogen bond between H+ and an azide-
based π-orbital to largely non-bonding as the N3…H distance is increased. Importantly, the 
azide ligand is significantly rotated about the Fe–N3 bond axis for N3…H distances ranging 
from 1.5 to 2.2 Å. Thus, small errors in the DFT-computed N3…H hydrogen bond strength 
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arising from differences between the X-ray crystal structure of dioxygen-ligated, heme-
bound IsdI (PDB ID 3LGN) and the solution structure of IsdG–heme–N3,11 as well as the 
theoretical treatment of the hydrogen bond donor as H+, will not significantly alter the 
orientation of the azide ligand. The rotation of the N3 ligand upon introduction of a 1.5-2.2 
Å N3…H hydrogen bond is surprising, but consistent with the CD spectroscopic data for 
WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 reported in this work and more consistent with the 
regioselectivity of IsdG-catalyzed heme degradation than an alternative orientation with 










Figure 3.7. DFT-predicted γ(meso)–Fe–N3 dihedral angle as a function of the N3…H bond 
length (top), and total spin density on the porphyrin meso carbons (bottom). At short and 
long N3…H bond lengths, the azide moiety is oriented along the less sterically-constrained 
α/γ meso axis. At the intermediate N3…H bond lengths expected for the Asn7…N3 
interaction in IsdG, the azide ligand is rotated away from the α/γ meso axis to maximize 
the hydrogen bond strength and spin density is delocalized onto the porphyrin meso 
carbons. 
 Finally, the DFT-predicted spin densities for DFT models of WT and N7A IsdG–
heme–N3 were examined to gain insight into the electronic consequences of hydrogen bond 
donation by Asn7. The DFT model of WT IsdG–heme–N3 has an additional proton located 
1.9 Å away from the α-atom of azide, whereas the model of N7A IsdG–heme–N3 does not 
have an additional proton. The spin density plot for the N7A IsdG–heme–N3 model 
indicates that the unpaired electron primarily resides in a molecular orbital with significant 
contributions from Fe 3dxz and an N3 π-orbitals (Figure 3.8). Residence of the unpaired 
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electron in an Fe 3dxz-based molecular orbital, as opposed to a Fe 3dxy-based molecular 
orbital, is consistent with the VTVH MCD saturation magnetization curves for N7A IsdG–
heme–N3 reported in this work (Figure 3.6). The spin density distribution in the WT IsdG–
heme–N3 model is quite different with significant contributions from Fe 3d, porphyrin a2u, 
and N3 π orbitals. As a consequence, the total Mulliken spin density on the porphyrin meso 
carbons increases from -0.01 electrons in the N7A IsdG–heme–N3 model to 0.21 electrons 
in the WT IsdG–heme–N3 model. It is important to note that the delocalization of spin 
density onto the porphyrin meso carbons is relatively insensitive to small changes in N3…H 
hydrogen bond strength. The total Mulliken spin density on the porphyrin meso carbons 
varies between 0.18 and 0.21 within the 1.5 to 2.2 Å N3…H hydrogen bond length range 
(Figure 3.7). Finally, the excess spin down density observed within the N3…H hydrogen 
bond due to electron exchange and correlation effects. The DFT-predicted spin density on 
the porphyrin meso carbons and hydrogen bond donor is certainly exotic, but not without 
literature precedent or spectroscopic support. Positive spin density delocalization onto the 
heme meso carbons and negative spin density delocalization onto a hydrogen bond donor 
to azide has been detected by 13C and 15N nuclear magnetic resonance, respectively, for 
azide-inhibited PigA.25,54 The electronic differences between the WT and N7A IsdG–
heme–N3 DFT models are consistent with the MCD spectral differences between WT and 
N7A IsdG–heme–N3 (Figure 3.5).  
 Based upon the significant influence of hydrogen bond donation to an azide ligand 
on the computed electronic structure, the DFT calculations were repeated for a ferric–
hydroperoxo species. It is known that both molecular oxygen and a vacant iron 
coordination site are required for IsdG-catalyzed heme degradation (Figure B.1),19 and it 
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seems likely that there is a ferric–hydroperoxo intermediate in the reaction mechanism.11 
The influence of Asn7 hydrogen bond donation on the structure of IsdG–heme–OOH is 
similar to that reported for IsdG–heme–N3, with introduction of a hydrogen bond triggering 
hydroperoxo ligand rotation from an orientation along the α/γ meso axis toward the β/δ 
meso axis. Hydrogen bond donation also triggered electronic structure changes similar to 
those seen for the IsdG–heme–N3 models. Hydrogen bond donation to the IsdG–heme–
OOH model stabilizes the peroxo π-based orbitals, which lowers the energy of the Fe 3dxz 
and 3dyz orbitals, mixes Fe 3dxy and porphyrin a2u character into the singly-occupied 
molecular orbital, and increases the Mulliken spin density on the heme meso carbons from 
-0.02 to 0.20 electrons (Figure 3.8). The contribution of the porphyrin a2u orbital to the spin 
density of IsdG–heme–OOH has important implications for the porphyrin oxygenation 




Figure 3.8. DFT-computed spin densities for models of N7A IsdG–heme–N3, WT IsdG–
heme–N3, N7A IsdG–heme–OOH, and WT IsdG–heme–OOH with spin up density shown 
in red and spin down density shown in gray. Hydrogen bond donation results in 
delocalization of spin density onto the heme meso carbons. 
3.4 DISCUSSION  
 Prior to this study, it remained unclear whether the Asn7 side-chain would act as a 
hydrogen bond donor to either the α- or β-atom of a distal dioxygen-based ligand. As 
mentioned above, a dioxygen-bound IsdG species has not yet been isolated, but is likely to 
be a catalytic intermediate along the IsdG-catalyzed heme degradation pathway. The 
optical spectra of IsdG–heme–CN are not significantly perturbed by the N7A substitution 
(Figure 3.4), indicating that any hydrogen bonding interaction between Asn7 and the β-
nitrogen of cyanide is too weak to significantly perturb the substrate electronic structure. 
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In contrast, modest spectral differences were observed between the optical spectra of WT 
and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 (Figure 3.5). In this regard, an important difference between the 
hydrogen bond accepting properties of azide and cyanide is that the α-atom of azide can 
accept a hydrogen bond, but the α-atom of cyanide cannot (Figure 3.1). Thus, the 
spectroscopic data presented here imply that the Asn7 residue preferentially donates a 
hydrogen bond to the α-atom of a distal ligand to heme in IsdG. This conclusion has several 
important structural, electronic, and functional implications for IsdG. 
 Geometric Stucture of IsdG–heme–N3. One important implication of the 
hydrogen bond between Asn7 and the α-atom of the distal ligand in IsdG is the expected 
orientation of a dioxygen ligand with respect to the heme substrate. A crystallographic 
study previously implicated Asn6 and Phe22 as the major determinants of axial ligand 
orientation in the paralogous enzyme IsdI,11 and here this conclusion is refined to identify 
Asn7 as the primary determinant of the distal ligand orientation in IsdG. DFT calculations 
suggest that a bent azide ligand is oriented along the α/γ axis in N7A IsdG due to steric 
interactions with the ruffled porphyrin ring (Figure 3.7). This ligand orientation would be 
further favored by the non-bonding interactions with Leu9, Phe23, and Ile54 that were not 
incorporated into the computational model. In the X-ray crystal structure of cyanide-bound 
IsdI (PDB ID 3QGP), the Ile53 side-chain is closer to the cyanide ligand than Leu8 or 
Phe22. As Ile53 is oriented over the β-meso carbon, hydrophobic contacts with distal 
pocket residues are likely to further enforce a distal ligand orientation along the α/γ axis in 
N7A IsdG–heme–N3. 
In WT IsdG–heme–N3, the spectroscopic and computational data presented here 
strongly suggest that hydrogen bond donation from Asn7 causes the distal ligand to rotate 
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to an orientation over the β/δ axis of heme consistent with that of dioxygen in the X-ray 
crystal structure of dioxygen-ligated, heme-bound IsdI (PDB ID 3LGN).11 The IsdG–
heme–N3 CD data implies that the orientation of the azide ligand with respect to the 
porphyrin ring is changed by the N7A substitution (Figure 3.3), and the simplest 
interpretation is that a bent azide ligand rotates about the Fe–N3 bond axis. This 
interpretation is supported by DFT calculations, which suggest that introduction of a 
hydrogen bond causes a distal azide ligand to rotate about the Fe–N3 axis (Figure 3.7). In 
the DFT model presented here, the γ(meso)–Fe–N3 dihedral angle following azide rotation 
is approximately 45°, which represents a compromise between a structure where azide is 
oriented along the α/γ axis to minimize steric repulsion between the azide ligand and the 
ruffled porphyrin ring and a structure where azide is oriented along the β/δ axis to 
maximize the strength of an Asn7…N3 hydrogen bond. However, the DFT calculations 
were performed for a model where the porphyrin out-of-plane distortion was restrained. 
The frequency of heme ruffling is 40-80 cm-1,55 and it is likely that the porphyrin structure 
can relax along the ruffling coordinate to accommodate rotation of azide to an orientation 
along the β/δ axis of IsdG–heme–N3. An orientation over the δ-meso carbon may be 
slightly favored by a hydrophobic interaction with Ile53, which would be consistent with 
the 67.5% yield of δ-staphylobilin by IsdG-catalyzed heme degradation. 
The data presented here also implies that the determinants of distal ligand 
orientation in IsdG-like heme oxygenases and canonical heme oxygenases are distinct. In 
the X-ray crystal structure of azide-inhibited rat heme oxygenase (PDB ID 1IVJ),24 the 
azide ligand is directed towards the α-meso carbon of the porphyrin which is the site of 
porphyrin ring cleavage. This structure has been primarily attributed to steric interactions 
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of less than 3.5 Å with Gly139, Ser142, Gly143, and Gly144 that force the azide to adopt 
an orientation where it is bent towards the α-meso carbon. There are only two steric 
interactions of less than 3.5 Å between cyanide and an active site amino acid in the X-ray 
crystal structure of cyanide-inhibited IsdI (PDB ID 3QGP).7 These interactions with Asn7 
and Ile53 would seem to slightly favor an azide ligand that is bent towards the γ-meso 
carbon, which is incompatible with the oxygenation pattern of the staphylobilin products.11 
Instead, as described above, the primary determinant of azide orientation in IsdG appears 
to be a hydrogen bonding interaction with Asn7. A similar mechanism is not viable in 
canonical heme oxygenases where the Gly143 side-chain approaches the azide ligand from 
above and the hydrogen bond should be similarly strong regardless of azide orientation. 
Thus, Asn7 of IsdG has a dual structural and electronic role while the role of Gly143 in 









Figure 3.9. The spectroscopic and computational data presented here strongly suggest that 
a distal hydroperoxo ligand is oriented along the α/γ axis of heme in N7A IsdG–heme–
OOH due to steric interactions with the ruffled porphyrin ring. Based upon published 
crystallographic data, the terminal methyl groups of Ile54 are expected to make the closest 
hydrophobic contacts with peroxide of any distal pocket residue, and these contacts are 
expected to further enforce a conformation with hydroperoxo oriented along the α/γ axis. 
In WT IsdG–heme–OOH, the stronger hydrogen bonding interaction between Asn7 and 
the iron-ligating atom of peroxide is expected to overcome the weaker steric interactions 
and cause the hydroperoxo ligand to adopt an orientation along the β/δ axis of heme. 
 Electronic Structure of IsdG–heme–N3. Two distinct changes were noted in the 
15000-20000 cm-1 region of the IsdG–heme–N3 MCD spectrum upon introducing the N7A 
substitution (Figure 3.5). A porphyrin π→π* assignment for the bands that shift can be 
ruled out since the Q and Soret bands, which are the major porphyrin π→π* contributions 
to the optical spectra of low-spin Fe(III) heme in this energy region,31 can be assigned to 
two sets of oppositely-signed bands at 17400/18000 cm-1 and 23500/23900 cm-1. Instead, 
the bands that shift from WT to N7A IsdG–heme–N3 likely arise from a charge transfer 
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transition, the other typical assignment for heme electronic transitions in this energy 
region.56 As azide is the hydrogen bond acceptor, the energy of the N3 π-based molecular 
orbitals should be raised by loss of hydrogen bond donation from Asn7. Thus, it is 
reasonable to assign the negatively-signed MCD band at 19500 cm-1 to azide to heme 
charge transfer and attribute its red-shift upon introduction of the N7A substitution to loss 
of the Asn7…N3 hydrogen bond. 
 DFT calculations suggest that an Asn7…N3 hydrogen bond lowers the energy of the 
Fe 3dxz- and 3dyz-based molecular orbitals, which is a particularly important finding since 
the singly-occupied molecular orbital of low-spin, ferric heme is an Fe 3d-based molecular 
orbital. In an S = ½ system, the singly-occupied molecular orbital is the primary 
determinant of the spin density distribution, which has been proposed to be a major 
contributor to the reactivity of heme degrading enzymes.7,22,23,57 In the DFT model of N7A 
IsdG–heme–N3, the axial azide ligand acts as a π-donor to the iron center raising the energy 
of the Fe 3dxz- and 3dyz-based molecular orbitals above the Fe 3dxy-based molecular orbital 
and the spin density is localized to the iron and azide moieties (Figure 3.8). In the DFT 
model of WT IsdG–heme–N3, hydrogen bond donation from H+ causes azide to be a 
weaker π-donor and the energy gap between the doubly-occupied Fe 3dxy-based molecular 
orbital and the triply-occupied Fe 3dxz- and 3dyz-based molecular orbitals is smaller. Due 
to the low symmetry of the ruffled heme moiety, all three Fe 3d-based molecular orbitals 
are mixed and spin density is delocalized from Fe 3dxy onto the porphyrin meso carbons. 
The spin density delocalization across the Asn7…N3 hydrogen bond in the WT IsdG–heme–
N3 model is consistent with the far downfield shifted Gly125 15N resonance observed in 
azide-inhibited P. aeruginosa PigA.25 The delocalization of spin density onto the porphyrin 
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meso carbons in the computational model of WT IsdG–heme–N3 presented here merits 
further discussion since this Asn7…N3 hydrogen bond-dependent electronic structure 
change has important mechanistic implications. 
 Implications for IsdG-Catalyzed Heme Degradation. Although several 
important discoveries have been made regarding the mechanism of IsdG-catalyzed heme 
degradation,11,12,22,23 it remained unclear how second-sphere interactions in the enzyme 
active site might direct an activated oxygen species toward the β- and/or δ-meso carbons 
of the heme substrate. With the addition of the spectroscopic and computational data 
presented in this article, a structural picture emerges where the second sphere influences of 
Asn7 and Trp67 work in concert to organize a transition state that favors oxygenation of 
the β- and δ-meso carbons. Hydrogen bond donation from Asn7 rotates a distal 
hydroperoxo ligand to an orientation along the β/δ axis (Figure 3.9), and hydrophobic 
interactions between the Trp67 side-chain and the porphyrin ring push the β- and δ-meso 
carbons out of the plane normal to the Fe–NHis77 bond toward the distal ligand (PDB ID 
2ZDO).19 Based upon the DFT calculations presented here, the β-oxygen of a putative 
ferric–hydroperoxo intermediate would be separated from the β or δ meso carbon by 
approximately 3.1 Å in IsdG. This is 0.5 Å shorter than the separation expected between 
the β-oxygen of a hydroperoxo ligand and the α-meso carbon in canonical heme 
oxygenases based upon the X-ray crystal structure of azide-inhibited rat heme oxygenase 
(PDB ID 1IVJ).24 Here it is proposed that meso carbon oxygenation by IsdG is a 
rearrangement reaction that proceeds through a bridged transition state with concerted O–
O bond cleavage and C–O bond formation (Figure 3.10). Despite the fact that a bridged 
transition state has been ruled out for canonical heme oxygenases,30 the significantly 
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shorter distance between a putative peroxo ligand and the heme meso carbon in IsdG makes 
this a viable option for IsdG. In the future, spectroscopic characterization of reactive iron–
dioxygen intermediates of the IsdG-catalyzed reaction is expected to provide further insight 
into the enzymatic mechanism. 
 
Figure 3.10. The data presented here suggests that the first oxygenation step of IsdG-
catalyzed heme degradation may proceed through a bridged transition state. It is proposed 
here that second-sphere interactions with Asn7 and Trp67 bring the β-oxygen of a 
hydroperoxo ligand and either the β- or δ-meso carbon of the porphyrin ring within 3.1 Å 
of one another. In addition, second-sphere tuning of the heme–hydroperoxo electronic 
structure by Asn7 and Trp67 increases spin density and decreases electron density at the 
meso carbons promoting formation of a new C–O bond. 
 The spectroscopic and computational data presented in this work also suggest that 
Asn7 and Trp67 may work in concert to induce an electronic structure change that favors 
meso carbon oxygenation. The hydrogen bond between Asn7 and the distal ligand weakens 
the π-donor strength of a hydroperoxo ligand allowing all three partially occupied Fe 3d 
orbitals to mix. The hydrophobic interaction between Trp67 and porphyrin ruffles the heme 
substrate,8 which allows spin density to be delocalized from Fe 3dxy onto the heme meso 
carbons (Figure 3.8). This electronic structure perturbation, induced by an Asn7…OOH 
hydrogen bond, results in a larger porphyrin a2u contribution to the singly-occupied 
molecular orbital and a smaller contribution to a doubly-occupied molecular orbital. 
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Consequently, the heme meso carbons gain radical and electrophilic character. Ultimately, 
the second sphere influences of Asn7 and Trp67 on the geometric and electronic structure 
of the substrate make the β and δ meso carbons of heme the most favorable points of attack 
for an activated oxygen species generated in the distal pocket of IsdG. 
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CHAPTER 4: SPECTROSCOPIC EVIDENCE FOR ELECTRONIC CONTROL OF 




Canonical heme oxygenases (HO) are ubiquitous enzymes that degrade heme to a 
linear tetrapyrrole, biliverdin, in addition to iron and carbon monoxide.1 HO has been 
implicated in diverse cellular processes, including heme catabolism, iron utilization, 
cellular signaling, and antioxidant defense.2 Non-canonical heme oxygenases, such as 
IsdG, degrade heme to non-biliverdin products and are generally utilized by pathogenic 
bacteria in iron acquisition.3 IsdG, a member of the Staphylococcus aureus iron-regulated 
surface determinant (Isd) system,4 catalyzes the final step of iron acquisition for S. aureus 
by degrading heme to iron,5 staphylobilins,6 and formaldehyde.7 IsdG-catalyzed heme 
degradation proceeds through ferric-peroxoheme8 and meso-hydroxyheme9 intermediates 
en route to staphylobilin (Figure 4.1). Canonical HO also proceeds through these 
intermediates,10 but the active site structures of HO and IsdG are different, suggesting IsdG 
uses a novel mechanism to generate and control these intermediates. 
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Figure 4.1. IsdG-catalyzed heme degradation proceeds through ferric-peroxoheme and 
meso-hydroxyheme intermediates en route to staphylobilin, but the mechanism by which 
IsdG converts ferric-peroxoheme to meso-hydroxyheme was unknown prior to this work. 
The first oxygenation event in HO, meso-hydroxylation, has been thoroughly 
investigated and the structural features that govern this reaction are well understood. Two 
conserved Gly residues make steric contact with the distal ligand directing it towards the 
α-meso carbon of heme, the site of hydroxylation.11,12 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
characterization of azide-inhibted Pseudomonas aeruginosa PigA, another canonical HO, 
suggested a hydrogen-bond from one of the conserved Gly residues, Gly125, results in 
unpaired spin density on the heme meso carbons.13 A conserved hydrogen-bond network 
consisting of a water cluster stabilized by a distal Asp donates a hydrogen-bond to the 
terminal (β) atom of ferric-hydroperoxoheme intermediate.14 Combined quantum 
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mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) calculations predicted a stepwise radical 
mechanism of heme hydroxylation15 as the barrier for the formation of a bridged transition 
state was unrealistically high.16,17 Homolytic cleavage of the ferric-hydroperoxoheme O–
O bond produces a free hydroxyl radical above the α-meso carbon, which is caged by the 
conserved hydrogen-bond network. The conserved hydrogen-bond network plays an 
indispensable role in heme hydroxylation by orienting the hydroxyl radical in a position 
conducive to attack on the α-meso carbon while suppressing indiscriminate reactions.15,18,19 
Attack of the hydroxyl radical on the α-meso carbon and subsequent rearrangement gives 
meso-hydroxyheme, completing the first oxygenation reaction catalyzed by HO. 
The HO mechanism is incompatible with IsdG-catalyzed heme cleavage, as IsdG 
lacks the conserved Gly residues and water cluster. Enzymes in the IsdG family contain 
one first-sphere (His) and two second-sphere (Asn and Trp) residues that are required for 
enzymatic activity.20 The role of the second-sphere Trp has been studied in IsdI, a member 
of the IsdG family also belonging to S. aureus.21,22 The second-sphere Trp induces an out-
of-plane deformation of heme called ruffling, characterized by twisting of the pyrrole rings 
about the Fe–N axes. This ruffling deformation pushes the heme β- and δ-meso carbons 
out of plane towards the distal pocket, where the putative peroxo is formed. Coincidentally, 
IsdG regiospecifically oxidizes the β- and δ-meso carbons to give a mixture of β- and δ-
staphylobilins.6 A combined UV/Vis absorption (Abs), circular dichroism (CD), and 
magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) study of IsdG established that a hydrogen-bond 
between the second-sphere Asn and the α-atom of the distal ligand perturbs the heme 
electronic structure.23 Density functional theory (DFT) studies suggested that the Asn 
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hydrogen-bond orients the distal ligand along the β/δ meso axis and this computationally-
derived structural change was corroborated by CD data.  
A picture begins to emerge where the second-sphere Trp and Asn organize a 
structure that promotes regiospecific hydroxylation of the β and δ meso carbons, but 
formation of a hydroxyl radical in IsdG would lead to uncontrolled side reactions. The 
ruffling deformation induced by Trp destabilizes the Fe 3dxy-orbital while the hydrogen-
bond from Asn to the distal ligand weakens its π-donation to Fe stabilizing the Fe 3dxz- and 
3dyz-orbitals.23 DFT predicted the Asn hydrogen-bond would drive spin delocalization 
from Fe onto the heme meso carbons. Spin delocalization onto the heme meso carbons in 
addition to heme ruffling would allow heme hydroxylation to occur through a bridged 
transition state, circumventing the formation of reactive, uncontrolled radicals. However, 
a critical part of this hypothesis, the Asn-induced spin density on the meso carbons, had 
not been experimentally tested. 
NMR is an excellent probe of the spin density distribution of low-spin ferric heme, 
where the delocalization of the unpaired electron spin density from the ferric center onto 
the heme macrocycle induces a Fermi contact shift with a magnitude proportional to the 
fraction of spin density localized at that nucleus.24 If spin density is delocalized from Fe 
3dxy to porphyrin a2u, the heme meso protons will experience spin polarization from the 
heme meso carbons and shift upfield, to more negative ppm (Figure 4.2). Measurement of 
the 1H meso proton chemical shift allows information about the spin density at their 
corresponding carbon to be determined. Measurement of 13C NMR chemical shifts of the 
heme core carbons provides a more direct probe of their spin density.25 Unfortunately, the 
low sensitivity and abundance of 13C make the detection of paramagnetically affected heme 
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core carbons difficult with natural-abundance samples. This difficulty can be overcome 
using a technique developed by Ann Walker where heme is selectively labeled at specific 
core carbons.26 Expression of OM cytochrome b5 puts selective pressure on the host 
Escherichia coli cells to biosynthesize heme, and labeled aminolevulinic acid (ALA) can 
be used to label heme in specific patterns. Expression of OM cyt b5 in the presence of [5-
13C]-ALA yields heme labeled as in Figure 4.2. Purification of OM cyt b5 and extraction 
of the heme cofactor allows reconstitution of IsdG with 13C-heme. 
 
Figure 4.2. The spatial location of the unpaired electron governs the chemical shift pattern 
observed in the 13C and 1H NMR spectrum. Atoms highlighted in blue experience spin up 
electron density and shift downfield, while atoms highlighted in green experience spin 
down density and shift upfield (top). The 13C chemical shift is a more direct probe of spin 
density. Growth on minimal media supplemented with [5-13C]-ALA produces heme with 
13C-enrichment of the four meso carbons and four of the eight α-pyrrole carbons (bottom). 
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  In this work, azide has been used as an analogue of the putative peroxo ligand. 
Characterization of ferric-azidoheme in place of ferric-peroxoheme is justified as both 
ligands are π-donors and both accept a hydrogen-bond at their α-atom, allowing direct 
relation of results to ferric-peroxoheme. The ferric-azidoheme forms of wild-type (WT) 
and N7A IsdG have been characterized by electronic absorption (Abs), electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopies to 
determine the impact of the Asn7 hydrogen-bond on the affinity of azide, the electronic 
structure of Fe, and the spin distribution of the heme macrocycle. The impact of Asn7 on 
the geometric structure of the active site has been predicted by coupled quantum 
mechanical /molecular mechanical (QM/MM) calculations. The data reported here 
suggests Asn7 alters the electronic structure of Fe such that spin density is delocalized onto 
the heme meso carbons, and the implications of these results for the mechanism of heme 
hydroxylation are discussed. 
4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Expression and Purification of IsdG. The cloning, expression, and purification 
of long-linker WT and N7A IsdG from pET15b (Ampr, Novagen)5,23,27 and S219V tobacco 
etch virus (TEV) protease into pRK793 (Ampr)28 has been previously described. Short-
linker constructs of WT and N7A IsdG were prepared using the QuikChange Lightning 
site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent). The DNA primer used for the deletion was 
purchased from the Midland Certified Reagent Company (Table C.1). DNA sequencing 
performed by the University of Vermont Cancer Center DNA Analysis facility confirmed 
the deletion of the linker from the pET15b plasmid for both WT and N7A IsdG (Tables 
C.2 and C.3). Prior to expression and purification, WT and N7A with the shortened linker 
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were transformed into Escherichia coli BL-21 GOLD(DE3) cells (Stratagene). WT IsdG 
was expressed as previously described for the long-linker construct of WT IsdG.27 E. Coli 
BL-21 GOLD(DE3) cells containing the N7A mutation were grown on a Luria-Bertani 
(LB) agar plate at 37 ºC overnight then one colony was subcultured into 50 mL of LB 
media and grown overnight at 37 ºC, 225 rpm using a Thermo Scientific MaxQ 5000 floor-
model shaker. 10 mL of overnight LB growth was subcultured into 1 L of fresh terrific 
broth supplemented with trace metals in 2.8 L Fernbach flasks.25 Cells were grown at 37 
ºC, 225 rpm for 24 hours without induction, then harvested by centrifugation for 10 minutes 
at 8,000xg and 4 ºC. S219V TEV protease was expressed and purified as previously 
described.23 
WT IsdG was purified as previously described,23,27 with some modifications. 
Filtered WT IsdG lysate was loaded onto a nickel HiTrap HP 5 mL column (GE 
Healthcare) equilibrated with 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl using an Äkta Pure fast 
protein liquid chromatography (FPLC) system. The column was washed with a linear 
gradient from 0 to 80 mM imidazole and WT IsdG was eluted with 250 mM imidazole.  
The cell pellet from one liter of N7A IsdG growth was suspended in 80 mL of 50 
mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF, Pierce) 
with 25 units of DNase1 (Pierce). Cells were lysed by sonication at 60% duty and 6 output 
control for one minute on, one minute off for a total of 12 minutes using a Branson ISC 
4000 in the presence of 0.1 mg/mL lysozyme. The lysate was centrifuged for 30 min at 
15,000xg at 4 ºC and the supernatant was transferred to a new centrifuge tube and 
centrifuged for an additional hour using the same conditions. The supernatant was then 
filtered using a 0.45 µm membrane (Millipore), loaded onto a HiTrap HP 5 mL column, 
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and purified as described above for WT IsdG. This method yields partially heme-bound 
His6-tagged N7A IsdG. Heme was removed by incubation with 1.1 equivalents of 
apomyoglobin, prepared as previously described,29,30 for 3 h at 4 ºC while dialyzing against 
50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl. The His6-tagged N7A IsdG and myoglobin mixture 
was loaded onto a nickel HiTrap HP 5 mL column equilibrated with 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 
150 mM NaCl using an Äkta Pure FPLC. The column was washed with a linear gradient 
from 0 to 80 mM imidazole and N7A IsdG was eluted with 250 mM imidazole. This 
procedure reduced the fraction heme bound seven-fold, as estimated by the ratio of the 
Soret band intensity to the protein intensity at 280 nm. 
Cleavage of the His6-tag followed a protocol previously described for WT IsdI.27,31 
Tag-free IsdG was concentrated to 10 mL on an Amicon stirred-cell (Millipore) then 
dialyzed against 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl. This procedure yields untagged WT 
and N7A IsdG in >99% purity as determined by SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis (Figure 
C.1 and C.2). All spectroscopic experiments were carried out on tag-free IsdG. 
Expression and Purification of cytochrome b5. A pET11a (Ampr) plasmid 
encoding rat liver outer mitochondrial membrane cytochrome b5 (OM cyt b5) was a gift 
from Mario Rivera (Louisiana State University). OM cyt b5 was expressed as previously 
described,26,32,33 with one minor modification. The compositions of the minimal media and 
trace metals were altered to enhance expression as described above.25 
OM cyt b5 was purified as previously described,26,32,33 with some minor 
modifications. Filtered OM cyt b5 lysate was loaded onto an anion exchange HP 5 mL 
column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 100 mM Tris pH 8.0 using an Äkta Pure FPLC. 
The column was washed with a linear NaCl gradient from 0 to 200 mM NaCl. OM cyt b5 
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eluted between 75 and 100 mM NaCl with some minor impurities. The collected OM cyt 
b5 was concentrated using an Amicon stirred-cell prior to exchange into 100 mM NaPi pH 
7.0 using a PD-10 desalting column (GE healthcare). 
UV/Vis absorption (Abs) spectroscopy. WT and N7A IsdG were constituted with 
heme and the extinction coefficients for heme-bound WT IsdG (WT IsdG–heme) and N7A 
IsdG (N7A IsdG–heme) were determined using a procedure similar to one previously 
described.23 Briefly, WT IsdG–heme and N7A IsdG–heme in 50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl 
pH 7.4 were prepared, and their room temperature Abs spectra were acquired from 700 to 
300 nm at a scan rate of 600 nm/min with a 1.0 nm data interval and 0.1 s integration time 
on a Cary 100 Bio UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. The extinction coefficients for the Soret 
bands of WT and N7A IsdG–heme were found to be ϵ411 = 92.9 mM-1 cm-1 and ϵ399 = 94.1 
mM-1 cm-1, as determined by the pyridine hemochrome method.34 The extinction 
coefficients for the Soret bands of WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 in the presence of 100 
mM azide were found to be ϵ418 = 86.0 mM-1 cm-1 and ϵ417 = 92.1 mM-1 cm-1, based upon 
the extinction coefficient of IsdG–heme. Samples of WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 
prepared in this fashion are >99.9% azide-bound according to the equilibrium dissociation 
constants (Kd) measured below. The extinction coefficients determined here are within 5% 
of those previously reported.9,23,27  
WT and N7A IsdG–heme were prepared as described above. The equilibrium 
constant for azide dissociation from the WT and N7A IsdG–heme complexes were 
measured using a Cary 100 Bio UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. A 7.5 µM solution of WT or 
N7A IsdG–heme in 50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl pH 7.4 was prepared and separated into 
ten 250 µL aliquots. 250 µL of sodium azide (NaN3, sigma) in 50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl 
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pH 7.4 was added to each aliquot of WT or N7A IsdG–heme to bring the final azide 
concentration between 0 and 200 mM. The Abs-detected azide titrations into WT IsdG-
heme were analyzed in order to determine the Kd of the azide ligand. The Abs intensity at 
425 nm for a mixture of IsdG–heme, IsdG–heme–N3, and azide depends upon eq 4.1: !"#$ = &'()*+,-.-+/01&'()*+,-.- ( 345617898: ;0+: )=)> ;0+: + @345617898 ABCD − ℎGHGI  
           (4.1) 
Where [IsdG–hemeT] is the total IsdG–heme concentration, [N3-T] is the total azide 
concentration, ϵIsdG–heme-N3 is the molar extinction of IsdG–heme–N3 at 425 nm, and ϵIsdG–
heme is the molar extinction of IsdG–heme at 425 nm. The millimolar extinction coefficients 
for WT and N7A IsdG–heme at 425 nm were determined to be 52.4 and 41.8 mM-1 cm-1, 
respectively, based upon the extinction coefficient of their Soret bands. The millimolar 
extinction coefficients for WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 at 425 nm were determined to be 
73.5 and 72.5 mM-1 cm-1, respectively, based upon the extinction coefficient of their Soret 
bands. The UV/Vis absorption intensity at 425 nm as a function of [N3-T] was fit to eq 4.1 
using GraphPad Prism 7.0a in order to determine Kd and its standard error. [IsdG–hemeT] 
was constrained to its calculated value, while all other variables were fit. The fit millimolar 
extinction values were compared to the values determined from the Soret band, and agreed 
within ± 2.5 mM-1 cm-1. The complete derivation of eq 4.1 is available in the appendix C. 
Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the 
long-linker and short-linker constructs of WT IsdG were acquired in the UV region to 
investigate the overall fold of each construct. Samples of tag-free apo-IsdG in 10 mM KPi 
pH 7.4 were loaded into quartz cuvettes with a 2 mm path length and UV CD spectra from 
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260 to 190 nm were acquired on a Jasco J-815 spectropolarimeter using a scan speed of 20 
nm/min, a bandwidth of 1.0 nm, a digital integration time of 8 s, and a data pitch of 0.5 
nm. 
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) Spectroscopy. Long-linker WT and 
N7A IsdG–heme were prepared as previously described.23 Unbound heme and apoprotein 
were removed upon buffer exchange into 125 mM KPi, pH 6.0 (WT) or pH 7.4 (N7A) on 
a PD-10 desalting column. Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectroscopy of WT IsdG–
heme–N3 at pH 6.0 and 7.4 confirm the electronic structure has not been altered (Figure 
C.3). Sodium azide was added to a final concentration of 150 mM (WT) or 2000 mM (N7A) 
and the sample volume was reduced to 300 µL in Amicon stirred cells. The final 
concentration of IsdG–heme–N3 for EPR studies was 0.25 mM. 
X-band EPR spectra (9.62 GHz) were acquired on Bruker elexsys E-500 
spectrometer with the sample temperature maintained at 5 K by an Oxford continuous-flow 
liquid helium cryostat. The EPR spectra were collected with 0.2 mW of microwave power 
which corresponds to a 30 dB signal attenuation, a 10 G field modulation at 100 kHz, and 
a time constant of 164 ms. EPR spectra were baseline corrected by subtraction of a scan of 
the buffer with the same fill volume and parameters above followed by subtraction of 
Gaussians generated in Igor Pro to correct rolling baseline (Figure C.4).  
The Easyspin 5.2.18 program35 was used to simulate the EPR spectra and extract g 
values. The complete parameter sets for the EPR spectral simulations are summarized in 
Tables C.4 and C.5. The ligand-field correlation analysis formalism introduced by 
Griffith,36,37 and developed by Taylor,38 was used to determine the axial (∆/λ) and rhombic 
(V/λ) ligand-field terms from the experimentally-derived g values. It is important to note 
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that this equation assumes a 2Eg ground state with an Fe (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 3d ground electron 
configuration and will fail when there is significant mixing of other ground electron 
configurations into the ground state. 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy. WT and N7A IsdG–heme 
were prepared as described above. Unbound heme and apoprotein were removed upon 
buffer exchange into 22 mM NaPi pH 7.4 on a PD-10 desalting column. Sodium azide was 
added to a final concentration of 110 mM and the sample volume was reduced to 540 µL 
in Amicon stirred cells. 60 µL of D2O (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) was added to the 
sample for a final concentration of 20 mM NaPi pH 7.4, 100 mM NaN3 in 10% D2O. The 
final concentration of IsdG–heme–N3 in unlabelled studies was between 0.5 and 1.0 mM. 
Extraction of heme derived from 5-13C-ALA (5-13C-ALA-heme) from OM cyt b5 
followed previously published procedures.39,40 1.0 mL of 5-13C-ALA-heme in DMSO was 
added to 75 mL of WT IsdG in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl to a final 0.8:1.0 ratio 
(13C-heme:IsdG) ratio. The sample was prepared as described above for unlabelled studies, 
except the final concentration is between 1.0 and 1.5 mM in 13C-heme. 
1H NMR spectra were acquired at 25 °C on a Varian Unity Inova 500 MHz 
instrument equipped with an inverse triple-resonance probe. 1H NMR experiments utilized 
a 2 s pre-saturation of the water resonance and 1 s acquisition time over 30 KHz or 115 
KHz. All 1H NMR data were referenced to sodium-2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate 
(DSS, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) via the water resonance and processed in 
MestreNova (Mestrelab Research) using 10 Hz exponential line broadening and zero filling 
to 65 536 points.  
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13C NMR spectra were acquired on a Bruker Avance III HD 500 MHz instrument 
equipped with a BBFO+ SmartProbe. 13C NMR experiments utilized a 0.1 s relaxation 
delay and 0.1 s acquisition time with a 90-degree excitation pulse averaged over 80 000 
scans. 1H decoupled experiments used 1H decoupling centered on the water resonance 
while 1H coupled experiments were acquired with the decoupler turned off during the 
relaxation delay and acquisition. All 13C NMR data were referenced indirectly to DSS via 
the water resonance41 and processed in MestreNova (Mestrelab Research) using 20 Hz 
exponential line broadening and zero filling to 4096 points. 
1H-13C heteronuclear multiple quantum coherence (HMQC) spectra were acquired 
on a Varian Unity Inova 500 MHz instrument equipped with an inverse triple-resonance 
probe. 1H-13C HMQC experiments utilized a recycle time of 0.6 s and a refocusing time of 
2.5 ms (JCH = 200 Hz). All 1H-13C HMQC data were processed using NMRpipe42 with 
polynomial correction of the time-domain data. Both dimensions of the 1H-13C HMQC 
data, which contained 2048 data points in the F2 dimension and 512 data points in the F1 
dimension, were multiplied by a pure cosine-squared apodization function, zero-filling, 
and a Fourier transformed to obtain 1024 x 2048 real data points, after which the data was 
visualized and analyzed in MestreNova (Mestrelab Research). 
 QM/MM Computations. The initial structural model for the non-hydrogen atoms 
of cyanide-inhibited IsdI (IsdI–heme–CN) was derived from chain A of the X-ray crystal 
structure of this species (PDB ID 3QGP).21 Similarly, a structural model for all non-
hydrogen atoms of N7A cyanide-inhibited IsdG (IsdG–heme–CN) with the exception of 
the distal cyanide ligand was extracted from chain A of the N7A IsdG–heme crystal 
structure (PDB ID 2ZDO).43 The distal cyanide ligand was added to the N7A IsdG–heme 
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structure using Avogadro resulting in the initial structural model for the non-hydrogen 
atoms of N7A IsdG–heme–CN.44,45 Finally, an initial structural model for the non-
hydrogen atoms of IsdG–heme–CN was prepared by in silico mutation of the N7A IsdG–
heme–CN structure using the Swiss-PdbViewer.46 Protein hydrogrens and a 3 Å thick water 
sphere were added to each initial structural model using the PDB2ADF sub-program of the 
Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) software package (SCM).47-49 This approach yield 
initial structural models with between 10,000 and 12,000 atoms. 
 Full QM/MM geometry optimizations of IsdI–heme–CN, WT IsdG–heme–CN, and 
N7A IsdG–heme–CN were completed using the ADF software package (SCM) running on 
the IBM Bluemoon cluster at the Vermont Advanced Computing Core.47-49 The QM region 
contained parts of the Asn7/Ala7, His77, heme, and cyanide residues, with the QM/MM 
boundary defined at: the Cα–NH and Cα–CO bonds of the amino acids and the -H2C–
CH2COO- bonds of the heme propionate side-chains (Figure C.5). The PBE density 
functional and the small core TZP basis set,50,51 with an accint parameter of 5.0, was used 
for the QM region, and the Amber95 force field was used for the MM region.52 The 
AddRemove QM/MM coupling scheme was used and the point charges on the QM atoms 
were updated each optimization cycle using simple electrostatic coupling.53,54 The QM 
region was considered converged when: the total energy change was less than 0.001 Eh, 
the maximum change in nuclear gradient was less than 0.001 Eh Å-1, and the maximum 
change in Cartesian coordinates was less than 0.1 Å. The MM region was optimized using 
the conjugate gradient method and considered converged when the change in the energy 
gradient was less than 0.01 kcal mol-1 Å-1. Cartesian coordinates for all computational 
structures are available upon request. 
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 The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between the experimental (PDB ID 
3QGP) and QM/MM-optimized structures of IsdI–heme–CN, as well as between the 
QM/MM-optimized structures of WT and N7A IsdG–heme–CN,55 was calculated using 
the structural alignment of multiple proteins (STAMP) within the Visual Molecular 
Dynamics (VMD) program.56,57 The secondary structures of the IsdI–heme–CN X-ray 
crystal structure and all three QM/MM-optimized structures were analyzed using the define 
secondary structure of proteins (DSSP) algorithm.58,59 Finally, the normal-coordinate 
structural decomposition (NSD) method was used to quantify out-of-plane distortions of 
heme for all four structures noted above.60,61 
4.3 RESULTS 
 Abs spectroscopy. A new recombinant form of IsdG was prepared in order to 
increase protein stability and facilitate NMR spectroscopic characterization. The 
previously characterized long-linker construct of IsdG, which contains a 12 amino acid 
linker between the native polypeptide and the TEV protease site,20 polymerizes after 
storage at 4 °C for one week (Figure C.6). The new short-linker construct, which contains 
a two amino acid linker, is stable at 4 °C for one week as assessed by SDS-PAGE gel 
electrophoresis (Figure C.7). Based upon CD characterization, the secondary structures of 
long- and short-linker IsdG are nearly identical (Figure C.8). Also, based upon Abs 
characterization, the IsdG–heme–N3 electronic structures of the long- and short-linker 
constructs are the same. In both cases, the IsdG–heme–N3 Q band is observed at 569 nm 
and the Soret band blue-shifts from 418 to 417 nm upon substitution of Ala for Asn7 
(Figure 4.1).23 Thus, the stability of IsdG is increased by truncation of the N-terminal linker 
without altering the geometric or electronic structure of IsdG–heme–N3. 
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 The azide dissociation constants for WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 were measured 
in order to assess the strength of the reported hydrogen bond between Asn7 and N3.23 The 
WT IsdG–heme Abs intensity at 425 nm was monitored as a function of azide 
concentration and fit to equation 1 yielding a Kd value of 0.6 ± 0.1 mM (Figure 4.3). 
Similarly, the A425 for N7A IsdG–heme was monitored and analyzed resulting in a Kd value 
of 2.2 ± 0.1 mM for N7A IsdG–heme–N3. This Kd increase from WT to N7A IsdG–heme–
N3 corresponds to a free energy change of 0.8 ± 0.1 kcal/mol, consistent with loss of a weak 
NH…N hydrogen bond upon replacement of Asn7 by an Ala.62,63 Based upon the significant 
electrostatic component of a hydrogen bond, it is reasonable to expect that the hydrogen 
bond between Asn7 and a distal oxygen-based ligand would be significantly stronger than 
this. Indeed, this expectation is bolstered by the previously reported observation that the 
Abs spectrum of WT IsdG–heme corresponds to a low-spin, Fe(III)–His–OH species 
whereas the spectrum of N7A IsdG–heme is consistent with a high-spin 5-coordinate 
Fe(III)–His or 6-coordinate Fe(III)–His–OH2. Thus, a weak NH…N hydrogen bond 
between Asn7 and azide exists for IsdG–heme–N3, and this hydrogen bond is likely 




Figure 4.3. Abs-detected titrations of azide into WT IsdG–heme (top) and N7A IsdG–
heme (bottom) in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl. The traces represent samples with 0 
mM (solid red), 200 mM (solid purple), and intermediate concentrations (dashed black) of 
azide. The Abs-detected titrations were fit to equation 1 yielding Kd values of 0.6 ± 0.1 
mM and 2.2 ± 0.1 mM for WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3, respectively. The N7A 
substitution decreases IsdG–heme azide affinity three-fold. 
 EPR Spectroscopy. EPR reports on the Fe 3d orbitals and is a sensitive probe of 
electronic changes to Fe triggered by second-sphere perturbations. The X-band EPR 
spectra for both WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 contains signals consistent with high-spin 
and low-spin species (Figure 4.4). Based upon the equilibrium data presented above the 
samples are fully azide-bound, suggesting the high-spin component arises from the IsdG–
heme–N3 population. Ferric-azidohemes have been shown to exhibit thermal equillibirum 
between low-spin and high-spin states,64 but the high-spin state is not generally observed 
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at cryogenic temperatures.65 Simulation of the spectral envelope reveals the high-spin 
species only accounts for ~1% of the IsdG–heme–N3 population. The low-spin species in 
both samples is consistent with a heme in the (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 ground electron configuration 
(Table 4.1), consistent with conclusions drawn from VTVH-MCD.23 Interestingly, the EPR 
spectrum of N7A IsdG–heme–N3 contains signals arising from two different low-spin 
species. This phenomenon has been observed in other heme oxygenases,66,67 and was 
hypothesized to arise due to multiple orientations of a distal hydroxide ligand. 
 
Figure 4.4. X-band (9.62 GHz) EPR spectra of WT (top) and N7A (bottom) IsdG–heme–
N3 collected at 5 K with a microwave power of 0.2 mW. Solid lines represent experimental 
data and dashed lines represent simulations using EasySpin 5.2.18. The asterisks represent 
a g = 2.04 impurity. 
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 Ligand-field correlation analysis, developed by Taylor,38 was used to estimate the 
axial (∆/λ) and rhombic (V/λ) ligand-field parameters for the low-spin components of WT 
and N7A IsdG–heme–N3. Together, these two parameters describe the relative energies of 
the Fe 3dxz-, 3dyz-, and 3dxy-orbitals. Further, this formalism treats the singly occupied 
molecular orbital (SOMO) as a linear combination of these three Fe 3d orbitals whose 
relative contributions are determined by the EPR g values. Consequently, once the g values 
have been extracted from the EPR spectrum, the relative energies of the Fe 3d-orbitals and 
a description of the SOMO can be deduced. As noted, mixing of other electron ground 
configurations into the ground state causes Taylor analysis to fail, which is the case for the 
minor signal observed for N7A, therefore the discussion will be between WT and the major 
signal observed in N7A. Introduction of the N7A mutation increases ∆/λ which signifies a 
destabilization of the Fe 3dxz- and 3dyz-orbitals, a stabilization of Fe 3dxy-orbital, or a 
combination of both. This finding is in line with the DFT-predicted stabilization of the Fe 
3dxz- and 3dyz-orbitals due to the Asn7…N3 hydrogen-bond.23 This change is reflected in a 
greater amount of 3dxy character in the SOMO of WT compared to N7A IsdG–heme–N3. 
Greater Fe 3dxy character in the SOMO should move spin density from the heme pyrrole 






Table 4.1. Ligand-field parameters for WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 
 WT N7A (Major) 
gx 1.62 1.67 
gy 2.19 2.19 
gz 2.86 2.81 
V/λ 2.09 2.25 
∆/λ 4.33 4.58 
V/∆ 0.48 0.49 
3dxz 93.1 93.7 
3dyz 5.6 4.9 
3dxy 1.2 1.0 
 
NMR Spectroscopy. 1H NMR is an ideal tool to monitor changes in spin density 
on the heme substrate, and can be used to investigate the role of Asn7 in spin density 
delocalization. The presence of upfield shifted resonances would be expected for heme 
meso carbons with excess spin up density. Unfortunately, neither the 1H NMR spectrum of 
WT IsdG–heme–N3 nor N7A IsdG–heme–N3 contains any significantly upfield hyperfine-
shifted resonances (Figure 4.5). The work of several groups indicates that the hyperfine-
shifted resonances of low-spin HOs may be fingerprints of the ground electron 
configuration, with downfield-shifted resonances indicative of the (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 
configuration69,70 and upfield-shifted resonances indicative of the (dxz,dyz)4(dxy)1 
configuration.21 The data reported here for N7A IsdG–heme–N3 is consistent with that 
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reported for other HOs with the (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 configuration.69,70 The 1H spectrum of WT 
IsdG–heme–N3 is inconsistent with either possibility, suggesting changes to the SOMO 
have drastically altered the spin distribution of the heme substrate. The 1H NMR spectrum 
of WT  IsdG–heme–N3 and WT IsdI–heme–OH are similar, and resonance assignment for 
WT IsdI–heme–OH revealed an average heme methyl shift smaller than normal.21 The 
unique spectrum of WT IsdI–heme–OH was attributed to a heme substrate with reduced 
spin density on the methyl groups, consistent with our proposal of altered spin distribution. 
Inability to assign the meso proton resonances prompted us to prepare samples of IsdG–
heme–N3 with heme 13C-enriched at the meso carbons for direct detection of those 
resonances. 
 
Figure 4.5. 1H NMR spectrum of WT (top, black) and N7A (bottom, red) IsdG–heme–N3 
in 10% D2O, 25 °C. The 1H NMR spectra of WT and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 differ 
significantly, indicating the shape of the SOMO, and thus the spin distribution of the heme 
substrate, has been altered by loss of Asn7. 
 Eight molecules of ALA are consumed in the biosynthetic pathway of heme, and 
use of 5-13C-ALA in the pathway yields heme labeled at all four meso positions and four 
of the eight α-pyrrole positions (Figure 4.2).26 The 1D 13C NMR spectrum of WT IsdG–
heme–N3 with heme derived from 5-13C-ALA contains seven resonances (Figure 4.6, 
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dashed black). Integration of the 13C spectrum reveals the resonance at -5.8 ppm originates 
from two carbons, accounting for all eight 13C-enriched nuclei. Assignment of the heme 
meso carbons was undertaken by collection of the 1H-coupled 13C spectrum, where the 
heme meso carbons will experience splitting from the attached proton while the alpha 
pyrrole carbons will not (Figure 4.6, solid red). The resonances at 75.3 ppm, 46.6 ppm, 
39.9 ppm, and 26.6 ppm all split in the 1H-coupled 13C spectrum, allowing assignment of 
these resonances as heme meso carbons. The 1D 13C spectrum of N7A IsdG–heme–N3 
contains eight resonances accounting for all 13C-enriched nuclei. The distribution of the 
resonances in N7A is different from WT confirming loss of Asn7 significantly perturbs the 
spin distribution of the heme substrate. Assignment was undertaken as above for WT, and 
the resonances at 63.3 ppm, 42.5 ppm, 40.0 ppm, and 4.2 ppm split in the 1H-coupled 13C 
spectrum. However, the resonances assigned to meso carbons do not fully split in the 1H-
coupled 13C spectrum, which lowered our confidence in the resonance assignments and 






Figure 4.6. 1H-decopuled 13C NMR spectra (dashed black) and 1H-coupled 13C NMR 
spectra (solid red) of WT (top) and N7A (bottom) IsdG–heme–N3 in 10% D2O, 25 °C. The 
heme meso carbons (m) and four of the eight heme alpha pyrrole (α) carbons have been 
13C-enriched. The average heme meso carbon chemical shift is 47.1 ppm for WT IsdG–
heme–N3 and this decreases to 37.5 ppm in N7A IsdG–heme–N3. 
 In order to bolster the assignments made using the 1H-coupled 13C spectra, 1H-13C 
HMQC spectroscopy was undertaken. 1H-13C HMQC is a heteronuclear correlational 
technique that is selective for C–H coupling, and will detect the meso carbons but not α-
pyrrole carbons. The 1H-13C HMQC spectra of WT IsdG–heme–N3 contains three 
crosspeaks consistent with the peaks that split in the 1H-coupled 13C spectrum (Figure 4.7, 
black). Examination of the positions of three crosspeaks suggests the fourth crosspeak 
would be somewhere between 4 and 6 ppm in the direct 1H dimension, near the water 
resonance which is suppressed in the 1H-13C HMQC experiment. Attempts to detect the 
final crosspeak at 13 °C and 37 °C proved unsuccessful due to the high-powered 
suppression. The variable-temperature 1H-13C HMQC allowed us to construct a Curie plot 
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for the WT IsdG–heme–N3 meso proton and carbon resonances (Figure C.9). The 
temperature dependence of all three observable crosspeaks do not follow Curie behavior, 
suggesting population of a low-lying excited state at room temperature, likely the high-
spin species detected by EPR. The 1H-13C HMQC spectrum of the N7A mutant is similar 
to that of WT, where only 3 crosspeaks are observed (Figure 4.7, red). Overlaying the 1H-
13C HMQC spectra of WT and N7A allows visualization of changes to the chemical shifts. 
The crosspeaks appear in similar areas of the 1H-13C HMQC spectra, with the WT 
crosspeaks all shifted downfield compared to the N7A crosspeaks in the indirect 13C 
dimension. In order to emphasize total changes in spin density, the heme meso carbon 
chemical shifts determined via 1H-coupled 13C and 1H-13C HMQC NMR spectroscopy 
were averaged. The average heme meso carbon chemical shift for WT IsdG–heme–N3 is 
47.1 ppm while that for N7A IsdG–heme–N3 is 37.5 ppm. A decrease of 9.6 ppm for the 
meso carbons going from WT to N7A IsdG–heme–N3 is consistent with a loss of spin 




Figure 4.7. 1H-13C HMQC spectra of WT (black) and N7A (red) IsdG–heme–N3 in 10% 
D2O, 25 °C. The heme meso carbons (m) and four of the eight heme alpha pyrrole (α) 
carbons have been 13C-enriched. 
QM/MM computations. In order to explore the interaction of Asn7 with the heme 
substrate, we modeled the entire protein with QM/MM calculations. We chose to validate 
our model using the crystal structure of WT IsdI–heme–CN (3QGP), as it is one of few 
highly ruffled heme crystal structures in the low-spin ferric state.22 Based upon previously 
successful work modelling ruffled low-spin ferric hemes at the PBE/TZP level of 
theory,23,61 we first treated the QM region with this functional and basis set. We chose to 
model the protein backbone using MM at the AMBER95 level of theory,52 and coupled the 
QM and MM region using the AddRemove model.54 The PBE/TZP/AMBER95 model 
accurately predicted the tertiary structure of the protein with an RMSD of 0.7 Å compared 
to the crystal structure. DSSP estimates the secondary structure of a protein by calculating 
the hydrogen-bonding energies between backbone N–H and C=O groups given the 3-D 
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structure. DSSP analysis of the protein backbone reveals an increase in secondary structure, 
with the greatest changes between residues 40-50, 80-90, and 105-108 as evidenced by 
high RMSD scores for these regions (Figure C.10). These regions correspond to Sheets 2 
and 3, and the turn leading into Sheet 4. We optimized a monomer of WT IsdI–heme–CN, 
while the crystal structure was solved as a dimer which may lead to the increased tertiary 
structure observed in our model. NSD of the heme from WT IsdI–heme–CN reveals the 
total out-of-plane deformation (Doop) is 2.27 Å, and the ruffling (B1u) contribution to the 
Doop is 2.25 Å. The PBE/TZP/AMBER95 model predicted a Doop of 2.25 Å and B1u 
deformation of 2.24 Å, consistent with the crystallographically determined values (Table 
C.4). 
With a QM/MM model that is able to reproduce the IsdI–heme–CN protein 
structure and heme deformations, we prepared structural models of WT and N7A IsdG–
heme–CN from the crystal structure of N7A IsdG–heme (2ZDO) and optimized both 
models using the validated parameters from above (Figure 4.8). We chose to model IsdG–
heme–CN as it was shown that Asn7…CN hydrogen-bond is weak or non-existent,23 which 
will allow straightforward analysis of steric interactions between the heme substrate and 
residue 7. The WT and N7A models have an RMSD of 0.384 Å compared to one another 
and DSSP analysis of the protein backbones reveal very similar secondary structure 
compositions (Table C.7), indicating that mutation of Asn7 does not significantly perturb 
the secondary or tertiary structure of the protein. NSD of the heme substrate reveals loss of 
Asn7 decreases Doop from 2.14 Å to 2.12 Å and B1u from 2.04 Å to 2.01 Å (Table C.7). 
Mutation of the active site Trp residue in IsdI decreased ruffling by an order of magnitude 
more than mutation of the active site Asn residue we have modeled here.22 This 
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computational study suggests that Asn7 does not play a role in enforcing a ruffled heme 
deformation, leaving hydrogen-bonding as the main mechanism by which Asn7 triggers 
spin density delocalization onto the heme substrate. 
 
Figure 4.8. Structural alignment of PBE/TZP/AMBER95 optimized structures of WT 
IsdG–heme–CN (light green) and N7A IsdG–heme–CN (light blue). Residue 7 (Asn7 or 
Ala7), Trp67 and His77 have been labeled. The heme substrate retains its ruffled 
deformation upon mutation of Asn7 to Ala7, as shown in the overlay. 
4.4 DISCUSSION    
 The role of Asn7 in heme cleavage. Heme ruffling has been implicated in IsdI-
catalyzed heme degradation, where point-mutation of Trp66 to smaller amino acids reduces 
activity and heme ruffling.22 In IsdG, we have shown that mutation of Asn7 to Ala7 
abolishes activity,23 but it was unclear whether this was due to loss of the hydrogen-bond, 
changes in heme deformation, or a combination of both. The QM/MM-derived structural 
model predicts residue 7 is not involved in heme ruffling, as the N7A mutant retains the 
ruffled deformation, suggesting heme ruffling is not the origin of the Asn7-induced spin 
delocalization (Figure 4.8).  
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 Ligand-field correlation analysis for IsdG–heme–N3 reveals Asn7 induces an 
increase in Fe 3dxy which can mix with porphyrin a2u by way of the B1u ruffling 
deformation, resulting in increased porphyrin a2u character in the SOMO. Equilibrium 
measurements confirm Asn7 donates a weak hydrogen-bond to azide, which is expected to 
be stronger in ferric-peroxoheme IsdG.62,63 A stronger NH…O hydrogen-bond for ferric-
peroxoheme IsdG will trigger a larger decrease in the π-donating ability of the distal ligand, 
further increasing the Fe 3dxy and porphyrin a2u character in the SOMO. The Asn7-induced 
electronic structure changes observed in ferric-azidoheme IsdG, and by extension ferric-
peroxoheme IsdG, are capable of increasing spin density on the meso carbons by a 
substantial amount without triggering a change in the electron configuration from 
(dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 to (dxz,dyz)4(dxy)1.  
 Introduction of the N7A mutation shifted the heme meso carbons upfield by 9.6 
ppm for IsdG–heme–N3, consistent with a reduction in spin density at those nuclei. An 
NMR study of Hydrogenobacter thermophilus (Ht) cyt c552 correlated chemical shift and 
spin density changes, and found a change of 0.002 ± 0.001 electrons shifted the heme meso 
carbon resonances approximately 1 ppm.71 Applying the Ht analysis to IsdG suggests Asn7 
induces an increase of ~0.02 electrons on the heme meso carbons, which is expected to be 
larger for ferric-peroxoheme due to increased porphyrin a2u character in the SOMO. The 
unique spin distribution of the heme substrate, detected by NMR, implies heme actively 
participates in its own hydroxylation. The non-innocence of the heme substrate will be 
discussed in relation to the mechanism of heme hydroxylation. 
 Mechanistic implications. Following import into the cytosol, ferric heme is bound 
by IsdG and IsdI with nanomolar affinity.27 Reduction of IsdG–heme by NADPH-IruO in 
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the presence of molecular oxygen gives ferrous-oxyheme IsdG.72 Further reduction gives 
ferric-peroxoheme IsdG, the protonation state of which is an open question. Theoretical 
calculations suggest ferric-peroxoheme IsdI is the hydroxylating intermediate,8 but no 
experimental studies have been conducted to assess the protonation state or pKa of the 
peroxo ligand. Although no water molecules have been observed in the active site of IsdG 
or IsdI, the pH dependent Fe(III)–His–OH to Fe(III)–His–OH2 transition observed in IsdI 
suggests the active site is solvent accessible.21 The available data do not allow 
discrimination between ferric-peroxoheme and ferric-hydroperoxoheme IsdG, but both of 
these species are capable of heme hydroxylation and the protonation state does not alter 
our conclusions. Trp67 induces a ruffled deformation of heme pushing the β and δ meso 
carbons towards the distal side of the active site, while Asn7 orients the (hydro)peroxo 
ligand via a hydrogen-bond to the α-atom, organizing a structure that promotes heme 
hydroxylation. 
 In HO-catalyzed heme hydroxylation, homolytic cleavage of the ferric-
hydroperoxoheme O–O bond produces a hydroxyl radical above the α-meso carbon. The 
water cluster hydrogen-bonds the hydroxyl radical, caging it in an orientation conducive to 
attack on the α-meso carbon while suppressing indiscriminate reactions.15,18,19 The active 
site of IsdG cannot support a hydroxyl radical and therefore cannot hydroxylate its meso 
carbon via the mechanism described above. Concerted O–O bond homolysis and C–O bond 
formation would prevent the formation of radicals, and theoretical calculations for IsdI 
predict ruffling of the heme substrate lowers the activation energy of a bridged transition 
state by 7-9 kcal/mol.8 Ruffling lowers the activation energy of the bridged transition state, 
but alone does not provide a sufficient driving force for heme hydroxylation. However, 
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electrophilic, radical meso carbons vis Asn7-induced spin delocalization working in 
concert with heme ruffling provides a compelling driving force for heme hydroxylation via 
radical rearrangement. Thus, meso carbon hydroxylation by IsdG is likely a consequence 
of the non-innocence of the heme substrate itself. 
 Based upon the data presented here, we propose a concerted radical rearrangement 
through a bridged transition state allows IsdG to hydroxylate its meso carbons in a 
regiospecific, controlled manner (Figure 4.9). The product of this transformation would be 
an unstable ferryl-oxoisoporphyrin π-neutral radical with a tetrahedral meso carbon. This 
transient intermediate would immediately reorganize to the more stable meso-
hydroxyheme, consistent with the 632 m/z species observed by mass spectrometry.9 This 
is the first direct observation of spin density on the meso carbons in a non-canonical HO 
system and it reveals novel ferric-peroxoheme chemistry that is governed by second-sphere 
interactions within the enzyme active site. Although canonical and non-canonical HOs 
catalyze similar reactions, oxidative degradation of heme, they utilize distinct pathways in 





Figure 4.9. Experimentally-derived mechanism of heme hydroxylation by IsdG via ferric-
peroxoheme. Ferric heme is reduced by one-electron to ferrous heme. Molecular oxygen 
binds to give ferrous-oxyheme which is reduced to ferric-peroxoheme. Simultaneous O–O 
bond cleavage and C–O bond formation produces a bridged transition state, accessible due 
to the unique electronic structure of IsdG–heme–OO. Collapse of the bridged transition 
state gives a transient isoporphyrin which quickly re-aromatizes with loss of the meso 
proton. Acid/base-assisted reorganization gives meso-hydroxyheme. 
4.5 CONCLUSIONS 
 In summary, a detailed magnetic resonance spectroscopic characterization of WT 
and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 is presented. For the first time, spin density on the heme meso 
carbons has been detected in a structural and electronic analogue of the putative ferric-
peroxoheme intermediate of heme hydroxylation. A hydrogen-bond from Asn7 to the distal 
ligand lowers its π-donating ability and mixes Fe 3dxy and porphyrin a2u into the SOMO. 
This electronic structure change triggers spin delocalization onto the heme meso carbons, 
giving them electrophilic, radical character and allows heme to actively participate in its 
own hydroxylation via radical rearrangement. Based upon the data presented here, IsdG is 
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proposed to hydroxylate its meso carbon through a bridged transition state in a concerted 
mechanism. 
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CHAPTER 5: OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPIC CHARACTERIZATION OF A NOVEL 
HIGH-VALENT HEME PRODUCED BY ISDG  
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 IsdG is a non-canonical heme oxygenase (HO) that catalyzes the oxidative 
degradation of heme to organic byproducts and iron in the final step of iron acquisition by 
the pathogen Staphylococcus aureus.1 Free ferric heme is bound by IsdG with nanomolar 
affinity,2 after which it is reduced to ferrous heme by its physiological electron donor, 
IruO.3 Binding of molecular oxygen and further reduction gives a ferric-peroxoheme 
intermediate,4 termed compound 0. The second-sphere of the IsdG active site controls the 
highly reactive ferric-peroxoheme intermediate, promoting meso-carbon hydroxylation to 
give meso-hydroxyheme.5 In IsdG, meso-hydroxyheme is carried on to staphylobilin6 via 
a formyl-oxo-bilin intermediate.5 Second-sphere interactions with Trp and Asn have been 
shown to be critical to IsdG function, as loss of either renders the enzyme inactive.7 Trp 
induces a ruffling deformation of heme that pushes the β and δ meso carbons toward the 
putative peroxo ligand.8,9 Asn orients the distal ligand through a hydrogen-bond to the iron-
ligating (α) atom, while simultaneously perturbing the Fe electronic structure.10 Heme 
ruffling destabilizes the Fe 3dxy-orbital while the hydrogen-bond stabilizes the Fe 3dxz- and 
3dyzorbitals. These forces acting in concert move spin density onto the heme meso carbons, 
driving heme hydroxylation through a bridged transition state.4,10  
 Cleavage of the ferric-peroxoheme O–O bond produces a high-valent heme before 
rearrangement gives hydroxyheme. It was recently discovered that IsdI (a homologue of 
IsdG) can form a high-valent heme, but it was incapable of hydroxylating its own meso-
carbon.4 HO stands in contrast to many hemoproteins in that it does not utilize a high-
valent compound I or II in its oxygenation reaction (Figure 5.1).11-13 For instance, 
Cytochromes P450 (CYP) abstract substrate protons via compound I, a π-cation radical 
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ferryl heme. This yields a ferryl-hydroxo heme termed compound II and a substrate radical 
which rapidly recombine to give hydroxylated product.14 Catalases (CAT) undergo two-
electron chemistry using compound I to disproportionate hydrogen peroxide to oxygen and 
water.15 The reactivity and specificity of these high-valent species is tuned by the protein 
active site. In CYP, proximal ligation by a cysteinate ligand increases the pKa of compound 
II,16 which provides an energetic driving force for H-atom abstraction by compound I. The 
careful tuning of the properties of compounds I and II in CYP allows the abstraction of 
very stable, unreactive protons from C–H bonds. Likewise, a basic compound II with a 
high pKa in CAT promotes two-electron chemistry by suppressing off-path one-electron 
chemistry that would yield dead-end compound II.17  
 
Figure 5.1. An example of the catalytic reaction cycle for CYP and IsdG. Cleavage of the 
compound 0 peroxo O–O bond produces a reactive compound I in CYP while it produces 
a ferryl hydroxylated isoporphyrin in IsdG.  
 Myoglobin (Mb) can also generate a high-valent compound II, however the 
molecular structure of this species differs from those generated by CYP and CAT.18 
Proximal ligation by a neutral histidine leads to an unprotonated ferryl-oxo species, the 
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protonation state of which has been probed by various techniques.18,19 This led the authors 
to postulate that the first-coordination sphere (the proximal ligand) controls the molecular 
structure of compound II. However, a recent neutron crystal structure of ascorbate 
peroxidase (APX) compound II revealed a protonated compound II (Fe(IV)–OH), with 
neutral histidine ligation.20 Theses conflicting reports suggest the determinants that govern 
the pKa of the ferryl-oxo moiety are more complex than only the iron-ligating residue.  
 IsdG presents a unique opportunity to study the electronic and molecular structure 
of a ferryl heme. IsdG utilizes a histidine to ligate heme, like in Mb and APX, but 
additionally contains a strong hydrogen-bond donor from Asn7 and severely deformed 
heme induced by Trp67. Characterization of a high-valent IsdG species will allow the 
influence of the first- and second-sphere on compound II to be probed. Here we report the 
characterization of WT and N7A IsdG-heme and their high-valent intermediates by UV/Vis 
absorption (Abs) and magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) interpreted within a 
computational framework. These results confirm that Asn7 stabilizes a high-valent IsdG 
en route to hydroxyheme, suggesting Asn7 drives heme hydroxylation forward by 
stabilizing the product of ferric-peroxoheme cleavage. Our MCD analysis reveal that IsdG 
compound II retains the S = 1 spin state despite significant porphyrin deformation while 
density functional theory predicts an unprotonated ferryl-oxo moiety, in line with that 






5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS.  
 Unless otherwise noted, all materials in this work were purchased from Fisher 
Scientific and used without further purification. 
 Expression and Purification of IsdG. The cloning, expression, and purification 
of long-linker WT IsdG from pET15b (Ampr, Novagen)1,2,10 and S219V tobacco etch virus 
(TEV) protease from pRK793 (Ampr) has been previously described.21 The cloning, 
expression, and purification of short-linker WT and N7A IsdG from pET15b (Ampr, 
Novagen) has been previously described (chapter 4). The N-terminal His6-tag was removed 
from IsdG as previously described for IsdI.2,22,23 All spectroscopic experiments were 
carried out on tag-free IsdG. 
 IsdG–heme Sample Preparation. Ferric resting state IsdG–heme was prepared as 
previously described.2,10 The concentration of WT and N7A IsdG–heme was determined 
from the millimolar Soret band extinction coefficients, 98.5 mM-1 cm-1 and 94.1 mM-1 cm-
1 respectively.10 
 IsdG–heme was exchanged into 125 mM KPi, pH 7.4 with a PD-10 desalting 
column (GE Healthcare) prior to spectroscopic measurements. Solutions of meta-
chloroperoxybenzoic acid (mCPBA, sigma) were prepared by dissolving solid mCPBA in 
100% ethanol to a final concentration of 50 mM, mCPBA was used within 60 min of 
preparation. Time course experiments of the reaction of IsdG–heme with mCPBA were 
initiated by combining IsdG–heme and mCPBA to final concentrations of 10 µM and 100 
µM respectively. Spectra were measured every minute for 90 minutes. This was carried out 
for tag-free short- and long-linker constructs of WT IsdG which confirmed constructs with 
different linker lengths give rise to the same products (Figures D.1 and D.2). The remainder 
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of the spectroscopic experiments were carried out on the long-linker construct of WT IsdG 
and short-linker construct of N7A IsdG, both tag-free. 
 For cryogenic temperature spectroscopy, samples were mixed with 60% glycerol 
(v/v) to promote transparent glass formation. Ferric resting state samples were loaded into 
custom-built MCD cells and flash frozen. WT IsdG–heme compound X was formed by 
combining WT IsdG–heme and mCPBA to final concentrations of 70 µM and 1.4 mM 
respectively. The compound X sample was mixed and loaded into custom-built MCD cells 
and frozen one minute after addition of mCPBA. Successful formation of Compound X 
was visually confirmed by a solution color change from red/brown to yellow. WT and N7A 
IsdG–heme compound Y were formed by combining IsdG–heme and mCPBA to final 
concentrations of 12 µM and 240 µM respectively. The compound Y samples were mixed 
and loaded into custom-built MCD cells and frozen 90 minutes after addition of mCPBA. 
All samples were stored at 77K under liquid nitrogen prior to spectroscopic 
characterization. 
 Spectroscopic Data Collection. Room temperature UV/Vis absorption (Abs) 
spectra were acquired from 700 to 300 nm at a scan rate of 600 nm/min with a 1.0 nm data 
interval and 0.1 s integration time on a Cary 100 Bio UV-Vis Spectrophotometer. 
Cryogenic magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectra were acquired using a home-built 
setup consisting of a Jasco J-815 spectropolarimeter and an Oxford SM4000-8T 
Spectromag controlled by a Mercury iTC temperature controller and a Mercury iPS power 
supply. Spectral data was acquired from 800 to 300 nm with a 1.0 nm bandwidth, 0.25 s 
integration time, 0.5 nm data pitch, and 200 nm/min scanning speed.  
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 Zero-Field Splitting Calculations. The zero-field splitting value (D) for WT 
IsdG–heme compound X was calculated by fitting the temperature dependence of the MCD 
intensity (IMCD). The field and temperature dependence on IMCD can be described24,25 by 
equation 5.1: !"#$ = [(()*)+(,*,)./ + (12α2 + 14α4)]6      (5.1) 
where c1 and c2 are the coefficients for the temperature-dependent component, b1 and b2 
are the coefficient for the temperature-independent component, k is the Boltzmann 
constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and H is the applied magnetic field. The terms α1 
and α2 represent the Ms = 0 and Ms = ± 1 states of the Fe(IV) center, respectively. The 
contributions of these individual states to the MCD intensity will depend upon their zero-
field splitting and be weighted by their respective Boltzmann populations, as given by 
equations 5.2 and 5.3: α2 = 22+4789 :;         (5.2) 
α4 = 4789 :;2+4789 :;        (5.3) 
where D is the zero-field splitting value. Equations 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 were simultaneously 
fit to the observed temperature-dependence of the MCD spectrum of WT IsdG–heme 
compound X using GraphPad Prism 7.0a in order to estimate D and its standard error, as 
well as c2, b1, and b2. As α1 represent an Ms = 0 state, there will be no temperature-
dependent component and c1 will equal zero. 
 QM/MM Computations. The initial structural model for the non-hydrogen atoms 
of WT IsdG–heme was prepared from the X-ray structure coordinates of chain A of N7A 
IsdG–heme (PDB file 2ZDO)26 following in silico mutation of residue 7 from Ala to Asn 
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using swiss PDB viewer (SPDBV).27 A distal oxo or hydroxo ligand was added to the WT 
structural model using Avogadro version 1.1.1 resulting in the initial structural model for 
the non-hydrogen atoms of WT IsdG–heme=O or WT IsdG–heme–OH.28 Protein 
hydrogens and a 3 Å thick water sphere were added to each initial structural model using 
the PDB2ADF sub-program of the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) software 
package (SCM).29-31 This yielded solvated protein models with approximately 10,000 
atoms. 
The QM system consisted of heme, oxo or hydroxo, Asn7, Trp67, and His77. The 
QM/MM boundary was defined at: the Cα-NH and Cα-CO bonds of the amino acids and 
the -H2C–CH2COO- bonds of the heme propionate side-chains. The most probable forms 
of ferryl heme are compound I and compound II. Compound I is oxidized two equivalents 
above the ferric resting state to give a ferryl-oxo moiety coupled to a porphyrin radical 
cation. Compound II is oxidized one equivalent above the ferric resting state to give a 
ferryl-oxo or ferryl-hydroxo compound. The QM region of the compound I model was 
assigned a charge of +1 and spin multiplicity of ½. The QM region of the ferryl-oxo 
compound II models were assigned a charge of 0 and spin multiplicity of either 0 or 1. The 
QM region of the ferryl-hydroxo compound II models were assigned a charge of +1 and 
spin multiplicity of either 0 or 1. 
The AddRemove QM/MM coupling scheme32 was used to link the QM and MM 
regions and point charges on the QM atoms were updated in every geometry cycle with a 
simple electrostatic scheme using the Multipole Derived Charge analysis at the dipole level 
developed by Swart and co-workers.33 The QM region was treated using the PBE 
functional,34 an integration constant of 5.0, and the TZP basis set with a small core.35 All 
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other residues and water were treated using the AMBER95 force field.36 The QM region 
was considered converged when the total energy change was less than 0.001 Eh, the 
maximum change in nuclear gradient was less than 0.001 Eh/Å, and the maximum change 
in Cartesian coordinates was less than 0.1 Å. The MM region was optimized using the 
conjugate gradient method and was considered converged when the change in energy 
gradient was less than 0.01 kCal/mol/Å. All atoms were allowed to relax during the 
optimization. 
Heme coordinates from converged structures were extracted and normal-coordinate 
structural decomposition originally developed by Shelnutt and co-workers,37 and recently 
by Liptak and co-workers,38 was used to determine the heme out-of-plane deformations, 
where the B1u term describes the ruffling deformation. 
Time-dependent Density Functional Theory (TDDFT) Computations. All 
electronic structure calculations were performed in the ORCA 4.0 software package on the 
380 node IBM Bluemoon cluster at the Vermont Advanced Computing Core.39 Coordinates 
for the QM atoms and capping hydrogens at the QM/MM boundary were extracted from 
fully optimized models for use in TDDFT calculations. This yielded truncated active site 
models for ferryl IsdG containing heme, oxo or hydroxo, Asn7, Trp67, and His77 with the 
same truncation scheme described above. Point charges and Cartesian coordinates for all 
MM atoms were extracted from optimized QM/MM structures and converted to an input 
file compatible with ORCA 4.0. Time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) calculations were 
performed to assess the electronic spectra of different possible forms of ferryl IsdG with 
and without inclusion of point charges from the protein and water sphere. TDDFT was 
used to calculate the first 200 (compound I and protonated compound II)  or 150 
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(compound II) electronic excited states within an expansion space of 2000 or 1500 vectors, 
respectively, using the PBE34 functional and def2-TZVP40 basis set with tight SCF 
convergence criteria. The orca_mapspc utility program was employed to generate TDDFT-
predicted Abs spectra by convoluting Gaussian-shaped bands with full width at half-
maximum (fwhm) values of 1500 cm-1 between 5000 cm-1 and 40000 cm-1 over 1750 
points.  
5.3 RESULTS 
 Abs spectroscopy. A previous study found that reaction of IsdI–heme with 
mCPBA produced a unique spectrum that quickly decayed.4 The species that gave rise to 
the unique spectrum was assigned as ferryl IsdI–heme and we sought to replicate this 
experiment with IsdG–heme (figure D.2). Consistent with the reaction reported for IsdI–
heme, IsdG–heme reacts with mCPBA and produces a unique species 1 minute after 
addition of mCPBA, which decays with a lifetime of t1/2 = 300 s (Figure D.3). Inspection 
of the resting state spectrum (red), 1 min spectrum (yellow, compound X), and 90 min 
spectrum (green, compound Y) reveal differences in band position and relative intensity 
indicating two distinct species are formed upon reaction of WT IsdG–heme with mCPBA 
(Figure 5.2). A single set of isobestic points indicates compound X converts directly to 
compound Y without intermediates. To investigate if Asn7 is required for formation of 
these species, we performed the experiments with samples of N7A IsdG–heme (Figure 
D.4). The time-course reaction of N7A IsdG–heme with mCPBA is different from that of 
WT, completely bypassing the novel spectrum at 1 min. No intermediates were detected 
between the spectrum of ferric N7A IsdG–heme and compound Y. Interestingly, the 
spectrum of compound Y is the same in WT and N7A IsdG–heme based upon their Abs 
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spectra, indicating Asn7 is not required for the formation of compound Y. The compound 
X spectrum obtained upon reaction of WT IsdG–heme with mCPBA at 1 min is different 
from other reported ferryl hemes, which motivated additional experiments to characterize 
this unique species. 
 
Figure 5.2. Abs of WT IsdG–heme (top) or N7A IsdG–heme (bottom) reaction with 
mCPBA in 125 mM KPi, pH 7.4. The resting ferric spectrum (red) was measured prior to 
addition of mCPBA, the compound X spectrum (yellow) was measured 1 min following 
addition of mCPBA, and the compound Y spectrum (green) was measured 90 min 
following addition of mCPBA.  
 MCD Spectroscopy. The fleeting nature of WT IsdG–heme compound X 
precludes its preparation as a pure compound, based upon lifetime data a sample frozen at 
1 min is ~87% compound X. Traces of the resting state and compound Y species are 
inevitable in any compound X sample, therefore we began by characterizing resting state 
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IsdG–heme by cryogenic-temperature MCD (Figure 5.3). The 5 K, 7 T MCD spectrum of 
resting ferric WT IsdG–heme has intensity consistent with a low-spin heme. In contrast, 
the 5 K, 7 T MCD spectrum of resting N7A IsdG–heme is approximately an order of 
magnitude less intense and contains new features. The loss of Soret intensity in the MCD 
spectrum of ferric heme indicates a change in spin state,41,42 consistent with changes in the 
Abs spectrum from WT to N7A IsdG–heme. Closer examination of the MCD spectrum of 
N7A IsdG–heme reveals a negative feature centered at 17,800 cm-1 also present in WT 
IsdG–heme, suggesting a fraction of the N7A IsdG–heme population exists in the low-spin 
ferric state at 5 K.  Further evidence of a change of spin state are the presence of negatively-
signed, low-intensity bands centered around 14,500 and 15,900 cm-1 in the 5 K, 7 T MCD 
spectrum of N7A IsdG–heme, similar to bands reported for high-spin ferric catalase at 4.2 




Figure 5.3. 5 K, 7 T MCD spectra of ferric resting WT IsdG–heme (top, solid red) and 
N7A IsdG–heme (bottom, dashed red) in 50 mM KPi, pH 7.4, 60% (v/v) glycerol. 
 The 5 K, 7 T MCD spectrum for compounds Y of WT and N7A IsdG–heme are 
nearly identical, consistent with the assignment made via Abs (Figure 5.4). Both 
compounds Y contain a negatively-signed band at 17,800 cm-1, attributed to low-spin ferric 
heme, but the Soret intensity is between that observed for WT and N7A IsdG–heme. A 
high-spin state can be ruled out based upon the absence of low-energy, low-intensity bands, 
like those observed for N7A IsdG–heme. A possible explanation for the decreased Soret 
intensity could be population of a 2B2g ground state with a (dxz,dyz)4(dxy)1 Fe 3d electron 
configuration, such as the observed for WT MhuD–heme–CN.44 The intensity of WT and 
N7A IsdG–heme compound Y is similar to that reported for WT MhuD–heme–CN 
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supporting this hypothesis, but a more detailed spectroscopic characterization is required 
to definitively assign the ground state for IsdG–heme compound Y. However, the MCD 
data presented here confirm compound Y is a low-spin ferric heme which differs in 
structure from the starting ferric state. 
 
Figure 5.4. 5 K, 7 T MCD spectra of compound Y WT IsdG–heme (top, solid green) and 
N7A IsdG–heme (bottom, dashed green) in 50 mM KPi, pH 7.4, 60% (v/v) glycerol formed 
90 minutes after the reaction of IsdG–heme with mCPBA. 
 The 5 K, 7 T MCD spectrum of WT IsdG–heme compound X differs from both the 
resting state and compound Y of WT IsdG–heme, consistent with the Abs data. Existence 
of a negatively-signed band centered at 17,800 cm-1 indicates contamination by ferric 
IsdG–heme. Preparation of the C term MCD spectrum was accomplished by subtraction of 
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the 80 K, 7 T spectrum from the 5 K, 7 T spectrum. The C term MCD spectrum is consistent 
with the spectrum measured for WT IsdG–heme compound Y, confirming ferric compound 
Y is the main paramagnetic impurity (Figure 5.5). The 80 K, 7 T MCD spectrum of WT 
compound X is similar to that reported for other compound II hemes, with a strong A term 
arising from the Q band.25,45-47 
 
Figure 5.5. 5K, 7T MCD (solid black, top) and 80K, 7T (solid yellow, top) spectra of 
compound X WT IsdG–heme in 50 mM KPi, pH 7.4, 60% (v/v) glycerol formed 1 minute 
after the reaction of IsdG–heme with mCPBA (solid black, top). C term MCD spectrum of 
compound X sample prepared by subtracting the 80K, 7T spectrum from the 5K, 7T 
spectrum (dashed green, bottom). 
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 Variable-temperature MCD. Lack of spectral overlap for the low-energy 
component of the A term transition provides an excellent opportunity to probe the spin 
state of the Fe(IV) center. The most plausible explanation for this A term is transitions 
from the doubly-occupied porphyrin a2u and a1u to eg* molecular orbital. This A term will 
couple to the Fe center and gain C term intensity dependent upon the ground electron 
configuration of Fe. The Fe center of ferryl heme generally adopts the S = 1 spin state,48 
but perturbation of the Fe 3d orbitals via heme ruffling could also give rise to a diamagnetic 
S = 0 Fe center. This will be reflected in the temperature dependence of the A term where 
coupling to an S = 0 Fe center will be completely temperature independent, but coupling 
to an S = 1 Fe center will give a maximum at intermediate temperature based upon the 
zero-field splitting of the Fe center. The A term shows a very slight temperature 
dependence between 2 K and 80 K at 7 T (Figure 5.6). Fitting the temperature dependence 
of the A term gives a zero-field splitting (D) value of 36 ± 19 cm-1. The lack of data points 
and low intensity of the transition gives rise to the large standard deviation associated with 
this measurement, but the calculated zero field splitting is consistent with other S = 1 
hemes. Importantly, the temperature dependence of the A term confirms the Fe(IV) center 
adopts the S = 1 ground state. We turned to QM/MM and time-dependent density functional 
theory (TDDFT) modelling to gain further insight into the molecular and electronic 




Figure 5.6. MCD spectrum of WT IsdG–heme compound X measured at 7 T and 
temperatures indicated in figure legend. The dashed lines for 10 K, 7 T and 20 K, 7 T 
represent data acquired in duplicate to judge the error associated with this measurement 
(top). Temperature dependence of the A term measured at 16,300 cm-1 fit to equations 1, 
2, and 3 yields D = 36 ± 19 cm-1 (bottom). 
 Computations. In order to gain insight into the molecular and electronic structure 
of WT IsdG–heme compound X, we prepared structural models for WT IsdG–heme 
compound I (IsdG-I), compound II (IsdG-II), and protonated IsdG-II. QM/MM 
calculations predict a (dxy)2(dxz)1(dyz)1 electron configuration for the Fe(IV) center for all 
compounds studied, consistent with experiment. We measured structural characteristics for 
the different models (Table 5.1) as structural parameters are a powerful tool in 
fingerprinting heme oxidation state, spin state, and ligand identity.49 The Fe–O bond length 
is the same in IsdG-I and IsdG-II, but increases ~0.15 Å upon protonation of IsdG-II. 
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Similarly, the Fe–NHis bond length is largely the same in IsdG-I and IsdG-II, but decreases 
~0.15 Å upon protonation of IsdG-II. The bond lengths determined here are in line with 
experimentally determined values for all compounds.49 The total out-of-plane distortion 
(Doop) and heme ruffling (B1u) are very similar between IsdG-I and protonated IsdG-II, but 
both decrease ~0.1 Å in IsdG-II.  
Table 5.1. Selected bond lengths and heme deformations for the QM/MM-optimized 
IsdG–heme compound I and II structures 
 IsdG-I IsdG-II=O IsdG-II–OH 
Spin state S = ½ S = 1 S = 1 
Fe–O length 1.65 1.66 1.83 
Fe–NHis length 2.18 2.21 2.07 
Heme Doop 2.05 1.97 2.05 
Heme B1u 1.94 1.85 1.95 
 
 QM coordinates from converged structures were used for TDDFT calculations 
using ORCA. We first predicted the Abs spectrum as a function of porphyrin structure, 
then introduced point charges from the QM/MM optimized structures to analyze the effect 
of porphyrin structure and electrostatic interactions with the protein (Figure D.5-D.7). 
Inclusion of protein charges in the TDDFT calculation decreased the Soret band intensity 
in all of the structures compared to the gas-phase. The decreased Soret intensity is more 
consistent with experiment, therefore further comparisons will be with the TDDFT-
predicted Abs spectra with charges from the protein environment. The TDDFT-predicted 
Abs spectra for IsdG-I contains numerous low-energy bands with moderate intensity that 
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are inconsistent with experiment. Examination of the TDDFT-predicted Abs spectrum for 
the IsdG-II structures reveal major spectral differences upon protonation (Figure 5.7).  
 
Figure 5.7. Comparison of the TDDFT-predicted Abs spectrum for S = 1 compound II in 
the ferryl-hydroxo (top, dashed black) or ferryl-oxo (middle, dotted black) state with 
inclusion of protein charges versus the experimental spectrum for WT IsdG–heme 
compound X (bottom, solid yellow). 
 The extinction coefficient for the Soret band and thus the ratio between the Soret 
band and Q band for protonated IsdG-II is much larger than experiment, indicating 
compound X is not protonated at pH 7.4. This TDDFT-predicted feature of compound II 
has been observed experimentally, where protonation of compound II attenuates the Soret 
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band intensity without drastically altering the Q-band intensity.16,50 In contrast, the 
TDDFT-predicted Abs spectrum for IsdG-II is much more similar to experiment. The 
energy of the Soret and Q band were overestimated by similar amounts, however, the 
intensities for both transitions were calculated accurately. With the aid of the TDDFT-
predicted spectra we assign WT IsdG–heme compound X as an unprotonated compound 
II. 
5.4 DISCUSSION  
 Mechanistic implications. The resting ferric 5 K, 7 T MCD spectra of WT and 
N7A IsdG–heme are significantly different, in band position and intensity. These 
differences are attributed to a change from low-spin to high-spin going from WT to N7A. 
Two possible scenarios could explain the change in spin state from WT to N7A. 1) WT 
hosts a hydroxo ligand which can be protonated to aquo, and loss of Asn7 increases the 
pKa of the event, 2) Loss of the sixth ligand in N7A leads to a 5-coordinate high-spin heme. 
The crystal structure of N7A IsdG-heme is 5-coordinate,26 but photoreduction during data 
collection can lead to dissociation of heme ligands, lowering confidence in the assignment. 
The 5 K, 7 T data reported here is similar to the 4.2 K, 5 T data reported for high-spin, 5-
coordinate catalase, specifically the presence of two low-energy, low-intensity 
transitions.43 These results suggest N7A harbors a 5-coordinate heme, consistent with 
crystallographic studies. The 5 K, 7 T MCD data reported here is consistent with 
conclusions drawn from the room-temp Abs spectra for WT and N7A IsdG–heme.10 
 The reaction of mCPBA with hemoproteins has been well characterized, where 
heme is first oxidized two equivalents to compound I, which is rapidly reduced to 
compound II, then further reduction returns the ferric state. This reaction has been observed 
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in human HO, with the compound I intermediate having a lifetime of t1/2 = 1.7 s.11 Failure 
to detect IsdG-I by Abs suggests a similar lifetime as HO-I, although it is possible, albeit 
less likely, that IsdG does not proceed through a compound I intermediate upon reaction 
with mCPBA. If IsdG-I is formed upon reaction with mCPBA, Trp67 is the most likely 
electron donor in the reduction of IsdG-I to IsdG-II, and given the proximity of Trp to other 
aromatic amino acids it can likely engage in electron transfer to the surface of IsdG and 
bulk solvent. Reduction of compound I gives compound II which we observe 1 min after 
reaction with mCPBA, with an approximate lifetime of t1/2 = 300 s. The lifetime of N7A 
IsdG-II must be less than 4.5 s in order to avoid detection via UV/Vis, or loss of Asn7 
renders the active site incapable of producing a ferryl heme. Pauling proposed that 
enhanced enzyme activity is due to high specificity of the enzyme for the reaction transition 
state,51 which Hammond postulated closely resembles the reactive intermediate.52 In other 
words, enzymes lower the activation barrier of a reaction by stabilizing the enzyme-bound 
intermediate relative to the enzyme-bound substrate.53 Hydroxylation of heme through a 
ferric-peroxoheme intermediate inevitably leads to a reactive ferryl heme intermediate 
whether hydroxylation proceeds through homolytic or heterolytic cleavage of the peroxo 
O–O bond. Optical10 and magnetic resonance spectroscopic (chapter 4) studies of IsdG-
catalyzed heme cleavage strongly suggest that Asn7 promotes heme hydroxylation through 
a bridged transition state via spin density delocalization onto the heme meso carbons. This 
study suggests Asn7 also plays a role in stabilizing an incredibly reactive ferryl 
isoporphryin intermediate following concerted O–O bond cleavage and O–Cmeso bond 
formation (Figure 5.8). Stabilization of this ferryl intermediate pulls the IsdG reaction 
forward and promotes heme hydroxylation. 
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Figure 5.8. Reaction coordinate showing conversion of ferric-peroxoheme (compound 0) 
to ferryl-mesohydroxyisoporphryin. The enzyme-bound intermediate is stabilized in WT 
IsdG (black lines) relative to N7A IsdG (red lines) which decreases the activation barrier 
and promotes heme hydroxylation.  
 Molecular and Electronic Structure of WT IsdG–heme compound II. 
Compound II hemes are oxidized one electron above the ferric state to give an Fe(IV) 
center and neutral porphyrin. The porphyrin macrocycle enforces a (dxy)2(dxz)1(dyz)1 
electron ground configuration on the Fe center. The results of our variable-temperature 
MCD and DFT experiments confirm IsdG-II retains the (dxy)2(dxz)1(dyz)1 electron ground 
configuration, despite significant ruffling. This is not surprising as both the extent of heme 
deformation and the identity of the distal ligand work in concert to perturb the Fe 3d 
orbitals. Strong π-accepting ligands stabilize the Fe 3dxz- and 3dyz-orbitals54 while heme 
ruffling destabilizes the Fe 3dxy-orbital. This is easily observed in IsdG–heme–CN and 
IsdG–heme–N3 which only differ in ligand identity but have different ground electronic 
states.10 The work presented here suggests a π-donating oxo-ligand does not trigger a 
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change in electron configuration from (dxy)2(dxz)1(dyz)1 to (dxz,dyz)4(dxy)0 for IsdG-II, in line 
with the that observed for IsdG–heme–N3 and IsdI–heme–OH, despite the QM/MM-
predicted ruffling. Although the spin state has not changed, the electronic structure has 
been altered. The A term is shifted ~1800 cm-1 to lower energy compared to compound II 
hemes, likely due to heme ruffling. Heme ruffling destabilizes the Fe 3dxy- and porphyrin 
a1u-oribtals38 and a transition from a1u to to eg* would be expected to shift to lower energy 
upon ruffling, consistent with the IsdG-II A term. 
 The distal ligand of compound II hemes have been shown to exhibit a pH dependent 
transition from oxo to hydroxo. The pKa for this event is tuned by the protein active site 
and varies from < 2.7 in myoglobin (Mb)18 to 11.9 in cytochrome P450s (CYP).16 At 
physiological pH, these two enzymes will produce different forms of compound II, ferryl-
oxo in Mb and ferryl-hydroxo in CYP. The results of our TDDFT experiments suggest 
IsdG–heme compound II exists in the ferryl-oxo state, consistent with that observed for 
Mb. These two results are at odds with the neutron structure of APX-II which also ligates 
heme with a neutral histidine. The neutron structure of APX-II shows the distal His does 
not interact directly with the ferryl oxygen, but organizes an intervening water molecule 
for hydrogen-bonding.20 The distal His of Mb directly hydrogen-bonds the ferryl oxygen18 
and these differences may be what gives rise to differing protonation states. Asn7 directly 
hydrogen-bonds the ferryl-oxo (vide infra), suggesting not only the proximal ligand but 
also the distal hydrogen-bond network influence the pKa of the ferryl-oxo. 
 Horseradish Peroxidase compound II (HRP-II) and Mb-II have been shown to 
undergo pH-dependent vibrational changes at pH values above the ferryl-oxo pKa.18,55 Both 
HRP and Mb hydrogen-bond the distal ligand with a histidine, results of resonance Raman 
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analysis suggest the pH dependent changes arise from protonation of the distal histidine at 
low pH. The pH dependence of Mb-II has been studied by Abs and variable-temperature 
MCD,47 allowing comparison to IsdG. At low pH the distal histidine is protonated and 
donates a hydrogen-bond to the oxo ligand, at high pH the histidine is deprotonated and 
can no longer hydrogen-bond. A defining feature of the high pH MCD spectrum of Mb-II 
is a band between 700 and 760 nm.47 The 7 T MCD spectrum of IsdG-II lacks any 
discernable features in this wavelength range between 2 K and 80 K (Figure 5.5). This band 
is expected to have low intensity in IsdG-II based upon the intensity in Mb-II, but similar 
low intensity features were successfully observed in the 5 K, 7 T MCD spectrum of N7A 
IsdG–heme, confirming IsdG-II does not contain these features. The 80 K, 7 T MCD 
spectrum of IsdG-II is more similar to that reported for the acidic forms of Mb-II and HRP-
II, suggesting the distal oxo of IsdG-II accepts a hydrogen-bond from Asn7. 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
 In summary, we assigned a high-valent IsdG intermediate as compound II based 
upon detailed optical spectroscopic and computational analyses. We found the second-
sphere Asn of IsdG stabilizes the reactive ferryl intermediate which promotes heme 
hydroxylation by lowering the activation barrier for the formation of a bridged transition 
state. The compound II heme produced by IsdG retains the canonical (dxy)2(dxz)1(dyz)1 
ground electron configuration despite significant ruffling and is unprotonated, suggesting 
both the first-sphere and second-sphere tunes the pKa of the ferryl-oxo.!
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 The spectroscopic characterization of IsdG presented here has provided insight into 
heme binding and degradation by IsdG. Equilibrium data confirmed IsdG and IsdI bind 
heme with nanomolar affinity, placing them well within range to effectively bind heme in 
the cytosol. The Kd of heme from IsdG is an order of magnitude lower than that from IsdI 
based upon the equilibrium data, which was corroborated by competition assays with 
myoglobin. This data in addition to the fact that the half-life of IsdG, but not IsdI, is 
increased by the presence of heme in vivo1 led us to propose that IsdG is involved in iron 
acquisition while IsdI is involved in heme homeostasis, prompting further characterization 
of IsdG. 
 A combined Abs, CD, and MCD study of ferric-cyanoheme and ferric-azidoheme 
derivatives of IsdG was carried out to elucidate the interaction of Asn7 with the distal 
ligand. Introduction of the N7A mutation altered the electronic structure of ferric-
azidoheme but not ferric-cyanoheme, confirming a hydrogen-bond exists between Asn7 
and the iron-ligating (α) atom of the distal ligand. We set to quantify the strength of the 
Asn7…N3 hydrogen-bond with equilibrium measurements, and found loss of Asn7 changed 
the free energy by ~1 kcal/mol. Given the significant electrostatic component of a 
hydrogen-bond, an NH…O hydrogen-bond in ferric-peroxoheme is expected to be 
significantly stronger than an NH…N hydrogen-bond in ferric-azidoheme. DFT predicted 
that this hydrogen-bond triggers rotation of the distal ligand, which was corroborated by 
CD. Finally, DFT predicted Ans7-induced spin density delocalization from Fe onto the 
heme meso carbons, but there was no experimental evidence to support this proposal. 
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 EPR and NMR were used to provide insight into the electronic and spin distribution 
changes to IsdG–heme–N3 triggered by the Asn7…N3 hydrogen-bond. Both MCD and EPR 
are consistent with a (dxy)2(dxz,dyz)3 3d ground electron configuration for Fe, but Asn7 
mixes 3dxy character into the singly-occupied molecular orbital of WT IsdG–heme–N3. 
Mixing of Fe 3dxy and porphyrin a2u is a mechanism known to delocalize spin from Fe onto 
the heme meso carbons, which prompted additional studies. NMR is an ideal tool to probe 
spin density changes, as the chemical shifts of low-spin ferric heme are governed by its 
spin distribution.2 We found introduction of the N7A mutation shifted the meso carbons 
upfield ~10 ppm, consistent with a significant reduction in spin density at those nuclei, 
confirming the DFT-predicted, Asn7-induced spin density delocalization. A QM/MM 
model confirmed the N7A mutant retains the ruffled heme deformation, suggesting heme 
ruffling is not the origin of the Asn7-induced spin density delocalization. Instead, The 
Asn7…N3 hydrogen bond stabilizes Fe 3dxz- and 3dyz-orbitals which increases the Fe 3dxy 
and porphyrin a2u character in the singly-occupied molecular orbital (SOMO), allowing 
spin delocalization onto the meso carbons. These results suggest IsdG funnels the reactivity 
of ferric-peroxoheme toward heme hydroxylation through an Asn7-dependent bridged 
transition state, circumventing production of reactive, uncontrolled intermediates. 
Abs and MCD were used to study a ferryl IsdG structurally related to the reactive 
intermediate formed upon heme hydroxylation through a bridged transition state. Heme 
hydroxylation inevitably proceeds through a high-valent ferryl intermediate upon ferric-
peroxoheme O–O bond homolysis. Optical spectroscopy confirmed the active site of WT 
IsdG stabilizes a ferryl intermediate. In contrast, the active site of N7A IsdG cannot 
accommodate a ferryl heme, or destabilizes a ferryl heme beyond detection. Stabilization 
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of an intermediate ferryl heme by Asn7 lowers the activation barrier of heme 
hydroxylation. Based upon the data presented here, we propose Asn7 organizes a structure 
that is conducive to heme hydroxylation by hydrogen-bonding to the distal ligand and 
triggering spin delocalization onto the meso carbons, then drives the reactive forward by 
stabilizing a reactive intermediate structurally related to the bridged transition state. 
6.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 The role of Asn7 in IsdG-catalyzed heme hydroxylation has been thoroughly 
investigated here, but some mysteries still remain. QM/MM was undertaken for the ferric-
cyanoheme derivate of WT and N7A IsdG as the Asn7 hydrogen-bond was found to be 
non-existent with cyanide, which allowed us to probe the steric interaction of residue 7 
with heme. In order to probe the interaction of residue 7 with the ferric-azidoheme, a more 
intricate method is required to sample the multitude of possible azide conformations. 
Molecular dynamics (MD) is an ideal tool to solve this type of problem, and the solution 
would be examined by QM/MM.3 Unfortunately, the PBE/TZVP level of theory 
underestimates the strength of the hydrogen-bond between Asn7 and N3, indicating a 
different functional and/or basis set is required to accurately model the hydrogen-bonding 
interaction. 
 Coupling the calculations above with more detailed NMR assignments would 
provide further insight into heme hydroxylation. As a mixture of β- and δ-staphylobilin is 
formed during IsdG-catalyzed heme degradation,4 it is tempting to hypothesize that ferric-
peroxoheme can hydroxylate both the β and δ meso carbons. However, this is at odds with 
experimental studies, where only one azide conformation is observed at room-temperature 
for WT IsdG–heme–N3. Assignment of the 13C resonances to specific meso carbons will 
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reveal which meso-carbons have a higher degree of spin density on them, and thus are more 
prone to hydroxylation. Specific assignment of the 1H methyl resonances can also provide 
insight into the relative orientations of the proximal and distal ligand.5 These resonance 
assignments are not trivial, but are possible via a combination of 1H-13C heteronuclear 
multiple-quantum coherence spectroscopy (1H-13C HMQC), 1H-1H correlation 
spectroscopy (1H-1H COSY), and 1H-1H nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (1H-1H 
NOESY) on ~3.0 mM samples of IsdG–heme–N3.6 The hyperfine-shift of the methyl 
protons relative to one other is controlled by the stronger π-donating ligand, and both His77 
and N3 are π-donors. Our QM/MM study suggests that the proximal His remains fixed upon 
introduction of the N7A mutation, allowing any changes to the relative hyperfine-shifts of 
the methyl protons to be attributed to changes in azide orientation. In this regard, NMR 
would provide structural information on the azide orientation and shed light on which meso 
carbon is preferentially hydroxylated. 
 Finally, the formation of meso-hydroxyheme is a critical point in heme oxygenation 
by HO and IsdG. HO carries meso-hydroxyheme to verdoheme with loss of the 
hydroxylated meso carbon as carbon monoxide (CO). IsdG carries meso-hydroxyheme to 
formyl-oxo-bilin without loss of formaldehyde.7 Interestingly, the conversion of meso-
hydroxheme to verdoheme is not enzyme catalyzed, meso-hydroxyheme loses CO in the 
presence of O2 to form verdoheme in vitro.8,9 Other groups have hypothesized that heme 
ruffling is crucial in suppressing pathways that lead to verdoheme and CO production while 
promoting aldehyde formation.10 This hypothesis remains untested, but our lab is equipped 
to synthesize meso-hydroxyheme and characterize the IsdG–hydroxyheme intermediate 
spectroscopically. 
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APPENDIX A: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2 
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A.1 SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL 
 The UV/Vis absorption-detected heme titrations into IsdG and IsdI were analyzed 
in order to determine the dissociation constant (Kd) of the heme substrate. The UV/Vis 
absorption intensity of a solution consisting of: IsdG, IsdG–heme, and heme at 411 nm 
depends on equation A.1: !"## = %&'()*+,-, ./01 − ℎ454 + %+,-, ℎ454      (A.1) 
where %&'()*+,-, and %+,-, are the extinction coefficients of these species at 411 nm. 
The Kd for heme binding to IsdG is defined by equation A.2: 
7( = &'() +,-,&'()*+,-,          (A.2) 
The total amount of IsdG (IsdGT) is defined by equation A.3: 
[./019] = ./01 + [./01 − ℎ454]       (A.3) 
which can be rearranged to give free IsdG in terms of IsdGT and IsdG–heme as defined 
by equation A.4: 
[./01] = ./019 − [./01 − ℎ454]      (A.4) 
The total amount of heme (hemeT) is defined by equation A.5: 
[ℎ4549] = ℎ454 + [./01 − ℎ454]      (A.5) 
which can be rearranged to give free heme in terms of hemeT and IsdG–heme as defined 
by equation A.6: 
[ℎ454] = ℎ4549 − [./01 − ℎ454]      (A.6) 
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Substituting equations A.4 and A.6 into equation A.2 gives the Kd for heme binding to 
IsdG in terms of the total concentration of IsdG and total concentration of heme (rather 
than concentration of free heme and free IsdG) as defined by equation A.7: 
7( = ( &'()<]*[&'()*+,-, )( +,-,< *[&'()*+,-,])&'()*+,-,      (A.7) 
Rearrangement of equation 7 simplifies the Kd for heme binding to IsdG as given by 
equation A.8: 
7( ./01 − ℎ454 = ( ./019] − [./01 − ℎ454 )( ℎ4549 − ./01 − ℎ454 ) (A.8) 
Expansion of the binomial side of equation A.8 gives equation A.9: 
7( ./01 − ℎ454 = ( ./019] ℎ4549 ) − ([./019][./01 − ℎ454 ) −([ℎ4549][./01 − ℎ454]) + [./01 − ℎ454]>     (A.9) 
Setting equation A.9 equal to zero, rearranging the terms, and combining all [IsdG–heme] 
terms gives equation A.10: 
./01 − ℎ454 > − ([./019] + [ℎ4549] + 7()[./01 − ℎ454] + ([./019][ℎ4549]) =0           (A.10) 
which is a quadratic equation of the form ax2 + bx + c = 0, where: 
@ = 1           (A.11) 
B = −([./019] + [ℎ4549] + 7()       (A.12) 
C = [./019 ℎ4549 )        (A.13) 
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D = [./01 − ℎ454]         (A.14) 
Solving the quadratic equation for x yields equation A.15: 
D = *E± EG*"HI>H          (A.15) 
Substitution of A.11, A.12, and A.13 into the solved quadratic equation gives equation 
A.16, the quadratic equation in terms of [IsdG–heme]: 
[./01 − ℎ454] = *(*([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL))± (*([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL))G*"([&'()<][+,-,<])>  
           (A.16) 
Simplification of the quadratic equation A.16, and separating it into the two possible 
roots of x, [./01 − ℎ454], gives equations A.17 and A.18: 
[./01 − ℎ454] = ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)* ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)G*"([&'()<][+,-,<])>  (A.17) 
[./01 − ℎ454] = ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)J ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)G*"([&'()<][+,-,<])>  (A.18) 
Equation A.17 is the physically meaningful root of the quadratic equation, while the 
slope of the curve described by equation A.18 is inconsistent with experiment. Thus, we 
will use equation A.17 for the remainder of the analysis. Substitution of equation A.6 into 
equation A.1 relates the observed absorbance at 411 nm to total amount of heme in 
solution by equation A.19: 
!"## = %&'()*+,-, ./01 − ℎ454 + %+,-,( ℎ4549 − ./01 − ℎ454 )  (A.19) 
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Expansion of equation A.19 gives equation A.20: 
!"## = %&'()*+,-, ./01 − ℎ454 + %+,-, ℎ4549 − %+,-, ./01 − ℎ454  (A.20) 
As the extinction coefficients are constants, equation A.20 can be simplified to equation 
A.21: 
!"## = (%&'()*+,-, − %+,-,) ./01 − ℎ454 + %+,-, ℎ4549    (A.21) 
Isolation of the ./01 − ℎ454 term gives equation A.22: 
./01 − ℎ454 = MNOO*PQRSR +,-,<(PTULVWQRSR*PQRSR)       (A.22) 
Substitution of equation A.22 into equation A.17 gives equation A.23: 
MNOO*PQRSR +,-,<(PTULVWQRSR*PQRSR) = ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)* ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)G*"([&'()<][+,-,<])>  (A.23) 
Rearrangement of equation A.23 to get an equation in terms of A411, the observed 
variable in the titration, gives equation A.24: 
!"## = (([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)* ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)G*"([&'()<][+,-,<]))∗(PTULVWQRSR*PQRSR)> +%+,-, ℎ4549          (A.24) 
A similar equation was previously used to model heme binding to human heme 
oxygenase-2.1,2 Equation A.24 was defined within GraphPad Prism 6.0g where: 
Y = [./019] 
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Z = [ℎ4549] 
7 = 7( 
[ = !"## 
4 = %&'()*+,-, 
\ = %+,-, 
For UV/Vis absorption-detected heme titrations into IsdG and IsdI, Equation 21 was 
rewritten in GraphPad prism 6.0g as equation A.25 in order to estimate the Kd where: 
@ = 1 
B = Y + Z + 7  
C = (Y ∗ Z) 
[ = (((B − /]^_ B ∗ B − 4 ∗ @ ∗ C) ∗ (4 − \))/(2 ∗ @)) + (\ ∗ Z)  (A.25) 
A plot of the observed absorbance at 411 (!"##) as a function of heme concentration [ℎ4549] was fit to the user defined equation A.25 in GraphPad Prism 6.0g. %&'()*+,-, 
and %+,-, (e and f) were constrained to their known values while total concentration of 
protein and Kd (P and K) were fit simultaneously. 
Fluorescence-detected heme titrations into IsdG and IsdI were analyzed in order to 
measure the Kd of the heme substrate. The fluorescence intensity of substrate-free IsdG is 
defined as c-Hd while the fluorescence intensity of fully substrate-bound IsdG is defined 
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as c-ef. Quenching of the tryptophan fluorescence intensity via Förster resonance energy 
transfer is governed by the amount of substrate bound in the active site. Thus, the 
observed fluorescence intensity of a solution consisting ofg./01 and ./01 − ℎ454 is 
given by the linear combination of the fractions of IsdG that are substrate-free and 
substrate-bound as defined by equation A.26: 
c = c-Hd [&'()][&'()<] + c-ef [&'()*+,-,][&'()<]        (A.26) 
Substitution of equation A.4 into equation A.26 gives the fluorescence intensity in terms 
of [IsdGT] and [IsdG–heme] as defined by equation A.27: 
c = c-Hd ([&'()<]*[&'()*+,-,])[&'()<] + c-ef [&'()*+,-,][&'()<]      (A.27) 
Expansion and simplification of the equation A.27 gives equation A.28: 
c = c-Hd(1 − [&'()*+,-,][&'()<] ) + c-ef [&'()*+,-,][&'()<]      (A.28) 
Multiplication of Fmax through equation A.28 gives equation A.29: 
c = c-Hd − c-Hd [&'()*+,-,][&'()<] + c-ef [&'()*+,-,][&'()<]      (A.29) 
Rearrangement of equation A.29 gives equation A.30: 
(c-ef − c-Hd) &'()*+,-,[&'()<] = (c − c-Hd)      (A.30) 
Rearrangement of equation A.30 gives equation A.31: 
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./01 − ℎ454 = h*hSijhSkl*hSij ./019       (A.31) 
Equation A.31 relates the concentration of IsdG–heme to the observed fluorescence 
intensity when c-Hd, c-ef, and ./019  are known. Substitution of equation A.31 into 
equation A.17 gives a quadratic equation with respect to fluorescence intensity, as 
defined by equation A.32: 
h*hSijhSkl*hSij ./019 = ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)* ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)G*"([&'()<][+,-,<])>   
           (A.32) 
Rearrangement of equation A.32 to get an equation in terms of observed fluorescence 
intensity (F) gives equation A.33:  
c = hSkl*hSij&'()< ∗ ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)* ([&'()<]J[+,-,<]JKL)G*"([&'()<][+,-,<])> + c-Hd 
           (A.33) 
A similar equation was previously used to model heme binding to fluorescently-labeled 
human heme oxygenase-1,3 and the soluble domain of human heme oxygenase-2.4 
Equation A.33 was defined within GraphPad Prism 6.0g where: 
Y = [./019] 
Z = [ℎ4549] 
7 = 7( 
[ = c 
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0 = c-Hd 
5 = c-ef 
For the fluorescence-detected heme titration into IsdG and IsdI; Equation A.33 was 
rewritten in GraphPad prism 6.0g as equation A.34 in order to estimate the Kd where: 
@ = 1 
B = Y + Z + 7  
C = (Y ∗ Z) 
[ = (((5 − 0)/Y)((B − /]^_ B ∗ B − 4 ∗ @ ∗ C) /(2 ∗ @)) + 0)  (A.34) 
A plot of the observed fluorescence (c) as a function of total heme [ℎ4549] titrated into 
the solution was fit to the user defined equation A.34 in GraphPad Prism 6.0g. c-Hd and c-ef were constrained to the values observed in the experiment and the total amount of 
protein (P) was constrained to the value calculated based on the UV/Vis absorption-
detected heme titrations. 
All fits are the average of three independent trials plus or minus the standard deviation 
between the three trials. 
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Figure A.1. SDS-PAGE gel of WT IsdG Purification. The lanes represent: 1/100 dilution 
of purified WT IsdG (A), 1/10 dilution of purified WT IsdG (B), Pure WT IsdG (C), S219V 
TEV protease cleavage reaction (D), WT IsdG lysate (E), PageRuler Plus prestained 





Figure A.2. SDS-PAGE gel of WT IsdI Purification. The lanes represent: 1/100 dilution 
of purified WT IsdI (A), 1/10 dilution of purified WT IsdI (B), Pure WT IsdI (C), S219V 
TEV protease cleavage reaction (D), WT IsdI lysate (E), PageRuler Plus prestained protein 
ladder (Pierce) (L). 
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Figure A.3. UV/Vis absorption spectra of 3 µM IsdG–heme prior to (solid red line) and 30 
min after (dashed blue line) the addition of 30 µM apomyoglobin in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 
150 mM NaCl (top). UV/Vis absorption spectra of 3 µM IsdI–heme prior to (solid red line) 
and 30 min after (dashed blue line) the addition of 30 µM apomyoglobin in 50 mM Tris 
pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl (bottom). Heme transfer from IsdG or IsdI to apomyoglobin is 




Figure A.4. Fluorescence-detected titration of heme into 60 nM IsdI in 50 mM Tris pH 
7.4, 150 mM NaCl. The emission spectrum for 285 nm excitation is shown in the inset. A 
fit of the emission intensity to equation 2 (main text) yielded a Kd of 12.9 ± 1.3 nM. 
 
Figure A.5. Fluorescence-detected titration of heme into 80 nM IsdG (top) and 60 nM IsdI 
(bottom) in 50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl. The emission spectra for 285 nm excitation 
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are shown in the insets. Fits of the emission intensity at 340 nm to equation 2 (main text) 
yielded Kd values of 0.9 ± 0.6 nM for IsdG and 13.0 ± 1.5 nM for IsdI. 
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Figure B.1. Aerobic degradation of WT IsdG–heme (top left), N7A IsdG–heme (top 
right), WT IsdG–heme–CN (middle left), N7A IsdG–heme–CN (middle right), WT 
IsdG–heme–N3 (bottom left), and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 (bottom right) by ascorbic acid in 








Figure B.2. SDS-PAGE gel of WT IsdG purification. The lanes represent: (L) PageRuler 
Plus prestained protein ladder (Pierce), (1) IsdG lysate, (2) Ni-NTA column flow-
through, (3) 50 mM imidazole wash, (4) 250 mM imidazole elution, (A) purified IsdG, 
(B) 1:10 dilution of purified IsdG, (C) 1:20 dilution of purified IsdG, and (D) 1:100 
dilution of purified IsdG. 
 
Figure B.3. SDS-PAGE gel of N7A IsdG purification. The lanes represent: (L) 
PageRuler Plus prestained protein ladder, (1) N7A IsdG lysate, (2) Ni-NTA column flow-
through, (3) 50 mM imidazole wash, (4) 250 mM imidazole elution, (A) purified N7A 
IsdG, (B) 1:10 dilution of purified N7A IsdG, (C) 1:20 dilution of purified N7A IsdG, 






Figure B.4. SDS-PAGE gel of IsdG cleavage by TEV protease. The lanes represent: (L) 
PageRuler Plus prestained protein ladder, (1) purified, uncleaved IsdG, (2) purified TEV 
protease, (3) reaction products for cleavage performed at 4 °C, and (4) reaction products 
for cleavage performed at 25 °C. 
 
Figure B.5. SDS-PAGE gel of TEV-cleaved IsdG purification. The lanes represent: (L) 
PageRuler Plus prestained protein ladder, (1) reaction products of IsdG cleavage by TEV 


















Figure B.8. Room temperature (solid red lines) and 20 K (dashed black lines) Abs 
spectra of WT IsdG–heme–CN (a), N7A IsdG–heme–CN (b), WT IsdG–heme–N3 (c) 
and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 (d). The room temperature spectra were acquired in 125 mM 
KPi pH 7.4, and the 20 K spectra were obtained in 50mM KPi pH 7.4, 60% (v/v) 
glycerol. Besides band sharpening due to decreased thermal broadening, and increased 
light scattering off of ice crystals in the N7A IsdG–heme–N3 sample, the electronic 
structures of the IsdG species investigated in this work are not significantly perturbed by 













Figure B.9. Room temperature Abs spectra (dashed red lines) of WT IsdG–heme–CN 
(top) and N7A IsdG–heme–CN (bottom) in 125 mM KPi pH 7.4. The experimental Abs, 
CD, and MCD data were deconvoluted into sets of Gaussian-shaped bands (Figures 4, 
S10 and Table S1). Gaussian-shaped bands representing individual vibronic transitions 
(dotted black lines) and the total fits (solid black lines) are shown above. For IsdG–





Figure B.10. Room temperature CD spectra (dashed red lines) of WT IsdG–heme–CN 
(top) and N7A IsdG–heme–CN (bottom) in 125 mM KPi pH 7.4. The experimental Abs, 
CD, and MCD data were deconvoluted into sets of Gaussian-shaped bands (Figures 4, S9 
and Table S1). Gaussian-shaped bands representing individual vibronic transitions 
(dotted black lines) and the total fits (solid black lines) are shown above. For IsdG–





Figure B.11. Room temperature Abs spectra (dashed red lines) of WT IsdG–heme–N3 
(top) and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 (bottom) in 125 mM KPi pH 7.4. The experimental Abs, 
CD, and MCD data were deconvoluted into sets of Gaussian-shaped bands (Figures 5, 
S12 and Tables S2-S3). Gaussian-shaped bands representing individual vibronic 
transitions (dotted black lines) and the total fits (solid black lines) are shown above. For 
IsdG–heme–N3, three bands shift by more than 100 cm-1 upon introduction of the N7A 




Figure B.12. Room temperature CD spectra (dashed red lines) of WT IsdG–heme–N3 
(top) and N7A IsdG–heme–N3 (bottom) in 125 mM KPi pH 7.4. The experimental Abs, 
CD, and MCD data were deconvoluted into sets of Gaussian-shaped bands (Figures 5, 
S11 and Tables S2-S3). Gaussian-shaped bands representing individual vibronic 
transitions (dotted black lines) and the total fits (solid black lines) are shown above. For 
IsdG–heme–N3, three bands shift by more than 100 cm-1 upon introduction of the N7A 








Table B.1. Fitting parameters for WT and N7A IsdG–heme–CN spectral deconvolutions 
WT IsdG–heme–CN 
Peak Energy (cm-1) 







Intensity r.t. width 
1 16600 40.453 500 3.0108 0.80293 700 
2 17200 36.116 500 1.6199 -0.18311 700 
3 17700 -410.55 500 3.1114 0.80524 800 
4 18100 333.02 600 9.8938 -0.59242 800 
5 19200 -3.9239 500 5.7853 0.77316 700 
6 19700 56.21 500 2.7273 -0.18095 700 
7 20400 -76.426 500 7.0269 -0.09988 700 
8 21300 333.87 600 8.8977 -0.95004 800 
9 21850 614.11 550 4.3829 1.6517 750 
10 22500 93.974 600 15.312 -5.2493 800 
11 22975 466.56 500 1.1494 14.155 700 
12 23445 -3511 500 41.932 -23.37 700 
13 23816 -418.82 600 30.523 7.4222 800 
14 24500 1068.4 600 36.531 -4.2094 800 
15 25477 1025.1 700 25.235 0.97945 900 
16 26357 746 700 8.8821 3.4739 900 
17 27300 386.42 1000 29 -1.8526 1200 
N7A IsdG–heme–CN 
1 16600 45.839 500 0.1 0.99389 700 
2 17200 273.74 800 2.8153 0.63911 1000 
3 17700 -499.39 800 3.4679 -0.3493 1000 
4 18100 342.36 600 6.9219 0.00295 800 
5 19200 15.823 500 5.4766 0.033544 700 
6 19700 46.702 500 2.1878 -0.88159 700 
7 20400 -1.9839 500 7.6836 -0.28816 700 
8 21300 193.96 600 4.477 -4.5 800 
9 21850 851.13 700 10.084 8.5976 900 
10 22500 -174.93 700 3.4946 -19.8 900 
11 22975 442.54 600 9.4018 27.3 800 
12 23445 -3865.1 500 45 -31.238 700 
13 23816 23.032 500 29.02 7.399 700 
14 24500 1061 600 43.962 -3.5722 800 
15 25477 1341.5 700 25.259 1.5618 900 
16 26357 685.35 700 12 3.6748 900 





Table B.2. Fitting parameters for WT IsdG–heme–N3 spectral deconvolution 
WT IsdG–heme–N3 
Peak Energy (cm-1) 







Intensity r.t. width 
1 16400 153.3 500 5 4.921 700 
2 17050 234.22 500 1.5406 -6.1957 700 
3 17400 -52.3 500 8.3076 5.635 700 
4 18000 51 500 3.3471 -3.2172 700 
5 18400 -95.07 500 3.3795 3.556 700 
6 18800 -32.66 500 5.4943 -0.77599 700 
7 19500 -294.11 500 7.5402 2.0691 700 
8 20000 191.69 500 3.0003 -0.05506 700 
9 20550 -543.66 700 9.6917 1.0277 900 
10 21250 696.58 750 8.6667 -1.6671 950 
11 22050 2335.7 800 13.298 -3.1932 1000 
12 22676 -1091.7 500 12.751 -4.198 700 
13 23548 -15484 500 36.681 -4.8757 700 
14 23900 5662.1 500 46.08 -10.259 700 
15 24540 1268.3 500 24.411 -2.475 700 
16 25245 4410 910 36.374 -3.2 1110 
17 26535 1799 1000 19.109 5.4004 1200 





Table B.3. Fitting parameters for N7A IsdG–heme–N3 spectral deconvolution 
N7A IsdG–heme–N3 








Intensity RT width 
1 16900 357.85 700 5 -3.6015 900 
2 17400 -139.78 700 4.112 1.7992 900 
3 18000 144.64 500 4.7078 -1.6616 700 
4 18400 -145.16 500 1.2548 0.37613 700 
5 18800 91.04 500 3.3733 -1.9613 700 
6 19270 -348.86 500 6.4572 -0.57241 700 
7 20000 145 500 4.8225 -1.3847 700 
8 20550 -342.47 700 7.1 0.031275 900 
9 21250 925.78 700 7.0193 -1.3265 900 
10 22050 2356.8 750 10.312 0.97212 950 
11 22676 -1748.7 500 10.176 0.72768 700 
12 23548 -16766 500 29.351 14.766 700 
13 23900 6748 500 48.499 -7.3649 700 
14 24540 1424.4 500 23.11 5.5476 700 
15 25245 4871.5 910 36.235 -3.7845 1110 
16 26535 1836.9 1000 18.979 -0.66254 1200 





Cartesian coordinates for all computational models described in this manuscript 
Computational model for N7A IsdG–heme–N3 
  Fe      0.000000      0.000000      0.000000 
  C      -0.013546     -3.342271     -0.453671 
  C      -3.168938      0.017981      0.991036 
  C       0.012010      3.322566     -0.555371 
  C       3.193458      0.000000      0.931537 
  N      -1.382665     -1.385545      0.078720 
  C      -1.238058     -2.725928     -0.186578 
  C      -2.477749     -3.427052      0.110962 
  C      -3.330189     -2.495816      0.662106 
  C      -2.635800     -1.217538      0.623190 
  C      -4.707856     -2.699967      1.204734 
  C      -2.690744     -4.894675     -0.077820 
  N      -1.373013      1.411561      0.067616 
  C      -2.625364      1.251636      0.611701 
  C      -3.315992      2.522356      0.633524 
  C      -2.449232      3.462437      0.093473 
  C      -1.212446      2.745123     -0.212314 
  C      -4.685074      2.750720      1.186300 
  C      -2.743563      4.879532     -0.073901 
  C      -1.918855      5.934146      0.066670 
  N       1.391038      1.390530      0.046886 
  C       1.244749      2.711525     -0.300799 
  C       2.484299      3.420099     -0.068734 
  C       3.335357      2.526163      0.570088 
  C       2.640595      1.240393      0.591675 
  C       2.711956      4.874776     -0.329943 
  C       4.646557      2.853876      1.102561 
  C       5.275522      2.290496      2.152062 
  N       1.373876     -1.396231      0.061091 
  C       2.643719     -1.230473      0.565818 
  C       3.338910     -2.509485      0.570092 
  C       2.467783     -3.436881      0.040848 
  C       1.220597     -2.732991     -0.213278 
  C       4.729340     -2.723036      1.075489 
  C       2.672306     -4.904437     -0.158709 
  C      -0.679665     -0.007157     -4.169064 
  N       0.701198     -0.020548     -4.113877 
  C      -1.101114      0.004921     -2.862256 
  C       1.076550     -0.015464     -2.805915 
  N       0.000000      0.000000     -2.028758 
  N       0.016755      0.079886      1.929571 
  N       0.017491     -0.915541      2.623495 
  N       0.020257     -1.806215      3.368941 
  H      -1.223432     -0.006066     -5.106277 
  H       1.331889     -0.029945     -4.908105 
  H      -2.107791      0.018091     -2.461337 
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  H       2.104047     -0.023071     -2.460530 
  H      -0.018759     -4.417404     -0.635590 
  H      -4.165078      0.022907      1.434280 
  H       0.013843      4.375388     -0.830435 
  H       4.211045     -0.003376      1.317935 
  H      -4.758844     -2.452955      2.277585 
  H      -5.031255     -3.743326      1.092145 
  H      -5.448462     -2.066451      0.691177 
  H      -2.069719     -5.487135      0.613789 
  H      -2.435177     -5.216832     -1.099673 
  H      -3.737224     -5.174788      0.102908 
  H      -4.684572      2.708787      2.288365 
  H      -5.400010      1.991899      0.833492 
  H      -5.073140      3.737632      0.901689 
  H      -3.789825      5.099434     -0.319466 
  H      -0.880681      5.833653      0.384410 
  H      -2.287696      6.948201     -0.095147 
  H       3.773752      5.086816     -0.521389 
  H       2.411990      5.497151      0.530639 
  H       2.141717      5.224595     -1.202715 
  H       5.150882      3.690350      0.604567 
  H       4.820090      1.502992      2.753967 
  H       6.262833      2.636695      2.459503 
  H       5.445018     -2.024074      0.615464 
  H       5.078193     -3.742625      0.863981 
  H       4.788156     -2.574864      2.166374 
  H       3.728169     -5.182023     -0.037952 
  H       2.358350     -5.229402     -1.163192 
  H       2.093900     -5.497059      0.568870 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 1.1 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe      0.000005     -0.001288     -0.000960 
  C      -0.003307     -3.329414     -0.465795 
  C      -3.111302      0.008127      1.129518 
  C       0.009584      3.309646     -0.541236 
  C       3.269663     -0.002380      0.793732 
  N      -1.339962     -1.380346      0.166021 
  C      -1.216416     -2.721429     -0.155769 
  C      -2.446502     -3.419795      0.170552 
  C      -3.274188     -2.501358      0.782537 
  C      -2.578628     -1.226002      0.759192 
  C      -4.641656     -2.708971      1.346813 
  C      -2.679113     -4.877032     -0.062370 
  N      -1.335197      1.394755      0.159383 
  C      -2.579015      1.241183      0.738573 
  C      -3.280297      2.505673      0.735834 
  C      -2.437292      3.435342      0.145870 
  C      -1.201695      2.731063     -0.174269 
  C      -4.653920      2.724787      1.279687 
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  C      -2.744829      4.847019     -0.073135 
  C      -1.931872      5.902122      0.104945 
  N       1.403800      1.390610      0.050609 
  C       1.254992      2.702226     -0.331596 
  C       2.508377      3.407245     -0.176563 
  C       3.386289      2.519815      0.435342 
  C       2.689508      1.239617      0.513967 
  C       2.735664      4.850737     -0.489101 
  C       4.730533      2.834484      0.892408 
  C       5.383494      2.287069      1.933931 
  N       1.393788     -1.397721      0.054914 
  C       2.696687     -1.233590      0.472652 
  C       3.401104     -2.505451      0.396898 
  C       2.506953     -3.422092     -0.114492 
  C       1.242124     -2.721055     -0.273206 
  C       4.825207     -2.712869      0.799452 
  C       2.713442     -4.874961     -0.397944 
  C      -0.711645      0.006438     -4.070471 
  N       0.667784     -0.013251     -4.032823 
  C      -1.120043      0.013078     -2.760991 
  C       1.068356     -0.018171     -2.737147 
  N      -0.002560     -0.002367     -1.944307 
  N       0.092692      0.075568      2.074310 
  N       0.167213     -0.922636      2.820477 
  N       0.233322     -1.916598      3.369445 
  H      -1.268984      0.014477     -4.999548 
  H       1.286642     -0.021231     -4.837900 
  H      -2.122593      0.028171     -2.351667 
  H       2.101529     -0.032216     -2.411473 
  H      -0.014606     -4.398476     -0.679238 
  H      -4.103851      0.011851      1.580506 
  H      -0.001761      4.359480     -0.829003 
  H       4.315171     -0.002893      1.098074 
  H      -4.687531     -2.432684      2.412036 
  H      -4.952601     -3.758057      1.266424 
  H      -5.394999     -2.101182      0.821089 
  H      -2.033906     -5.497991      0.579506 
  H      -2.470412     -5.160248     -1.105327 
  H      -3.717871     -5.157190      0.152658 
  H      -4.717048      2.449173      2.344416 
  H      -5.403651      2.120239      0.745037 
  H      -4.951909      3.777264      1.197592 
  H      -3.773927      5.049113     -0.390344 
  H      -0.915613      5.806157      0.489690 
  H      -2.287321      6.914230     -0.091855 
  H       3.786997      5.043024     -0.743761 
  H       2.494056      5.497807      0.370852 
  H       2.123926      5.186140     -1.338371 
  H       5.232742      3.637342      0.341870 
  H       4.929955      1.535064      2.581768 
  
210 
  H       6.391416      2.611529      2.192588 
  H       5.511127     -2.066436      0.230511 
  H       5.138955     -3.751060      0.634344 
  H       4.979615     -2.489563      1.866948 
  H       3.772887     -5.150334     -0.323226 
  H       2.372943     -5.143971     -1.409478 
  H       2.160683     -5.511551      0.311530 
  H       0.109014      1.016276      2.644223 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 1.2 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.000187     -0.002500     -0.002088 
  C      -0.003074     -3.330271     -0.468343 
  C      -3.111409      0.006592      1.127804 
  C       0.008735      3.309402     -0.541049 
  C       3.268632     -0.003114      0.792946 
  N      -1.340510     -1.381201      0.162118 
  C      -1.216595     -2.722172     -0.159889 
  C      -2.446832     -3.420593      0.165813 
  C      -3.274695     -2.502315      0.777946 
  C      -2.579177     -1.227056      0.755632 
  C      -4.642536     -2.709815      1.341320 
  C      -2.679771     -4.877494     -0.068498 
  N      -1.336335      1.394258      0.157868 
  C      -2.579090      1.240241      0.738361 
  C      -3.280240      2.505077      0.738123 
  C      -2.437785      3.435129      0.148362 
  C      -1.202549      2.730708     -0.173785 
  C      -4.653680      2.723580      1.282853 
  C      -2.745271      4.847096     -0.069085 
  C      -1.931866      5.901852      0.108913 
  N       1.403435      1.389696      0.048085 
  C       1.254216      2.701380     -0.333394 
  C       2.507584      3.406555     -0.178256 
  C       3.385418      2.519158      0.433869 
  C       2.688607      1.238886      0.512199 
  C       2.734322      4.850036     -0.491223 
  C       4.729565      2.833566      0.891544 
  C       5.381627      2.286416      1.933766 
  N       1.394005     -1.398543      0.051568 
  C       2.696305     -1.234408      0.471562 
  C       3.400545     -2.506481      0.397774 
  C       2.506880     -3.423362     -0.113882 
  C       1.242338     -2.722118     -0.275111 
  C       4.824152     -2.713622      0.802204 
  C       2.713247     -4.876618     -0.395260 
  C      -0.712701      0.008626     -4.072351 
  N       0.666576     -0.021308     -4.034717 
  C      -1.120931      0.018636     -2.762864 
  
211 
  C       1.067051     -0.028937     -2.739058 
  N      -0.003672     -0.004956     -1.946180 
  N       0.089775      0.066485      2.063297 
  N       0.185285     -0.920944      2.819439 
  N       0.268419     -1.903794      3.388430 
  H      -1.269984      0.020604     -5.001418 
  H       1.285321     -0.033974     -4.839825 
  H      -2.123360      0.041461     -2.353615 
  H       2.100092     -0.050599     -2.413349 
  H      -0.014312     -4.399530     -0.680906 
  H      -4.103848      0.009775      1.579110 
  H      -0.002436      4.359614     -0.827516 
  H       4.313801     -0.003470      1.098451 
  H      -4.691018     -2.426117      2.404436 
  H      -4.950629     -3.760261      1.267793 
  H      -5.396572     -2.107715      0.809985 
  H      -2.025037     -5.499283      0.562794 
  H      -2.484143     -5.156901     -1.115055 
  H      -3.715067     -5.160247      0.159228 
  H      -4.718214      2.440374      2.345465 
  H      -5.404579      2.124748      0.743337 
  H      -4.949122      3.777359      1.208215 
  H      -3.774599      5.049641     -0.385274 
  H      -0.915169      5.805239      0.492351 
  H      -2.287173      6.914220     -0.086826 
  H       3.787776      5.044762     -0.734747 
  H       2.481436      5.498324      0.364588 
  H       2.130820      5.181866     -1.347808 
  H       5.232584      3.635831      0.340884 
  H       4.927399      1.534861      2.581651 
  H       6.389518      2.610620      2.192889 
  H       5.510946     -2.069468      0.231700 
  H       5.137327     -3.752532      0.640625 
  H       4.977881     -2.486963      1.869060 
  H       3.772272     -5.152643     -0.317184 
  H       2.375547     -5.146665     -1.407469 
  H       2.158023     -5.512043      0.313357 
  H       0.106909      1.087442      2.693657 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 1.3 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.000754     -0.002773     -0.003481 
  C      -0.003579     -3.330651     -0.470752 
  C      -3.111920      0.005942      1.125522 
  C       0.008143      3.309345     -0.541476 
  C       3.267406     -0.003836      0.792250 
  N      -1.341875     -1.381439      0.157877 
  C      -1.217416     -2.722398     -0.163537 
  C      -2.447567     -3.421002      0.162361 
  
212 
  C      -3.275559     -2.502730      0.774434 
  C      -2.580250     -1.227454      0.752083 
  C      -4.643383     -2.710206      1.337840 
  C      -2.680425     -4.877886     -0.071954 
  N      -1.337292      1.394099      0.155988 
  C      -2.579378      1.239906      0.737161 
  C      -3.280500      2.504942      0.738189 
  C      -2.438350      3.435122      0.148461 
  C      -1.203246      2.730560     -0.174589 
  C      -4.653641      2.723241      1.283797 
  C      -2.745687      4.847258     -0.068272 
  C      -1.932135      5.901876      0.109813 
  N       1.402737      1.389217      0.046437 
  C       1.253575      2.701014     -0.334270 
  C       2.506802      3.406199     -0.178043 
  C       3.384148      2.518609      0.434584 
  C       2.687284      1.238277      0.511736 
  C       2.733856      4.849735     -0.490537 
  C       4.727849      2.832945      0.893550 
  C       5.378997      2.285503      1.936201 
  N       1.393946     -1.399017      0.047956 
  C       2.695787     -1.235072      0.469702 
  C       3.399728     -2.507377      0.397108 
  C       2.506205     -3.424319     -0.114583 
  C       1.241981     -2.722733     -0.277609 
  C       4.822928     -2.714590      0.802932 
  C       2.712219     -4.877932     -0.394319 
  C      -0.714076      0.007655     -4.074163 
  N       0.665130     -0.027246     -4.036591 
  C      -1.122137      0.019972     -2.764663 
  C       1.065631     -0.035484     -2.741010 
  N      -0.004920     -0.007052     -1.948066 
  N       0.085913      0.053794      2.052051 
  N       0.208416     -0.923600      2.815601 
  N       0.315258     -1.894455      3.403122 
  H      -1.271350      0.020991     -5.003217 
  H       1.283770     -0.042671     -4.841741 
  H      -2.124431      0.046720     -2.355322 
  H       2.098592     -0.060716     -2.415306 
  H      -0.014870     -4.400149     -0.682183 
  H      -4.104116      0.008986      1.577378 
  H      -0.002883      4.359759     -0.827218 
  H       4.312257     -0.004077      1.098838 
  H      -4.692515     -2.423800      2.400186 
  H      -4.950475     -3.761120      1.266890 
  H      -5.397800     -2.110182      0.804679 
  H      -2.021254     -5.499627      0.554740 
  H      -2.490789     -5.156031     -1.119965 
  H      -3.714029     -5.161882      0.161741 
  H      -4.717733      2.439207      2.346210 
  
213 
  H      -5.404962      2.125041      0.744160 
  H      -4.948889      3.777151      1.210149 
  H      -3.775072      5.050036     -0.384140 
  H      -0.915298      5.805071      0.492845 
  H      -2.287386      6.914338     -0.085544 
  H       3.787292      5.044201     -0.734375 
  H       2.481500      5.497820      0.365586 
  H       2.130194      5.182061     -1.346809 
  H       5.231306      3.635439      0.343625 
  H       4.924223      1.533679      2.583392 
  H       6.386642      2.609660      2.196328 
  H       5.510388     -2.071117      0.232457 
  H       5.135945     -3.753728      0.642526 
  H       4.975740     -2.487046      1.869730 
  H       3.771045     -5.154327     -0.314875 
  H       2.375428     -5.148926     -1.406582 
  H       2.156035     -5.512371      0.314428 
  H       0.103857      1.151735      2.747898 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 1.4 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.003025     -0.004283     -0.004844 
  C      -0.005715     -3.331902     -0.474216 
  C      -3.114164      0.004810      1.121883 
  C       0.006201      3.309090     -0.540898 
  C       3.263914     -0.005924      0.792819 
  N      -1.345311     -1.382089      0.150913 
  C      -1.219980     -2.723192     -0.169167 
  C      -2.450013     -3.421712      0.157060 
  C      -3.278178     -2.503253      0.769116 
  C      -2.583321     -1.228071      0.746498 
  C      -4.645819     -2.710900      1.332771 
  C      -2.682928     -4.878575     -0.076888 
  N      -1.340668      1.393575      0.152644 
  C      -2.581751      1.239348      0.734379 
  C      -3.282749      2.504824      0.737325 
  C      -2.440639      3.435148      0.148384 
  C      -1.205646      2.730203     -0.175562 
  C      -4.655348      2.723085      1.284370 
  C      -2.746819      4.847913     -0.066532 
  C      -1.932841      5.901532      0.115191 
  N       1.400780      1.387911      0.044433 
  C       1.251558      2.700167     -0.334153 
  C       2.504382      3.405273     -0.175408 
  C       3.380939      2.516927      0.437753 
  C       2.684131      1.236608      0.512107 
  C       2.732226      4.849053     -0.486094 
  C       4.723785      2.830930      0.899351 
  C       5.372586      2.283011      1.943219 
  
214 
  N       1.392393     -1.400505      0.042749 
  C       2.693531     -1.236909      0.467781 
  C       3.396904     -2.509694      0.397469 
  C       2.503708     -3.426649     -0.114477 
  C       1.240037     -2.724467     -0.280772 
  C       4.819159     -2.717203      0.806307 
  C       2.709056     -4.880868     -0.391392 
  C      -0.715936      0.007863     -4.078236 
  N       0.663046     -0.038199     -4.040161 
  C      -1.124184      0.024378     -2.768884 
  C       1.062927     -0.049219     -2.744566 
  N      -0.007536     -0.011651     -1.951985 
  N       0.074760      0.043672      2.032024 
  N       0.276616     -0.909418      2.805159 
  N       0.455835     -1.855368      3.418146 
  H      -1.272714      0.025313     -5.007522 
  H       1.281813     -0.058886     -4.845126 
  H      -2.126331      0.059821     -2.359829 
  H       2.095527     -0.082719     -2.418447 
  H      -0.017173     -4.401785     -0.683784 
  H      -4.105760      0.007520      1.575083 
  H      -0.004434      4.359977     -0.824970 
  H       4.307976     -0.006218      1.102078 
  H      -4.695220     -2.422308      2.394499 
  H      -4.952086     -3.762190      1.263921 
  H      -5.400638     -2.112503      0.798336 
  H      -2.021112     -5.500135      0.547202 
  H      -2.496795     -5.156201     -1.125675 
  H      -3.715501     -5.163232      0.160439 
  H      -4.717904      2.440540      2.347279 
  H      -5.407115      2.123858      0.746521 
  H      -4.951119      3.776784      1.209650 
  H      -3.775395      5.051901     -0.384247 
  H      -0.916886      5.803056      0.500176 
  H      -2.286749      6.914675     -0.079085 
  H       3.785415      5.042818     -0.731624 
  H       2.482223      5.496013      0.371566 
  H       2.127308      5.183316     -1.340688 
  H       5.228481      3.633515      0.350690 
  H       4.916200      1.531142      2.589232 
  H       6.379795      2.606762      2.205519 
  H       5.507902     -2.073308      0.237876 
  H       5.132513     -3.756233      0.645872 
  H       4.969352     -2.490490      1.873660 
  H       3.767653     -5.157733     -0.310585 
  H       2.372859     -5.153659     -1.403376 
  H       2.152006     -5.513577      0.318225 




Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 1.5 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.012180     -0.015244     -0.005980 
  C      -0.015300     -3.337105     -0.483581 
  C      -3.125280     -0.000526      1.112191 
  C       0.001705      3.303109     -0.533726 
  C       3.253985     -0.018001      0.800599 
  N      -1.356094     -1.386789      0.137059 
  C      -1.230058     -2.727672     -0.180607 
  C      -2.459735     -3.425891      0.147068 
  C      -3.287811     -2.506704      0.759396 
  C      -2.594124     -1.231924      0.735347 
  C      -4.654738     -2.714733      1.324425 
  C      -2.693482     -4.882484     -0.086432 
  N      -1.351729      1.388863      0.148656 
  C      -2.593782      1.235285      0.725229 
  C      -3.294025      2.501782      0.729127 
  C      -2.448919      3.431894      0.145052 
  C      -1.212923      2.725612     -0.174875 
  C      -4.666890      2.720980      1.275265 
  C      -2.750442      4.846210     -0.067008 
  C      -1.934995      5.896782      0.124932 
  N       1.393027      1.378219      0.052476 
  C       1.245347      2.691784     -0.323118 
  C       2.497335      3.396056     -0.158111 
  C       3.371571      2.506110      0.457205 
  C       2.674632      1.226199      0.524057 
  C       2.728208      4.839997     -0.465434 
  C       4.712065      2.818918      0.925898 
  C       5.355220      2.268039      1.971751 
  N       1.383278     -1.407856      0.038644 
  C       2.685511     -1.246688      0.465258 
  C       3.387762     -2.519647      0.391654 
  C       2.493745     -3.434624     -0.121605 
  C       1.230437     -2.731304     -0.287590 
  C       4.808470     -2.730138      0.803901 
  C       2.697433     -4.888822     -0.399824 
  C      -0.715486      0.017161     -4.085062 
  N       0.662154     -0.061555     -4.043536 
  C      -1.126444      0.040552     -2.776777 
  C       1.058093     -0.085136     -2.747213 
  N      -0.013160     -0.024043     -1.957162 
  N       0.005822      0.034735      2.019219 
  N       0.535555     -0.770457      2.806187 
  N       0.961813     -1.595201      3.471582 
  H      -1.269118      0.049387     -5.015842 
  H       1.282324     -0.094935     -4.847054 
  H      -2.128440      0.099167     -2.370037 
  H       2.088685     -0.143900     -2.418373 
  H      -0.027264     -4.407016     -0.693075 
  
216 
  H      -4.116331      0.000859      1.566574 
  H      -0.006023      4.354517     -0.816045 
  H       4.296751     -0.019665      1.114076 
  H      -4.705473     -2.416095      2.383236 
  H      -4.957024     -3.767761      1.265422 
  H      -5.411588     -2.124212      0.784059 
  H      -2.023033     -5.504094      0.528330 
  H      -2.519251     -5.157837     -1.137910 
  H      -3.722644     -5.169088      0.162784 
  H      -4.725613      2.454887      2.342710 
  H      -5.416652      2.109854      0.748368 
  H      -4.968140      3.771914      1.184904 
  H      -3.776079      5.053930     -0.391729 
  H      -0.922263      5.793670      0.517245 
  H      -2.284342      6.911731     -0.068197 
  H       3.780474      5.030692     -0.717444 
  H       2.486519      5.484636      0.396317 
  H       2.118869      5.179529     -1.314699 
  H       5.219481      3.622979      0.381959 
  H       4.895039      1.514881      2.613559 
  H       6.361175      2.590694      2.240097 
  H       5.497002     -2.065397      0.260007 
  H       5.129436     -3.762031      0.615018 
  H       4.948929     -2.534890      1.878889 
  H       3.757099     -5.164597     -0.330023 
  H       2.350343     -5.162762     -1.407779 
  H       2.148856     -5.521418      0.316553 
  H      -0.007066      1.366709      2.708915 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 1.6 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.014515     -0.016886     -0.006610 
  C      -0.017854     -3.339105     -0.486874 
  C      -3.125551     -0.002076      1.112124 
  C       0.000341      3.303064     -0.531980 
  C       3.251348     -0.021772      0.798622 
  N      -1.361326     -1.387108      0.126731 
  C      -1.232694     -2.728972     -0.185397 
  C      -2.460618     -3.427774      0.146881 
  C      -3.288392     -2.508086      0.759781 
  C      -2.596929     -1.232899      0.730525 
  C      -4.652501     -2.717262      1.330880 
  C      -2.693225     -4.885191     -0.081733 
  N      -1.353135      1.387145      0.146615 
  C      -2.594767      1.233635      0.723990 
  C      -3.295134      2.499651      0.728325 
  C      -2.450402      3.430076      0.143951 
  C      -1.213934      2.724996     -0.174905 
  C      -4.666786      2.719156      1.277003 
  
217 
  C      -2.751608      4.844638     -0.066835 
  C      -1.936606      5.894476      0.130741 
  N       1.390794      1.376458      0.051203 
  C       1.243700      2.690874     -0.320204 
  C       2.495080      3.394318     -0.151402 
  C       3.368189      2.502444      0.464045 
  C       2.671635      1.222826      0.525471 
  C       2.727460      4.838855     -0.454037 
  C       4.706884      2.814408      0.937970 
  C       5.343978      2.262893      1.987222 
  N       1.383365     -1.410278      0.028689 
  C       2.684386     -1.249827      0.457762 
  C       3.386035     -2.523089      0.385665 
  C       2.491434     -3.438201     -0.126551 
  C       1.228723     -2.733874     -0.293711 
  C       4.805924     -2.734017      0.800214 
  C       2.693975     -4.893085     -0.401755 
  C      -0.712088      0.020003     -4.094464 
  N       0.664977     -0.071590     -4.050308 
  C      -1.124925      0.047585     -2.786974 
  C       1.058136     -0.098352     -2.753657 
  N      -0.013784     -0.026928     -1.965579 
  N      -0.001234      0.023224      1.988449 
  N       0.568835     -0.740763      2.779898 
  N       1.046718     -1.519291      3.469471 
  H      -1.263544      0.057200     -5.026365 
  H       1.286244     -0.111142     -4.852806 
  H      -2.127056      0.115491     -2.381928 
  H       2.087507     -0.166760     -2.422768 
  H      -0.030480     -4.409807     -0.692397 
  H      -4.114336     -0.000602      1.571374 
  H      -0.007075      4.354821     -0.813003 
  H       4.292972     -0.023671      1.115813 
  H      -4.698035     -2.419344      2.390112 
  H      -4.954668     -3.770345      1.272625 
  H      -5.411980     -2.126469      0.794536 
  H      -2.025005     -5.503989      0.538300 
  H      -2.514706     -5.164708     -1.131362 
  H      -3.723262     -5.171006      0.164691 
  H      -4.722498      2.454462      2.344952 
  H      -5.417533      2.107016      0.752714 
  H      -4.968452      3.769901      1.185945 
  H      -3.776112      5.052868     -0.394741 
  H      -0.925636      5.789835      0.527183 
  H      -2.284870      6.910048     -0.061062 
  H       3.779050      5.028504     -0.709701 
  H       2.490826      5.480049      0.411676 
  H       2.115121      5.183162     -1.299155 
  H       5.217315      3.618189      0.396475 
  H       4.879183      1.510890      2.627063 
  
218 
  H       6.348890      2.584491      2.260693 
  H       5.495990     -2.071756      0.255253 
  H       5.125919     -3.766878      0.615073 
  H       4.944677     -2.535523      1.874812 
  H       3.753515     -5.169285     -0.332007 
  H       2.346040     -5.169245     -1.408797 
  H       2.145596     -5.523560      0.316641 
  H      -0.017304      1.462946      2.686262 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 1.7 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.017166     -0.018004     -0.008597 
  C      -0.021232     -3.341036     -0.491168 
  C      -3.125909     -0.004448      1.111686 
  C      -0.001786      3.302080     -0.531796 
  C       3.249174     -0.026044      0.794431 
  N      -1.369154     -1.386771      0.110990 
  C      -1.236349     -2.730002     -0.192963 
  C      -2.461671     -3.430174      0.145045 
  C      -3.289094     -2.510088      0.759008 
  C      -2.600878     -1.234260      0.722100 
  C      -4.648772     -2.721230      1.339488 
  C      -2.692347     -4.888724     -0.077122 
  N      -1.354848      1.383581      0.141820 
  C      -2.595878      1.230581      0.722161 
  C      -3.295128      2.496174      0.729272 
  C      -2.451017      3.427135      0.143843 
  C      -1.215070      2.723352     -0.176102 
  C      -4.663991      2.716681      1.283730 
  C      -2.751863      4.842044     -0.063762 
  C      -1.936593      5.890687      0.139179 
  N       1.388156      1.373042      0.046531 
  C       1.241164      2.688780     -0.318197 
  C       2.491057      3.391881     -0.143777 
  C       3.363317      2.497706      0.471411 
  C       2.668469      1.218104      0.524832 
  C       2.724571      4.837441     -0.439287 
  C       4.699233      2.809265      0.952682 
  C       5.327802      2.257234      2.006868 
  N       1.383449     -1.412536      0.017303 
  C       2.683108     -1.253513      0.448433 
  C       3.383501     -2.527092      0.379311 
  C       2.487473     -3.442516     -0.130915 
  C       1.226056     -2.736550     -0.299587 
  C       4.801982     -2.739543      0.797405 
  C       2.688322     -4.898362     -0.401842 
  C      -0.706018      0.026358     -4.111251 
  N       0.669784     -0.085893     -4.063199 
  C      -1.121520      0.061245     -2.804923 
  
219 
  C       1.058606     -0.118337     -2.765914 
  N      -0.013985     -0.030034     -1.980781 
  N      -0.013792      0.009552      1.958357 
  N       0.619194     -0.701565      2.742500 
  N       1.143204     -1.400816      3.486066 
  H      -1.254075      0.071227     -5.044845 
  H       1.292474     -0.135436     -4.864184 
  H      -2.123573      0.144433     -2.402411 
  H       2.085790     -0.202851     -2.431803 
  H      -0.034373     -4.412705     -0.691654 
  H      -4.110974     -0.002958      1.578757 
  H      -0.008740      4.354407     -0.810575 
  H       4.289234     -0.028063      1.116540 
  H      -4.686715     -2.422985      2.398895 
  H      -4.949810     -3.774753      1.283857 
  H      -5.412714     -2.131470      0.808403 
  H      -2.027292     -5.503632      0.550169 
  H      -2.507770     -5.173771     -1.124166 
  H      -3.723594     -5.173640      0.165180 
  H      -4.712808      2.456714      2.353179 
  H      -5.416661      2.101027      0.766413 
  H      -4.967353      3.766639      1.189567 
  H      -3.775934      5.051434     -0.392222 
  H      -0.926856      5.783776      0.538095 
  H      -2.284097      6.907182     -0.049074 
  H       3.774916      5.026329     -0.700683 
  H       2.495314      5.473062      0.432495 
  H       2.107289      5.188602     -1.277882 
  H       5.213538      3.612899      0.414691 
  H       4.856602      1.506825      2.643897 
  H       6.330966      2.577895      2.287757 
  H       5.493996     -2.075870      0.256756 
  H       5.122271     -3.771971      0.610456 
  H       4.936541     -2.544219      1.873119 
  H       3.748170     -5.174351     -0.336381 
  H       2.335204     -5.178511     -1.405930 
  H       2.143724     -5.525763      0.322116 
  H      -0.036041      1.565192      2.643549 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 1.8 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.018331     -0.016475     -0.011344 
  C      -0.023781     -3.341713     -0.493457 
  C      -3.125569     -0.005454      1.110221 
  C      -0.002716      3.301425     -0.534992 
  C       3.248359     -0.027936      0.789980 
  N      -1.376489     -1.385664      0.096446 
  C      -1.239367     -2.730118     -0.198811 
  C      -2.462202     -3.432076      0.144636 
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  C      -3.289383     -2.511565      0.758715 
  C      -2.604109     -1.234781      0.713619 
  C      -4.644890     -2.724111      1.348153 
  C      -2.690430     -4.891920     -0.070957 
  N      -1.355977      1.380201      0.133317 
  C      -2.595947      1.228200      0.718332 
  C      -3.292906      2.493977      0.729511 
  C      -2.449388      3.425281      0.142540 
  C      -1.215027      2.722012     -0.180578 
  C      -4.658550      2.715989      1.290441 
  C      -2.750050      4.840526     -0.061541 
  C      -1.934365      5.888261      0.144729 
  N       1.387651      1.370601      0.037626 
  C       1.240112      2.687628     -0.320010 
  C       2.487941      3.391339     -0.138661 
  C       3.359417      2.495435      0.476536 
  C       2.667056      1.215151      0.521576 
  C       2.721392      4.838215     -0.426547 
  C       4.692089      2.807423      0.965789 
  C       5.312906      2.254474      2.024177 
  N       1.384437     -1.412572      0.007071 
  C       2.682645     -1.255147      0.440057 
  C       3.381453     -2.529050      0.374833 
  C       2.483807     -3.444947     -0.133371 
  C       1.223934     -2.737421     -0.303600 
  C       4.798379     -2.743449      0.796671 
  C       2.683207     -4.901745     -0.399809 
  C      -0.703034      0.026905     -4.127173 
  N       0.672098     -0.095528     -4.076767 
  C      -1.120040      0.066140     -2.821531 
  C       1.058387     -0.129006     -2.779112 
  N      -0.014534     -0.031704     -1.995773 
  N      -0.017965     -0.003127      1.936652 
  N       0.646375     -0.689063      2.709095 
  N       1.198905     -1.342523      3.477444 
  H      -1.249124      0.074570     -5.061806 
  H       1.295569     -0.150934     -4.876872 
  H      -2.122131      0.156539     -2.420548 
  H       2.084330     -0.221032     -2.443020 
  H      -0.036904     -4.414352     -0.688746 
  H      -4.106809     -0.003339      1.585164 
  H      -0.009461      4.354595     -0.810449 
  H       4.286678     -0.030100      1.117420 
  H      -4.675566     -2.425663      2.407719 
  H      -4.945030     -3.778008      1.294991 
  H      -5.412976     -2.135212      0.822160 
  H      -2.028382     -5.502738      0.563482 
  H      -2.500020     -5.182505     -1.115379 
  H      -3.722768     -5.176233      0.167385 
  H      -4.700519      2.458994      2.360909 
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  H      -5.413711      2.098224      0.779322 
  H      -4.962785      3.765546      1.194956 
  H      -3.774358      5.050962     -0.388557 
  H      -0.925011      5.779665      0.544071 
  H      -2.281868      6.905464     -0.039664 
  H       3.771067      5.027962     -0.690072 
  H       2.495484      5.468230      0.450176 
  H       2.101600      5.194969     -1.260861 
  H       5.209352      3.612126      0.432306 
  H       4.836515      1.504191      2.657481 
  H       6.313877      2.575204      2.312716 
  H       5.492381     -2.076991      0.262174 
  H       5.119389     -3.774931      0.605855 
  H       4.928120     -2.553630      1.873980 
  H       3.743635     -5.176921     -0.340801 
  H       2.322959     -5.186492     -1.400000 
  H       2.144347     -5.526028      0.331137 
  H      -0.043165      1.655863      2.634589 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 1.9 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.018667     -0.014470     -0.014080 
  C      -0.025446     -3.342421     -0.494987 
  C      -3.125248     -0.006769      1.107849 
  C      -0.002864      3.300434     -0.538866 
  C       3.248105     -0.028959      0.786660 
  N      -1.382576     -1.385468      0.084156 
  C      -1.241680     -2.730548     -0.203800 
  C      -2.462693     -3.434301      0.143589 
  C      -3.289916     -2.513572      0.757186 
  C      -2.606758     -1.235871      0.705530 
  C      -4.642384     -2.727028      1.353172 
  C      -2.688621     -4.895212     -0.067036 
  N      -1.357121      1.376834      0.124131 
  C      -2.595994      1.225616      0.713756 
  C      -3.290115      2.491973      0.729958 
  C      -2.446894      3.423641      0.141933 
  C      -1.214487      2.720406     -0.185274 
  C      -4.652714      2.715476      1.297005 
  C      -2.747005      4.839418     -0.057844 
  C      -1.930313      5.885951      0.150884 
  N       1.388629      1.368336      0.027230 
  C       1.240095      2.686497     -0.324061 
  C       2.485959      3.391200     -0.136112 
  C       3.356718      2.494230      0.479328 
  C       2.666867      1.212985      0.517176 
  C       2.718618      4.839393     -0.417086 
  C       4.686404      2.807046      0.975729 
  C       5.300981      2.253424      2.037471 
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  N       1.385613     -1.412125     -0.001223 
  C       2.682491     -1.256085      0.433921 
  C       3.379677     -2.530268      0.372904 
  C       2.480716     -3.446681     -0.133847 
  C       1.222328     -2.737961     -0.306197 
  C       4.795048     -2.746578      0.798484 
  C       2.679168     -4.904296     -0.396071 
  C      -0.703516      0.024362     -4.140780 
  N       0.671430     -0.101889     -4.089540 
  C      -1.120795      0.066518     -2.835354 
  C       1.056768     -0.134772     -2.791796 
  N      -0.016045     -0.033190     -2.009105 
  N      -0.017107     -0.011457      1.920096 
  N       0.664151     -0.683275      2.683543 
  N       1.235421     -1.306053      3.466913 
  H      -1.248917      0.072298     -5.075824 
  H       1.295055     -0.160300     -4.889390 
  H      -2.122851      0.159926     -2.434878 
  H       2.082237     -0.229689     -2.454918 
  H      -0.038169     -4.415841     -0.685941 
  H      -4.103226     -0.004036      1.589379 
  H      -0.009670      4.354605     -0.810424 
  H       4.284683     -0.031326      1.119323 
  H      -4.667608     -2.429087      2.413015 
  H      -4.942066     -3.781118      1.301254 
  H      -5.413419     -2.138349      0.831319 
  H      -2.029309     -5.502819      0.573306 
  H      -2.493123     -5.190058     -1.109281 
  H      -3.721918     -5.179183      0.167581 
  H      -4.689209      2.458458      2.367672 
  H      -5.410596      2.097878      0.789712 
  H      -4.956625      3.765227      1.202912 
  H      -3.771800      5.051380     -0.382318 
  H      -0.920776      5.775293      0.549137 
  H      -2.277653      6.903980     -0.029213 
  H       3.767985      5.030748     -0.680723 
  H       2.493611      5.464505      0.463385 
  H       2.097779      5.200344     -1.248775 
  H       5.205783      3.613067      0.446353 
  H       4.820816      1.502669      2.667353 
  H       6.299828      2.574800      2.332581 
  H       5.490826     -2.076627      0.270849 
  H       5.117157     -3.776806      0.602880 
  H       4.919950     -2.563224      1.877517 
  H       3.740257     -5.178313     -0.344017 
  H       2.311511     -5.193550     -1.392206 
  H       2.146581     -5.525804      0.341845 




Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 2.0 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.018229     -0.013260     -0.016555 
  C      -0.026439     -3.343208     -0.496086 
  C      -3.125147     -0.008375      1.105239 
  C      -0.002585      3.298820     -0.542570 
  C       3.248220     -0.029758      0.784337 
  N      -1.387058     -1.386032      0.074890 
  C      -1.243336     -2.731277     -0.207811 
  C      -2.463125     -3.436573      0.142161 
  C      -3.290457     -2.515828      0.755280 
  C      -2.608753     -1.237400      0.699012 
  C      -4.640963     -2.729865      1.355535 
  C      -2.687277     -4.898206     -0.065353 
  N      -1.358224      1.373534      0.115941 
  C      -2.596133      1.222988      0.709405 
  C      -3.287636      2.489973      0.730144 
  C      -2.444392      3.421914      0.141624 
  C      -1.213848      2.718273     -0.189528 
  C      -4.647780      2.714781      1.302104 
  C      -2.743635      4.838304     -0.053987 
  C      -1.925895      5.883557      0.157360 
  N       1.390380      1.366026      0.017289 
  C       1.240666      2.685019     -0.328887 
  C       2.484829      3.390917     -0.135098 
  C       3.355019      2.493383      0.480578 
  C       2.667391      1.211190      0.512755 
  C       2.716348      4.840248     -0.410497 
  C       4.682366      2.806934      0.982670 
  C       5.292081      2.252968      2.047048 
  N       1.386615     -1.411837     -0.007032 
  C       2.682547     -1.256921      0.430025 
  C       3.378311     -2.531290      0.372474 
  C       2.478419     -3.448035     -0.133552 
  C       1.221203     -2.738515     -0.307819 
  C       4.792371     -2.749251      0.801174 
  C       2.676315     -4.906208     -0.392659 
  C      -0.705836      0.021046     -4.151354 
  N       0.669174     -0.106001     -4.100303 
  C      -1.122631      0.064683     -2.845838 
  C       1.054576     -0.137986     -2.802669 
  N      -0.017843     -0.034814     -2.019851 
  N      -0.014456     -0.015555      1.908998 
  N       0.676304     -0.678968      2.666305 
  N       1.260485     -1.280820      3.459028 
  H      -1.251324      0.068476     -5.086391 
  H       1.292532     -0.165656     -4.900323 
  H      -2.124566      0.158838     -2.445163 
  H       2.080045     -0.233550     -2.465845 
  H      -0.038663     -4.417185     -0.683892 
  
224 
  H      -4.100697     -0.005131      1.591598 
  H      -0.009641      4.353914     -0.810505 
  H       4.283319     -0.032269      1.121401 
  H      -4.662630     -2.432523      2.415621 
  H      -4.940353     -3.784073      1.304236 
  H      -5.413909     -2.141247      0.836504 
  H      -2.029775     -5.503731      0.578801 
  H      -2.488392     -5.195674     -1.106185 
  H      -3.721178     -5.182109      0.166727 
  H      -4.680477      2.456122      2.372492 
  H      -5.408136      2.098672      0.796684 
  H      -4.950629      3.765055      1.210657 
  H      -3.768751      5.051938     -0.376334 
  H      -0.916296      5.770755      0.554801 
  H      -2.272820      6.902427     -0.018747 
  H       3.765714      5.033426     -0.672826 
  H       2.490515      5.461565      0.472461 
  H       2.095599      5.203963     -1.241026 
  H       5.203445      3.613825      0.456328 
  H       4.809094      1.501830      2.674316 
  H       6.289242      2.574905      2.347213 
  H       5.489499     -2.075759      0.279995 
  H       5.115688     -3.778151      0.600677 
  H       4.913125     -2.572260      1.881774 
  H       3.737997     -5.179066     -0.347028 
  H       2.302032     -5.199053     -1.385222 
  H       2.149491     -5.525680      0.351125 
  H      -0.040836      1.838912      2.657503 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 2.1 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.017741     -0.012538     -0.019046 
  C      -0.026637     -3.344112     -0.497000 
  C      -3.125221     -0.009910      1.101970 
  C      -0.002092      3.297268     -0.546511 
  C       3.248533     -0.029928      0.782748 
  N      -1.390287     -1.386924      0.066925 
  C      -1.244223     -2.732220     -0.211474 
  C      -2.463127     -3.438750      0.140346 
  C      -3.290760     -2.517921      0.752737 
  C      -2.610231     -1.238903      0.692865 
  C      -4.639948     -2.732381      1.355854 
  C      -2.685819     -4.900940     -0.064813 
  N      -1.359573      1.370651      0.107340 
  C      -2.596474      1.220640      0.704649 
  C      -3.285134      2.488438      0.730537 
  C      -2.441677      3.420719      0.141919 
  C      -1.213186      2.716322     -0.193725 
  C      -4.643006      2.714492      1.307090 
  
225 
  C      -2.740022      4.837742     -0.049220 
  C      -1.920991      5.881751      0.163649 
  N       1.392346      1.364166      0.008156 
  C       1.241458      2.683740     -0.334051 
  C       2.484181      3.390888     -0.135531 
  C       3.353931      2.493155      0.480473 
  C       2.668177      1.210059      0.508483 
  C       2.714494      4.841063     -0.407047 
  C       4.679615      2.807464      0.986552 
  C       5.286017      2.253593      2.052857 
  N       1.387530     -1.411347     -0.011353 
  C       2.682741     -1.257156      0.427450 
  C       3.377429     -2.531523      0.373101 
  C       2.476935     -3.448783     -0.132347 
  C       1.220640     -2.738911     -0.308539 
  C       4.790344     -2.750795      0.804620 
  C       2.674744     -4.907410     -0.388570 
  C      -0.708807      0.017317     -4.159450 
  N       0.666397     -0.109057     -4.108994 
  C      -1.124830      0.061840     -2.853738 
  C       1.052309     -0.139655     -2.811569 
  N      -0.019644     -0.036264     -2.028264 
  N      -0.012571     -0.017818      1.901429 
  N       0.681817     -0.679325      2.653691 
  N       1.267581     -1.278858      3.448755 
  H      -1.254733      0.063692     -5.094296 
  H       1.289347     -0.169213     -4.909330 
  H      -2.126614      0.155668     -2.452567 
  H       2.077980     -0.234664     -2.475110 
  H      -0.038183     -4.418532     -0.682222 
  H      -4.098749     -0.006373      1.592293 
  H      -0.009387      4.353221     -0.811067 
  H       4.282383     -0.032592      1.123455 
  H      -4.659294     -2.435076      2.415995 
  H      -4.938817     -3.786788      1.305407 
  H      -5.414339     -2.144260      0.838476 
  H      -2.029371     -5.504812      0.581957 
  H      -2.484735     -5.200321     -1.104651 
  H      -3.720049     -5.184936      0.165737 
  H      -4.672567      2.452981      2.376870 
  H      -5.405889      2.100809      0.802504 
  H      -4.944333      3.765508      1.219393 
  H      -3.765716      5.053146     -0.368528 
  H      -0.910858      5.766938      0.559103 
  H      -2.267662      6.901396     -0.008448 
  H       3.764077      5.036023     -0.667179 
  H       2.486688      5.459748      0.477273 
  H       2.094637      5.206234     -1.237586 
  H       5.201825      3.614820      0.462065 
  H       4.801253      1.502225      2.678476 
  
226 
  H       6.281964      2.576130      2.356398 
  H       5.488731     -2.074780      0.288519 
  H       5.114560     -3.778724      0.600689 
  H       4.907487     -2.578481      1.886404 
  H       3.736908     -5.179166     -0.347842 
  H       2.295372     -5.203480     -1.378202 
  H       2.152534     -5.525090      0.359984 
  H      -0.039462      1.928950      2.688428 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 2.2 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe     -0.011961     -0.004922     -0.021861 
  C      -0.021604     -3.341197     -0.497998 
  C      -3.122256     -0.007691      1.097260 
  C      -0.000008      3.302857     -0.551505 
  C       3.250174     -0.022566      0.781726 
  N      -1.388496     -1.384067      0.060123 
  C      -1.239700     -2.729308     -0.214321 
  C      -2.458156     -3.437086      0.136852 
  C      -3.287521     -2.515994      0.746709 
  C      -2.607585     -1.236550      0.684778 
  C      -4.636239     -2.731462      1.350524 
  C      -2.678555     -4.900217     -0.064364 
  N      -1.354915      1.374610      0.104308 
  C      -2.593112      1.222263      0.701895 
  C      -3.280471      2.489925      0.732444 
  C      -2.437006      3.424038      0.145432 
  C      -1.209280      2.720679     -0.193886 
  C      -4.637285      2.715083      1.311444 
  C      -2.736631      4.840893     -0.041803 
  C      -1.916604      5.885251      0.166498 
  N       1.395760      1.369259     -0.002223 
  C       1.243586      2.689751     -0.343270 
  C       2.486194      3.396541     -0.146368 
  C       3.356492      2.499112      0.469804 
  C       2.671635      1.215759      0.499165 
  C       2.715792      4.846682     -0.418112 
  C       4.682093      2.815531      0.974558 
  C       5.290131      2.264741      2.041567 
  N       1.392721     -1.405211     -0.018380 
  C       2.685685     -1.250597      0.426856 
  C       3.379086     -2.525401      0.380041 
  C       2.479385     -3.444124     -0.125821 
  C       1.224681     -2.734564     -0.308585 
  C       4.787444     -2.749338      0.822896 
  C       2.678531     -4.904283     -0.372166 
  C      -0.720067      0.013253     -4.165390 
  N       0.654814     -0.118552     -4.120051 
  C      -1.130638      0.063894     -2.858148 
  
227 
  C       1.045800     -0.146084     -2.824072 
  N      -0.022512     -0.035587     -2.037021 
  N       0.006797     -0.019370      1.891675 
  N       0.623717     -0.766151      2.628496 
  N       1.151352     -1.426879      3.417155 
  H      -1.269569      0.058390     -5.098210 
  H       1.274289     -0.184115     -4.922682 
  H      -2.130449      0.162564     -2.453229 
  H       2.072347     -0.244432     -2.491158 
  H      -0.032091     -4.415949     -0.680688 
  H      -4.095117     -0.004534      1.588778 
  H      -0.008604      4.358920     -0.815300 
  H       4.282497     -0.024090      1.126864 
  H      -4.653460     -2.440170      2.412407 
  H      -4.936623     -3.785174      1.294762 
  H      -5.410547     -2.139325      0.837740 
  H      -2.037519     -5.500820      0.600693 
  H      -2.455396     -5.206709     -1.097511 
  H      -3.718118     -5.181233      0.145237 
  H      -4.666585      2.445444      2.379170 
  H      -5.401718      2.106631      0.802818 
  H      -4.936467      3.767343      1.231936 
  H      -3.764781      5.056433     -0.352984 
  H      -0.903749      5.770812      0.554893 
  H      -2.265473      6.904823     -0.001514 
  H       3.765119      5.042149     -0.678877 
  H       2.488174      5.465245      0.466349 
  H       2.095153      5.211382     -1.248277 
  H       5.202835      3.622715      0.448340 
  H       4.806961      1.514091      2.669192 
  H       6.285732      2.589614      2.343748 
  H       5.483078     -2.028702      0.367798 
  H       5.133268     -3.756096      0.557796 
  H       4.880703     -2.648746      1.916298 
  H       3.744284     -5.165362     -0.379942 
  H       2.253881     -5.218221     -1.337353 
  H       2.200537     -5.515711      0.410564 
  H      -0.013654      1.969993      2.830831 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 2.3 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe      0.042434      0.019721     -0.021975 
  C       0.022433     -3.333723     -0.489242 
  C      -3.097467      0.000303      1.078893 
  C       0.027193      3.322151     -0.561366 
  C       3.270177      0.001018      0.800908 
  N      -1.346766     -1.383027      0.080085 
  C      -1.196440     -2.723271     -0.192351 
  C      -2.417370     -3.434230      0.145957 
  
228 
  C      -3.256934     -2.511302      0.739426 
  C      -2.573748     -1.231957      0.680937 
  C      -4.611995     -2.727706      1.328455 
  C      -2.632881     -4.898621     -0.051747 
  N      -1.317845      1.394325      0.107459 
  C      -2.565071      1.229450      0.692823 
  C      -3.253434      2.494729      0.731129 
  C      -2.406532      3.435929      0.155927 
  C      -1.178675      2.735206     -0.184664 
  C      -4.612062      2.716715      1.307073 
  C      -2.707112      4.852945     -0.021237 
  C      -1.884679      5.895765      0.187436 
  N       1.419790      1.381939     -0.014249 
  C       1.265970      2.710765     -0.361397 
  C       2.510526      3.411305     -0.173066 
  C       3.378943      2.517704      0.452527 
  C       2.697318      1.234195      0.493126 
  C       2.740863      4.859078     -0.454230 
  C       4.703244      2.843347      0.953749 
  C       5.318388      2.301316      2.021459 
  N       1.434368     -1.382111     -0.044040 
  C       2.715365     -1.226840      0.431736 
  C       3.407816     -2.502314      0.406349 
  C       2.516249     -3.426515     -0.105935 
  C       1.264254     -2.721189     -0.312001 
  C       4.812338     -2.719391      0.864351 
  C       2.718793     -4.888874     -0.333708 
  C      -0.839727     -0.018299     -4.147104 
  N       0.538350     -0.118476     -4.157481 
  C      -1.197842      0.035952     -2.824527 
  C       0.981987     -0.123232     -2.877734 
  N      -0.055543     -0.029502     -2.049054 
  N       0.123948     -0.021837      1.881390 
  N       0.179500     -1.042009      2.542111 
  N       0.207879     -1.955358      3.250183 
  H      -1.427694      0.005736     -5.056975 
  H       1.125984     -0.178234     -4.984137 
  H      -2.182445      0.115219     -2.379907 
  H       2.023293     -0.196546     -2.586023 
  H       0.014476     -4.408923     -0.668369 
  H      -4.077095      0.003428      1.556536 
  H       0.014213      4.376769     -0.829942 
  H       4.295193      0.000627      1.166304 
  H      -4.634448     -2.459309      2.396366 
  H      -4.919285     -3.777875      1.248673 
  H      -5.378391     -2.119749      0.822860 
  H      -2.013328     -5.494191      0.637693 
  H      -2.379293     -5.213693     -1.075165 
  H      -3.678711     -5.177185      0.128332 
  H      -4.645618      2.438170      2.372278 
  
229 
  H      -5.375306      2.113655      0.790497 
  H      -4.909673      3.769983      1.235703 
  H      -3.737491      5.071042     -0.323030 
  H      -0.869464      5.777545      0.568352 
  H      -2.233956      6.916577      0.028009 
  H       3.792710      5.055551     -0.703324 
  H       2.500025      5.483759      0.422566 
  H       2.128672      5.214857     -1.294515 
  H       5.216852      3.652985      0.424462 
  H       4.843468      1.548620      2.652578 
  H       6.311258      2.636972      2.320784 
  H       5.519052     -2.048176      0.353222 
  H       5.138522     -3.749619      0.675899 
  H       4.913621     -2.536462      1.946111 
  H       3.783401     -5.153211     -0.308164 
  H       2.321770     -5.209923     -1.308309 
  H       2.215354     -5.491546      0.439688 
  H       0.138538      1.959157      3.049915 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 2.4 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe      0.041471      0.018550     -0.021213 
  C       0.021699     -3.333876     -0.489604 
  C      -3.098248     -0.000600      1.080151 
  C       0.027240      3.320533     -0.559317 
  C       3.270185     -0.000849      0.801363 
  N      -1.347913     -1.383208      0.079605 
  C      -1.197210     -2.723466     -0.192906 
  C      -2.417650     -3.434823      0.145871 
  C      -3.257222     -2.512268      0.740067 
  C      -2.574476     -1.232763      0.681461 
  C      -4.611447     -2.729869      1.330526 
  C      -2.632691     -4.899376     -0.051081 
  N      -1.318055      1.393045      0.110143 
  C      -2.565609      1.228641      0.694964 
  C      -3.254162      2.493792      0.732051 
  C      -2.407194      3.434503      0.156271 
  C      -1.179023      2.733747     -0.183563 
  C      -4.612998      2.715971      1.307399 
  C      -2.707762      4.851383     -0.022075 
  C      -1.885300      5.894327      0.185935 
  N       1.419186      1.380369     -0.011485 
  C       1.265830      2.708957     -0.359199 
  C       2.510425      3.409353     -0.170966 
  C       3.378897      2.515772      0.454470 
  C       2.697067      1.232499      0.495249 
  C       2.740844      4.857146     -0.451990 
  C       4.703488      2.841035      0.955217 
  C       5.318639      2.298740      2.022773 
  
230 
  N       1.434437     -1.383113     -0.044411 
  C       2.715264     -1.228521      0.431555 
  C       3.407506     -2.504069      0.405512 
  C       2.515724     -3.427735     -0.107256 
  C       1.263900     -2.721837     -0.312879 
  C       4.811877     -2.721883      0.863635 
  C       2.718023     -4.890062     -0.335461 
  C      -0.838452     -0.019823     -4.148240 
  N       0.539971     -0.114554     -4.158020 
  C      -1.197291      0.033057     -2.825758 
  C       0.983028     -0.117589     -2.877988 
  N      -0.055157     -0.027911     -2.049705 
  N       0.122720     -0.025539      1.884980 
  N       0.181602     -1.054501      2.532603 
  N       0.218939     -1.973939      3.232533 
  H      -1.426137      0.001765     -5.058361 
  H       1.128212     -0.171505     -4.984445 
  H      -2.182429      0.108418     -2.381592 
  H       2.024560     -0.186688     -2.586004 
  H       0.013502     -4.409182     -0.668134 
  H      -4.077928      0.002272      1.557671 
  H       0.014641      4.375220     -0.827631 
  H       4.295431     -0.001428      1.166135 
  H      -4.628958     -2.475973      2.402145 
  H      -4.924021     -3.777386      1.237491 
  H      -5.376540     -2.111431      0.835926 
  H      -2.021867     -5.493967      0.647000 
  H      -2.367802     -5.217352     -1.070670 
  H      -3.680884     -5.176255      0.117741 
  H      -4.646921      2.437771      2.372677 
  H      -5.376044      2.112721      0.790739 
  H      -4.910561      3.769210      1.235501 
  H      -3.738136      5.069221     -0.324058 
  H      -0.870149      5.776356      0.567088 
  H      -2.234564      6.915042      0.025868 
  H       3.792643      5.053535     -0.701362 
  H       2.500326      5.481750      0.424942 
  H       2.128440      5.213110     -1.292052 
  H       5.217272      3.650403      0.425697 
  H       4.843434      1.546319      2.654015 
  H       6.311729      2.633930      2.321888 
  H       5.518520     -2.048324      0.355531 
  H       5.138848     -3.751200      0.671652 
  H       4.912225     -2.542972      1.946162 
  H       3.782949     -5.153618     -0.315474 
  H       2.316022     -5.211893     -1.307734 
  H       2.219187     -5.492627      0.441026 




Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 2.5 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe      0.041513      0.017483     -0.022160 
  C       0.021716     -3.334966     -0.490724 
  C      -3.098087     -0.001849      1.079379 
  C       0.027289      3.319244     -0.560059 
  C       3.270210     -0.001987      0.800196 
  N      -1.347826     -1.384476      0.078911 
  C      -1.197195     -2.724585     -0.194034 
  C      -2.417760     -3.435964      0.144462 
  C      -3.257218     -2.513541      0.739008 
  C      -2.574306     -1.234107      0.680757 
  C      -4.611485     -2.731184      1.329373 
  C      -2.632962     -4.900385     -0.053240 
  N      -1.318285      1.391781      0.108580 
  C      -2.565561      1.227337      0.694150 
  C      -3.253897      2.492545      0.732078 
  C      -2.406950      3.433389      0.156515 
  C      -1.179078      2.732432     -0.184459 
  C      -4.612530      2.714624      1.307949 
  C      -2.707286      4.850418     -0.020813 
  C      -1.884486      5.893079      0.187336 
  N       1.419502      1.378982     -0.013616 
  C       1.265957      2.707641     -0.360668 
  C       2.510319      3.408344     -0.171388 
  C       3.378668      2.514728      0.454079 
  C       2.697115      1.231263      0.493920 
  C       2.740374      4.856375     -0.451467 
  C       4.702914      2.840091      0.955695 
  C       5.317605      2.297486      2.023356 
  N       1.434480     -1.384266     -0.045331 
  C       2.715247     -1.229754      0.430612 
  C       3.407514     -2.505262      0.404498 
  C       2.515771     -3.428832     -0.108566 
  C       1.263910     -2.722915     -0.313995 
  C       4.811814     -2.723187      0.862786 
  C       2.718160     -4.891066     -0.337287 
  C      -0.838531     -0.021774     -4.149291 
  N       0.539854     -0.117064     -4.159039 
  C      -1.197344      0.031339     -2.826812 
  C       0.982906     -0.119634     -2.879008 
  N      -0.055228     -0.029489     -2.050687 
  N       0.123104     -0.025382      1.884107 
  N       0.181852     -1.053973      2.532047 
  N       0.219157     -1.973057      3.232626 
  H      -1.426215     -0.000246     -5.059416 
  H       1.128074     -0.174489     -4.985450 
  H      -2.182487      0.107021     -2.382713 
  H       2.024442     -0.188754     -2.587043 
  H       0.013524     -4.410239     -0.669433 
  
232 
  H      -4.077667      0.001032      1.557109 
  H       0.014718      4.374207     -0.827330 
  H       4.295351     -0.002513      1.165265 
  H      -4.628949     -2.477794      2.401109 
  H      -4.924185     -3.778623      1.235851 
  H      -5.376512     -2.112461      0.835033 
  H      -2.022264     -5.495373      0.644609 
  H      -2.368037     -5.217902     -1.072963 
  H      -3.681206     -5.177213      0.115349 
  H      -4.646146      2.435877      2.373089 
  H      -5.375835      2.111764      0.791212 
  H      -4.909985      3.767939      1.236684 
  H      -3.737808      5.068671     -0.321991 
  H      -0.869134      5.774707      0.567825 
  H      -2.233676      6.913960      0.028168 
  H       3.792252      5.053308     -0.700057 
  H       2.499053      5.480370      0.425684 
  H       2.128359      5.212584     -1.291707 
  H       5.216789      3.649829      0.426834 
  H       4.842247      1.544684      2.654031 
  H       6.310436      2.632808      2.323179 
  H       5.518547     -2.049505      0.354974 
  H       5.138806     -3.752456      0.670585 
  H       4.911966     -2.544576      1.945379 
  H       3.783107     -5.154539     -0.317402 
  H       2.316160     -5.212548     -1.309676 
  H       2.219374     -5.493950      0.438979 
  H       0.136171      2.164619      3.089811 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 2.6 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe      0.041557      0.016400     -0.023064 
  C       0.021728     -3.336068     -0.491874 
  C      -3.097982     -0.003154      1.078590 
  C       0.027370      3.317880     -0.560675 
  C       3.270230     -0.003221      0.799147 
  N      -1.347784     -1.385736      0.078105 
  C      -1.197196     -2.725718     -0.195219 
  C      -2.417808     -3.437170      0.143148 
  C      -3.257203     -2.514868      0.737945 
  C      -2.574166     -1.235493      0.679989 
  C      -4.611488     -2.732583      1.328265 
  C      -2.633077     -4.901506     -0.055079 
  N      -1.318495      1.390471      0.107210 
  C      -2.565516      1.226005      0.693476 
  C      -3.253621      2.491298      0.732211 
  C      -2.406744      3.432204      0.156695 
  C      -1.179117      2.731043     -0.185226 
  C      -4.612073      2.713310      1.308548 
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  C      -2.706932      4.849328     -0.019951 
  C      -1.883877      5.891817      0.188105 
  N       1.419833      1.377536     -0.015527 
  C       1.266121      2.706256     -0.361947 
  C       2.510261      3.407253     -0.171672 
  C       3.378461      2.513609      0.453854 
  C       2.697160      1.229968      0.492831 
  C       2.740023      4.855480     -0.450975 
  C       4.702430      2.839034      0.956202 
  C       5.316723      2.296172      2.023955 
  N       1.434545     -1.385440     -0.046358 
  C       2.715224     -1.231057      0.429672 
  C       3.407517     -2.506520      0.403450 
  C       2.515777     -3.430009     -0.109793 
  C       1.263939     -2.724016     -0.315201 
  C       4.811746     -2.724553      0.861909 
  C       2.718179     -4.892199     -0.338795 
  C      -0.838753     -0.023335     -4.150383 
  N       0.539643     -0.118395     -4.160180 
  C      -1.197469      0.030174     -2.827891 
  C       0.982719     -0.120843     -2.880150 
  N      -0.055347     -0.030600     -2.051741 
  N       0.123539     -0.025490      1.883339 
  N       0.182123     -1.054027      2.531118 
  N       0.219356     -1.973019      3.231985 
  H      -1.426487     -0.002077     -5.060483 
  H       1.127833     -0.175895     -4.986606 
  H      -2.182611      0.105989     -2.383807 
  H       2.024283     -0.189845     -2.588256 
  H       0.013545     -4.411336     -0.670608 
  H      -4.077492     -0.000294      1.556470 
  H       0.014827      4.373097     -0.826987 
  H       4.295282     -0.003730      1.164472 
  H      -4.628891     -2.479627      2.400101 
  H      -4.924266     -3.779964      1.234338 
  H      -5.376488     -2.113641      0.834166 
  H      -2.022439     -5.496761      0.642595 
  H      -2.368137     -5.218685     -1.074902 
  H      -3.681345     -5.178335      0.113367 
  H      -4.645427      2.434114      2.373575 
  H      -5.375600      2.110778      0.791754 
  H      -4.909433      3.766687      1.237811 
  H      -3.737599      5.067852     -0.320433 
  H      -0.868336      5.773209      0.568010 
  H      -2.233050      6.912797      0.029539 
  H       3.791993      5.052866     -0.698802 
  H       2.497934      5.479001      0.426305 
  H       2.128428      5.211863     -1.291450 
  H       5.216414      3.649041      0.427864 
  H       4.841232      1.543057      2.654159 
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  H       6.309353      2.631575      2.324354 
  H       5.518581     -2.050764      0.354383 
  H       5.138756     -3.753780      0.669516 
  H       4.911698     -2.546222      1.944566 
  H       3.783130     -5.155653     -0.318930 
  H       2.316209     -5.213466     -1.311265 
  H       2.219380     -5.495255      0.437329 
  H       0.137375      2.253267      3.135166 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 2.7 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe      0.041805      0.015992     -0.025319 
  C       0.021929     -3.337206     -0.492850 
  C      -3.098019     -0.004213      1.076472 
  C       0.027459      3.315801     -0.564020 
  C       3.270544     -0.004038      0.796850 
  N      -1.348025     -1.386914      0.076053 
  C      -1.197157     -2.726862     -0.196956 
  C      -2.417669     -3.438487      0.141776 
  C      -3.257137     -2.516159      0.736503 
  C      -2.574163     -1.236843      0.678108 
  C      -4.611169     -2.734082      1.327353 
  C      -2.632723     -4.902868     -0.056240 
  N      -1.319385      1.388878      0.102830 
  C      -2.565698      1.224717      0.691254 
  C      -3.252788      2.490535      0.731626 
  C      -2.406008      3.431245      0.155780 
  C      -1.179227      2.729126     -0.188386 
  C      -4.610702      2.712833      1.309158 
  C      -2.705792      4.848495     -0.020161 
  C      -1.882282      5.890863      0.186729 
  N       1.420915      1.375576     -0.021078 
  C       1.266426      2.704330     -0.366449 
  C       2.509962      3.406301     -0.174364 
  C       3.378003      2.513011      0.451615 
  C       2.697591      1.228789      0.489525 
  C       2.738891      4.854725     -0.453270 
  C       4.701559      2.838879      0.954927 
  C       5.315344      2.296194      2.023029 
  N       1.435110     -1.386414     -0.048561 
  C       2.715454     -1.232198      0.428108 
  C       3.407457     -2.507744      0.403206 
  C       2.515683     -3.431363     -0.109927 
  C       1.264192     -2.725105     -0.316527 
  C       4.811216     -2.726059      0.862957 
  C       2.717923     -4.893723     -0.337928 
  C      -0.839451     -0.024037     -4.154180 
  N       0.539067     -0.117432     -4.164120 
  C      -1.197989      0.029204     -2.831624 
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  C       0.982235     -0.118438     -2.884091 
  N      -0.055735     -0.029105     -2.055486 
  N       0.124343     -0.020647      1.881442 
  N       0.180241     -1.051383      2.525804 
  N       0.214940     -1.969139      3.228637 
  H      -1.427344     -0.003874     -5.064202 
  H       1.127252     -0.174423     -4.990581 
  H      -2.183254      0.103802     -2.387580 
  H       2.024013     -0.185436     -2.592465 
  H       0.013863     -4.412615     -0.670788 
  H      -4.077183     -0.001356      1.555070 
  H       0.014914      4.371407     -0.828851 
  H       4.295224     -0.004387      1.163224 
  H      -4.627766     -2.482707      2.399577 
  H      -4.924356     -3.781231      1.232123 
  H      -5.376273     -2.114234      0.834583 
  H      -2.022536     -5.497941      0.641991 
  H      -2.367129     -5.220271     -1.075815 
  H      -3.681087     -5.179711      0.111622 
  H      -4.643571      2.432407      2.373863 
  H      -5.374923      2.111422      0.792075 
  H      -4.907449      3.766481      1.239849 
  H      -3.736822      5.067372     -0.319172 
  H      -0.866238      5.772268      0.565287 
  H      -2.231583      6.911868      0.028605 
  H       3.791157      5.053058     -0.699064 
  H       2.494561      5.478120      0.423487 
  H       2.128600      5.210444     -1.294975 
  H       5.215642      3.649054      0.426944 
  H       4.839798      1.542861      2.652934 
  H       6.307680      2.631924      2.324036 
  H       5.518538     -2.051584      0.357048 
  H       5.138584     -3.755014      0.669695 
  H       4.909888     -2.549076      1.945961 
  H       3.782851     -5.157256     -0.317618 
  H       2.316174     -5.215530     -1.310306 
  H       2.218912     -5.496275      0.438451 
  H       0.142903      2.305477      3.252136 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 2.8 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe      0.041965      0.016030     -0.026870 
  C       0.022163     -3.337123     -0.494629 
  C      -3.098125     -0.004454      1.074341 
  C       0.027470      3.315710     -0.565314 
  C       3.270344     -0.003859      0.795862 
  N      -1.348126     -1.386932      0.073615 
  C      -1.197083     -2.726842     -0.199155 
  C      -2.417450     -3.438695      0.139861 
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  C      -3.257001     -2.516420      0.734485 
  C      -2.574196     -1.237020      0.675832 
  C      -4.610802     -2.734489      1.325825 
  C      -2.632125     -4.903215     -0.057484 
  N      -1.319211      1.388876      0.101580 
  C      -2.565611      1.224597      0.689870 
  C      -3.252814      2.490311      0.730377 
  C      -2.405981      3.431141      0.154800 
  C      -1.179196      2.729045     -0.189514 
  C      -4.610949      2.712396      1.307479 
  C      -2.706128      4.848211     -0.021722 
  C      -1.882724      5.891034      0.183374 
  N       1.420692      1.375651     -0.021870 
  C       1.266441      2.704196     -0.368419 
  C       2.510257      3.405934     -0.177404 
  C       3.378382      2.512941      0.448826 
  C       2.697489      1.228974      0.488289 
  C       2.739426      4.854011     -0.457960 
  C       4.702479      2.838793      0.950747 
  C       5.317067      2.296818      2.018737 
  N       1.435280     -1.386208     -0.050376 
  C       2.715272     -1.232058      0.427266 
  C       3.407112     -2.507713      0.403326 
  C       2.515599     -3.431379     -0.110146 
  C       1.264372     -2.724993     -0.317981 
  C       4.810400     -2.726157      0.864446 
  C       2.717703     -4.893927     -0.337021 
  C      -0.839853     -0.025506     -4.156119 
  N       0.538709     -0.118133     -4.166278 
  C      -1.198095      0.029068     -2.833528 
  C       0.982087     -0.118348     -2.886299 
  N      -0.055717     -0.028719     -2.057535 
  N       0.123850     -0.022035      1.880410 
  N       0.176928     -1.056028      2.520118 
  N       0.209993     -1.976922      3.218872 
  H      -1.427940     -0.006375     -5.066038 
  H       1.126741     -0.175521     -4.992818 
  H      -2.183292      0.103857     -2.389358 
  H       2.023939     -0.185063     -2.594857 
  H       0.014215     -4.412613     -0.672095 
  H      -4.077344     -0.001706      1.552824 
  H       0.014911      4.371279     -0.830295 
  H       4.294975     -0.004212      1.162368 
  H      -4.626690     -2.484266      2.398335 
  H      -4.924390     -3.781434      1.229662 
  H      -5.375980     -2.113874      0.834150 
  H      -2.022273     -5.497730      0.641523 
  H      -2.365854     -5.221214     -1.076690 
  H      -3.680546     -5.180128      0.109924 
  H      -4.644255      2.431581      2.372063 
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  H      -5.374987      2.111212      0.789861 
  H      -4.907658      3.766073      1.238451 
  H      -3.737511      5.066621     -0.319863 
  H      -0.866242      5.773216      0.560981 
  H      -2.232546      6.911765      0.024644 
  H       3.791771      5.051947     -0.703720 
  H       2.494915      5.478506      0.417959 
  H       2.129396      5.208757     -1.300274 
  H       5.216366      3.648310      0.421560 
  H       4.841863      1.544165      2.649708 
  H       6.309774      2.632508      2.318563 
  H       5.518129     -2.050964      0.360079 
  H       5.138239     -3.754821      0.670436 
  H       4.907783     -2.550343      1.947763 
  H       3.782583     -5.157611     -0.316025 
  H       2.316332     -5.216462     -1.309308 
  H       2.218285     -5.495769      0.439651 
  H       0.147203      2.333830      3.393470 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 2.9 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe      0.042117      0.015521     -0.028465 
  C       0.022386     -3.337552     -0.496427 
  C      -3.098220     -0.005232      1.072402 
  C       0.027281      3.315170     -0.566683 
  C       3.270264     -0.004083      0.794627 
  N      -1.348129     -1.387533      0.071590 
  C      -1.197007     -2.727348     -0.201333 
  C      -2.417403     -3.439335      0.137460 
  C      -3.257068     -2.517161      0.732051 
  C      -2.574261     -1.237749      0.673639 
  C      -4.610862     -2.735384      1.323364 
  C      -2.631913     -4.903883     -0.059843 
  N      -1.319315      1.388416      0.100051 
  C      -2.565570      1.223962      0.688684 
  C      -3.252651      2.489700      0.730059 
  C      -2.405867      3.430754      0.154775 
  C      -1.179286      2.728610     -0.190335 
  C      -4.610726      2.711542      1.307409 
  C      -2.706198      4.847777     -0.021495 
  C      -1.882631      5.890806      0.181979 
  N       1.420568      1.375164     -0.023295 
  C       1.266278      2.703537     -0.370491 
  C       2.510256      3.405268     -0.180275 
  C       3.378530      2.512537      0.446044 
  C       2.697469      1.228652      0.486553 
  C       2.739426      4.853142     -0.461895 
  C       4.702984      2.838461      0.947027 
  C       5.318032      2.297142      2.015074 
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  N       1.435377     -1.386614     -0.051602 
  C       2.715152     -1.232437      0.426565 
  C       3.406889     -2.508141      0.403338 
  C       2.515564     -3.431869     -0.110392 
  C       1.264520     -2.725444     -0.319099 
  C       4.809843     -2.726672      0.865422 
  C       2.717673     -4.894529     -0.336534 
  C      -0.839569     -0.026121     -4.158039 
  N       0.538918     -0.119795     -4.168137 
  C      -1.197806      0.028915     -2.835461 
  C       0.982273     -0.119594     -2.888135 
  N      -0.055476     -0.029023     -2.059415 
  N       0.123035     -0.022088      1.878726 
  N       0.174140     -1.055843      2.518871 
  N       0.206307     -1.976532      3.217989 
  H      -1.427625     -0.006951     -5.067978 
  H       1.126919     -0.177999     -4.994641 
  H      -2.182981      0.104323     -2.391343 
  H       2.024086     -0.186819     -2.596666 
  H       0.014554     -4.413058     -0.673809 
  H      -4.077459     -0.002624      1.550846 
  H       0.014778      4.370759     -0.831574 
  H       4.294884     -0.004328      1.161161 
  H      -4.626467     -2.486337      2.396158 
  H      -4.924816     -3.782118      1.226118 
  H      -5.375917     -2.113984      0.832504 
  H      -2.022631     -5.498264      0.639782 
  H      -2.364824     -5.222082     -1.078768 
  H      -3.680468     -5.180771      0.106787 
  H      -4.643991      2.430069      2.371815 
  H      -5.374847      2.110750      0.789455 
  H      -4.907372      3.765281      1.239070 
  H      -3.738033      5.066058     -0.318166 
  H      -0.865557      5.773405      0.558101 
  H      -2.232892      6.911402      0.023361 
  H       3.791863      5.050970     -0.707330 
  H       2.494447      5.478368      0.413371 
  H       2.129756      5.207114     -1.304803 
  H       5.216788      3.647430      0.416916 
  H       4.843004      1.545067      2.646866 
  H       6.310976      2.632837      2.314110 
  H       5.517855     -2.050921      0.362209 
  H       5.138048     -3.755110      0.670827 
  H       4.906289     -2.551751      1.948973 
  H       3.782545     -5.158225     -0.315204 
  H       2.316475     -5.217581     -1.308719 
  H       2.218115     -5.495950      0.440375 




Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 3.0 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe      0.042253      0.015023     -0.029955 
  C       0.022466     -3.338090     -0.497551 
  C      -3.098319     -0.005711      1.070710 
  C       0.027259      3.314429     -0.568495 
  C       3.270266     -0.004516      0.793380 
  N      -1.348109     -1.388080      0.070224 
  C      -1.196965     -2.727886     -0.202591 
  C      -2.417349     -3.439904      0.136229 
  C      -3.257062     -2.517702      0.730708 
  C      -2.574274     -1.238293      0.672170 
  C      -4.610817     -2.735971      1.322099 
  C      -2.631792     -4.904480     -0.060924 
  N      -1.319502      1.387859      0.098083 
  C      -2.565700      1.223442      0.686917 
  C      -3.252670      2.489224      0.728527 
  C      -2.405871      3.430282      0.153258 
  C      -1.179378      2.727986     -0.192063 
  C      -4.610726      2.711038      1.305945 
  C      -2.706326      4.847241     -0.023154 
  C      -1.882748      5.890475      0.179270 
  N       1.420602      1.374505     -0.024897 
  C       1.266260      2.702790     -0.372352 
  C       2.510249      3.404601     -0.182328 
  C       3.378579      2.512019      0.444076 
  C       2.697524      1.228132      0.484942 
  C       2.739366      4.852403     -0.464382 
  C       4.703143      2.837999      0.944769 
  C       5.318309      2.296952      2.012880 
  N       1.435430     -1.387099     -0.052766 
  C       2.715132     -1.232941      0.425560 
  C       3.406834     -2.508652      0.402576 
  C       2.515561     -3.432400     -0.111232 
  C       1.264577     -2.725964     -0.320184 
  C       4.809675     -2.727245      0.864967 
  C       2.717684     -4.895084     -0.337203 
  C      -0.839664     -0.027018     -4.159807 
  N       0.538841     -0.120364     -4.169996 
  C      -1.197806      0.028089     -2.837200 
  C       0.982264     -0.120025     -2.890003 
  N      -0.055427     -0.029567     -2.061209 
  N       0.123028     -0.021688      1.877497 
  N       0.172550     -1.056048      2.516798 
  N       0.204150     -1.976956      3.215676 
  H      -1.427790     -0.008069     -5.069706 
  H       1.126798     -0.178508     -4.996535 
  H      -2.182973      0.103334     -2.393033 
  H       2.024117     -0.187050     -2.598624 
  H       0.014670     -4.413620     -0.674791 
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  H      -4.077545     -0.003085      1.549181 
  H       0.014845      4.370035     -0.833328 
  H       4.294862     -0.004705      1.159980 
  H      -4.626126     -2.487789      2.395102 
  H      -4.925085     -3.782539      1.224079 
  H      -5.375792     -2.113968      0.831889 
  H      -2.022882     -5.498740      0.639129 
  H      -2.364196     -5.222878     -1.079651 
  H      -3.680437     -5.181315      0.105234 
  H      -4.644019      2.429278      2.370271 
  H      -5.374898      2.110455      0.787823 
  H      -4.907293      3.764818      1.237903 
  H      -3.738407      5.065348     -0.319102 
  H      -0.865350      5.773456      0.554622 
  H      -2.233317      6.910940      0.020505 
  H       3.791912      5.050294     -0.709280 
  H       2.493778      5.477958      0.410480 
  H       2.130125      5.205938     -1.307789 
  H       5.216944      3.646745      0.414316 
  H       4.843316      1.545108      2.644974 
  H       6.311327      2.632657      2.311661 
  H       5.517712     -2.050916      0.362575 
  H       5.138172     -3.755448      0.669625 
  H       4.905694     -2.553226      1.948704 
  H       3.782576     -5.158725     -0.316059 
  H       2.316293     -5.218302     -1.309251 
  H       2.218334     -5.496411      0.439915 
  H       0.153347      2.416209      3.625564 
 
Computational model for IsdG–heme–N3, 3.1 Å N3…H Distance 
  Fe      0.042374      0.014595     -0.031651 
  C       0.022496     -3.338738     -0.497859 
  C      -3.098430     -0.005777      1.068917 
  C       0.027345      3.313501     -0.571508 
  C       3.270292     -0.004844      0.791846 
  N      -1.348003     -1.388559      0.069462 
  C      -1.196893     -2.728437     -0.202947 
  C      -2.417314     -3.440334      0.135956 
  C      -3.257078     -2.517936      0.730071 
  C      -2.574251     -1.238574      0.671158 
  C      -4.610907     -2.736046      1.321351 
  C      -2.631831     -4.904929     -0.060973 
  N      -1.319682      1.387232      0.095384 
  C      -2.565878      1.223130      0.684331 
  C      -3.252712      2.488996      0.725581 
  C      -2.405848      3.429783      0.149963 
  C      -1.179445      2.727149     -0.195231 
  C      -4.610689      2.711115      1.303073 
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  C      -2.706093      4.846762     -0.026689 
  C      -1.882445      5.889914      0.175866 
  N       1.420763      1.373805     -0.027337 
  C       1.266373      2.702035     -0.374958 
  C       2.510170      3.404077     -0.184416 
  C       3.378377      2.511656      0.442371 
  C       2.697514      1.227677      0.483066 
  C       2.739189      4.851906     -0.466410 
  C       4.702707      2.837795      0.943584 
  C       5.317457      2.296837      2.011982 
  N       1.435477     -1.387580     -0.053925 
  C       2.715235     -1.233354      0.424148 
  C       3.407022     -2.509015      0.401094 
  C       2.515694     -3.432845     -0.112464 
  C       1.264617     -2.726505     -0.321112 
  C       4.809985     -2.727528      0.863146 
  C       2.717885     -4.895497     -0.338593 
  C      -0.840375     -0.028506     -4.161500 
  N       0.538214     -0.120545     -4.171997 
  C      -1.198296      0.025887     -2.838801 
  C       0.981905     -0.119812     -2.892085 
  N      -0.055696     -0.030566     -2.063055 
  N       0.123753     -0.020650      1.876428 
  N       0.171886     -1.055418      2.515210 
  N       0.203224     -1.976883      3.213356 
  H      -1.428710     -0.009967     -5.071273 
  H       1.126053     -0.177991     -4.998667 
  H      -2.183454      0.099998     -2.394419 
  H       2.023904     -0.185699     -2.600960 
  H       0.014682     -4.414316     -0.674802 
  H      -4.077667     -0.002913      1.547363 
  H       0.014945      4.369101     -0.836383 
  H       4.294836     -0.004909      1.158592 
  H      -4.626112     -2.488492      2.394503 
  H      -4.925527     -3.782453      1.222726 
  H      -5.375675     -2.113507      0.831511 
  H      -2.023203     -5.499119      0.639384 
  H      -2.363938     -5.223536     -1.079557 
  H      -3.680557     -5.181638      0.104895 
  H      -4.643999      2.429292      2.367381 
  H      -5.375035      2.110751      0.784951 
  H      -4.907000      3.764971      1.235105 
  H      -3.738087      5.064966     -0.322869 
  H      -0.865151      5.772779      0.551469 
  H      -2.232851      6.910415      0.016970 
  H       3.791835      5.049969     -0.710733 
  H       2.493021      5.477457      0.408295 
  H       2.130339      5.205311     -1.310154 
  H       5.216679      3.646547      0.413307 
  H       4.842235      1.544997      2.643911 
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  H       6.310331      2.632609      2.311164 
  H       5.517760     -2.050620      0.361175 
  H       5.138746     -3.755495      0.666997 
  H       4.906081     -2.554308      1.947006 
  H       3.782826     -5.158993     -0.318060 
  H       2.315994     -5.218698     -1.310439 
  H       2.219053     -5.496942      0.438767 
  H       0.159763      2.445535      3.754362 
"
Computational model for WT IsdG–heme–N3:  
Reorientation of IsdG–heme–N3, 1.9 Å N3…H distance model with Fe at the origin, 
His Nε2 along the –z axis, and β-meso C along +x axis 
  Fe      0.000000      0.000000      0.000000 
  C       0.014923     -3.323267     -0.512103 
  C      -3.105015     -0.023733      1.126033 
  C      -0.007197      3.319709     -0.493679 
  C       3.267895     -0.000000      0.796276 
  N      -1.354529     -1.381011      0.087160 
  C      -1.204993     -2.722353     -0.213590 
  C      -2.420769     -3.437537      0.128785 
  C      -3.253316     -2.528191      0.752080 
  C      -2.578832     -1.245491      0.711518 
  C      -4.603497     -2.756325      1.347813 
  C      -2.637165     -4.897897     -0.095242 
  N      -1.347583      1.380904      0.153019 
  C      -2.584598      1.215828      0.742826 
  C      -3.287191      2.477275      0.771822 
  C      -2.451060      3.420071      0.191456 
  C      -1.214406      2.728248     -0.143953 
  C      -4.650478      2.686273      1.342730 
  C      -2.760953      4.835606      0.005367 
  C      -1.951026      5.885611      0.222833 
  N       1.398027      1.391802      0.052434 
  C       1.240154      2.712168     -0.286277 
  C       2.481512      3.423450     -0.093362 
  C       3.359126      2.526633      0.512490 
  C       2.677953      1.240475      0.539221 
  C       2.704046      4.875748     -0.361040 
  C       4.687362      2.843728      1.010057 
  C       5.307107      2.284327      2.065749 
  N       1.413657     -1.388228     -0.002103 
  C       2.710055     -1.227545      0.432782 
  C       3.415704     -2.496377      0.358895 
  C       2.522224     -3.414031     -0.155250 
  C       1.258866     -2.712216     -0.319289 
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  C       4.833081     -2.707133      0.780567 
  C       2.730106     -4.867756     -0.431400 
  C      -0.690776      0.072902     -4.125250 
  N       0.685056     -0.044564     -4.077004 
  C      -1.106531      0.100009     -2.818939 
  C       1.072393     -0.087015     -2.780133 
  N       0.000000     -0.000000     -1.995115 
  N       0.004203     -0.015108      1.934115 
  N       0.691011     -0.689450      2.690329 
  N       1.267531     -1.315684      3.467070 
  H      -1.237774      0.125928     -5.059086 
  H       1.307957     -0.091274     -4.878185 
  H      -2.108640      0.182910     -2.416288 
  H       2.098940     -0.178179     -2.445508 
  H       0.009151     -4.394911     -0.713104 
  H      -4.082326     -0.032099      1.608852 
  H      -0.021461      4.376310     -0.755324 
  H       4.304923      0.001495      1.127540 
  H      -4.629263     -2.468508      2.410438 
  H      -4.896160     -3.811875      1.286402 
  H      -5.379189     -2.167985      0.832521 
  H      -1.972903     -5.507027      0.538503 
  H      -2.441125     -5.181637     -1.140464 
  H      -3.668206     -5.191005      0.138058 
  H      -4.683771      2.418991      2.410985 
  H      -5.404891      2.068370      0.830661 
  H      -4.961566      3.734790      1.258891 
  H      -3.787596      5.043696     -0.315756 
  H      -0.940221      5.778024      0.618703 
  H      -2.305448      6.902922      0.052752 
  H       3.751739      5.076626     -0.624249 
  H       2.476056      5.491049      0.525552 
  H       2.079651      5.240290     -1.188489 
  H       5.200583      3.658154      0.487585 
  H       4.832866      1.524485      2.689190 
  H       6.304177      2.609641      2.362549 
  H       5.523614     -2.027596      0.258328 
  H       5.161836     -3.733291      0.574882 
  H       4.958234     -2.533065      1.861108 
  H       3.793083     -5.135098     -0.383314 
  H       2.363030     -5.150128     -1.429722 
  H       2.202724     -5.499725      0.301351 
  H      -0.032656      1.735850      2.670859 
 
Computational model for N7A IsdG–heme–OOH 
Fe    0.000000000     0.000000000     0.000000000 
C    -0.005820594    -3.346243217    -0.455794143 
C    -3.166639267     0.020168851     0.973205385 
C     0.019282660     3.323551420    -0.553853730 
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C     3.194404100     0.000000000     0.948901284 
N    -1.380946023    -1.388427847     0.067518908 
C    -1.233162892    -2.729293661    -0.187803473 
C    -2.470378430    -3.431816228     0.122281709 
C    -3.322256023    -2.497243801     0.669475923 
C    -2.631054953    -1.218042308     0.615683088 
C    -4.700691641    -2.697452803     1.213027057 
C    -2.687274573    -4.899388134    -0.065727683 
N    -1.369190407     1.414504651     0.055221041 
C    -2.626859640     1.252332189     0.584646700 
C    -3.325685753     2.520865859     0.585582865 
C    -2.457779506     3.460075206     0.050408065 
C    -1.210350558     2.744311222    -0.231950782 
C    -4.709701736     2.738271508     1.105753020 
C    -2.758374605     4.873165587    -0.138789508 
C    -1.942973643     5.936447456    -0.007718339 
N     1.395238061     1.390759445     0.054720375 
C     1.249663774     2.713678558    -0.282700461 
C     2.483858638     3.426185730    -0.024932248 
C     3.328754130     2.529736866     0.616846180 
C     2.638595192     1.240533921     0.615633492 
C     2.707124173     4.884263818    -0.269234192 
C     4.629765658     2.854798571     1.175846904 
C     5.240352440     2.280656094     2.230392576 
N     1.372107621    -1.401835230     0.089388670 
C     2.654241901    -1.230894550     0.567301619 
C     3.361403610    -2.500571638     0.530948895 
C     2.490789016    -3.429031453    -0.003279633 
C     1.231298281    -2.737918867    -0.223958368 
C     4.769351718    -2.701275147     0.993436616 
C     2.716616992    -4.885461968    -0.257341342 
C    -0.676006638    -0.053565321    -4.168774123 
N     0.700834419     0.053885669    -4.112905899 
C    -1.096394901    -0.086340128    -2.862151277 
C     1.073228065     0.084047192    -2.803967105 
N    -0.000000000    -0.000000000    -2.026323541 
O    -0.043435567     0.134926089     1.823980659 
O     0.026414144    -1.075271575     2.607154101 
H     0.456732629    -1.693429314     1.973088480 
H    -1.217268198    -0.094586894    -5.106520120 
H     1.330137565     0.106765993    -4.906396158 
H    -2.100158469    -0.165660891    -2.461722835 
H     2.097261081     0.169732232    -2.458687405 
H    -0.012500502    -4.419957532    -0.648149893 
H    -4.164606862     0.026812107     1.412869675 
H     0.025139735     4.376878124    -0.826483357 
H     4.212449134    -0.001728863     1.334422594 
H    -4.764509732    -2.396521358     2.270971805 
H    -5.007039424    -3.750506043     1.151919983 
H    -5.448042038    -2.103695730     0.662387095 
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H    -2.011870249    -5.496990731     0.567993648 
H    -2.508620195    -5.207318183    -1.108339113 
H    -3.715208776    -5.188158599     0.191051415 
H    -4.762116507     2.564599330     2.193215960 
H    -5.434282566     2.055498257     0.634550087 
H    -5.048817085     3.766682161     0.925318477 
H    -3.803457970     5.082647714    -0.398223247 
H    -0.906282568     5.850597091     0.319067733 
H    -2.319005043     6.944705582    -0.187965735 
H     3.774013326     5.109386774    -0.409541650 
H     2.359179415     5.499696262     0.578228881 
H     2.173869346     5.231184744    -1.166535651 
H     5.141588643     3.697363970     0.696044745 
H     4.773529527     1.486847796     2.814976052 
H     6.221035522     2.624822508     2.560640662 
H     5.477490965    -2.068938013     0.434996657 
H     5.087965025    -3.744747048     0.869088391 
H     4.883439998    -2.445929913     2.059320577 
H     3.764531528    -5.165222958    -0.085177498 
H     2.467286889    -5.161048721    -1.294380349 
H     2.097264161    -5.516921551     0.400493893 
 
Computational model for WT IsdG–heme–OOH 
Fe    0.000000000     0.000000000     0.000000000 
C     0.012394721    -3.324165798    -0.504858336 
C    -3.254595521    -0.027557641     0.832492304 
C    -0.011389840     3.314346076    -0.500261068 
C     3.124255839     0.000000000     1.092787973 
N    -1.400601961    -1.397826612     0.005719552 
C    -1.234400049    -2.721418131    -0.300389686 
C    -2.483439426    -3.442292609    -0.102540790 
C    -3.377330363    -2.537014126     0.429956993 
C    -2.690417310    -1.255570489     0.469764923 
C    -4.789476378    -2.757960460     0.865664593 
C    -2.678752973    -4.897877302    -0.375972743 
N    -1.402963396     1.391128290     0.066710893 
C    -2.689556666     1.218952389     0.534578775 
C    -3.387954863     2.482783164     0.532381572 
C    -2.499500403     3.426739133     0.034077758 
C    -1.247540240     2.723077160    -0.213691429 
C    -4.789343760     2.698017833     1.001869039 
C    -2.778175767     4.847771251    -0.157979500 
C    -1.972661035     5.881650219     0.138797220 
N     1.336329453     1.378978630     0.160674150 
C     1.211473327     2.710440320    -0.220926769 
C     2.442349185     3.408867746     0.051224498 
C     3.260615604     2.522792685     0.745377671 
C     2.571819541     1.239804071     0.759086895 
C     2.695508129     4.854601677    -0.225985921 
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C     4.551624345     2.849335878     1.327438077 
C     5.100844987     2.308180741     2.430671959 
N     1.367813586    -1.374469319     0.083123265 
C     2.601844964    -1.223463198     0.676283079 
C     3.300308093    -2.498735537     0.686829656 
C     2.464847289    -3.416478728     0.085614463 
C     1.230978810    -2.714391329    -0.224304080 
C     4.665750288    -2.712209015     1.251760270 
C     2.688976918    -4.875662195    -0.141902655 
C    -0.674926184     0.017232821    -4.132382198 
N     0.704982292     0.016401263    -4.073215334 
C    -1.102778648     0.005887106    -2.829470067 
C     1.082216017     0.006907967    -2.771702819 
N     0.000000000     0.000000000    -1.994950653 
O     0.115881522     0.005374647     1.899349011 
O    -0.732471625    -0.738185624     2.748106696 
H    -1.619148159    -0.698867431     2.312802991 
H    -1.216724311     0.026297243    -5.070723418 
H     1.336355780     0.023203490    -4.868930743 
H    -2.112228370     0.003035224    -2.437432941 
H     2.110526699     0.002266196    -2.429274041 
H     0.022693902    -4.396383107    -0.702529330 
H    -4.278504497    -0.036646656     1.206238180 
H    -0.011123616     4.368336237    -0.773224633 
H     4.122234058    -0.002491571     1.527282869 
H    -4.944249354    -2.449619048     1.911430343 
H    -5.068721052    -3.816345676     0.793704888 
H    -5.501339110    -2.186807386     0.249242006 
H    -2.084671054    -5.523408563     0.309237522 
H    -2.379196210    -5.161855626    -1.401549264 
H    -3.729249847    -5.189607967    -0.254586534 
H    -4.902126105     2.436785020     2.066009046 
H    -5.509204048     2.084779833     0.437910640 
H    -5.086905525     3.748158359     0.892906765 
H    -3.772480421     5.074923550    -0.557885690 
H    -0.998893813     5.749953699     0.613225951 
H    -2.294576856     6.907181877    -0.046038746 
H     3.756633494     5.038805032    -0.444485951 
H     2.435661279     5.484903929     0.641055915 
H     2.114362051     5.214403372    -1.086194763 
H     5.097260396     3.657679950     0.829270322 
H     4.591125855     1.552501446     3.030597823 
H     6.072962146     2.645474757     2.790148153 
H     5.406062040    -2.036374938     0.796309200 
H     5.010229154    -3.740359847     1.084989952 
H     4.684481385    -2.530055951     2.338241704 
H     3.739139253    -5.149797232     0.019513465 
H     2.423292970    -5.174793161    -1.167180291 
H     2.083777693    -5.489286967     0.544577048 
H     0.121996018     1.830528726     2.427338824 
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C.1. SUPPLEMENTAL EXPERIMENTAL 
The UV/Vis absorption-detected azide titrations into WT and N7A IsdG were 
analyzed in order to determine the dissociation constant (Kd) of the azide distal ligand. The 
UV/Vis absorption intensity of a solution consisting of IsdG–heme and IsdG–heme–N3 at 
425 nm depends on equation C.1: 
!"#$ = &'()*+,-.- /012 − ℎ565 + &'()*+,-.-+89 /012 − ℎ565 − :;   (C.1) 
where &'()*+,-.- and &'()*+,-.-+89 are the extinction coefficients of these species at 425 
nm. The Kd for azide binding to IsdG–heme is defined by equation C.2: 
<) = '()*+,-.- 89='()*+,-.-+89          (C.2) 
The total amount of IsdG–heme (IsdG–hemeT) is defined by equation C.3: 
[/012 − ℎ565?] = /012 − ℎ565 + [/012 − ℎ565 − :;]    (C.3) 
which can be rearranged to give free IsdG–heme in terms of IsdG–hemeT and IsdG–heme–
N3 as defined by equation C.4: 
[/012 − ℎ565] = /012 − ℎ565? − [/012 − ℎ565 − :;]   (C.4) 
The total amount of azide (N3-T) is defined by equation C.5: 
[:;+?] = :;+ + [/012 − ℎ565 − :;]      (C.5) 
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which can be rearranged to give free azide in terms of total azide and IsdG–heme–N3 as 
defined by equation C.6: 
[:;+] = :;+? − [/012 − ℎ565 − :;]      (C.6) 
The weak binding approximation states that the free concentration of azide is equal to the 
total amount of azide, meaning the amount of azide bound to IsdG–heme–N3 compared to 
the total amount of azide in solution is negligible. This allows equation C.6 to be rewritten 
as equation C.7. 
[:;+] = :;+?          (C.7) 
Substituting equations C.4 and C.7 into equation C.2 gives the Kd for azide binding to 
IsdG–heme in terms of the total concentration of IsdG–heme and total concentration of 
azide (rather than concentration of free IsdG–heme and free azide) as defined by equation 
C.8: 
<) = ( '()*+,-.-B]+['()*+,-.-+89 )( 89=B )'()*+,-.-+89       (C.8) 
Solving equation C.8 for IsdG–heme–N3 gives equation C.9: 
/012 − ℎ565 − :; = ( '()*+,-.-B 89=B )DEF 89=B       (C.9) 
Substitution of equation C.4 into equation C.1 relates the observed absorbance at 425 nm 
to the total amount of IsdG–heme in solution as given by equation C.10: 
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!"#$ = &'()*+,-.-( /012 − ℎ565? − /012 − ℎ565 − :; ) + &'()*+,-.-+89 /012 −ℎ565 − :;           (C.10) 
Solving equation C.10 for IsdG–heme–N3 yields equation C.11: 
[/012 − ℎ565 − :;] = GHIJ+KLMEN=OPQP '()*+,-.-B(KLMEN=OPQP=R9+KLMEN=OPQP)      (C.11) 
Substitution of equation C.11 into equation C.9 gives equation C.12: 
GHIJ+KLMEN=OPQP '()*+,-.-B(KLMEN=OPQP=R9+KLMEN=OPQP) = ( '()*+,-.-B 89=B )DEF 89=B       (C.12) 
Rearrangement of equation C.12 to get an equation in terms of A425, the observed variable 
in the titration, gives equation C.13: 
!"#$ = KLMEN=OPQP=R9+KLMEN=OPQP ( '()*+,-.-B 89=B )DSF 89=B + &'()*+,-.- /012 − ℎ565?  
           (C.13) 
Equation C.13 was defined in GraphPad Prism 7.0a where 
T = /012 − ℎ565?   
U = :;+?  
< = <) 
V = !"#$ 
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: = &'()*+,-.-+89 
W = &'()*+,-.- 
For UV/Vis-detected azide titration into IsdG, Equation C.13 was rewritten in GraphPad 
Prism 7.0a as equation C.14 in order to estimate Kd where: 
V = ((T ∗ U ∗ : − W )/(< + U)) + (W ∗ T)     (C.14) 
A plot of the observed absorbance at 425 (A425) as a function of total azide concentration 
was fit to user defined equation C.14 in GraphPad Prism 7.0a. The total IsdG–heme 
concentration was constrained to its experimentally determined value, while the extinction 
coefficients and Kd were fit simultaneously.
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Table C.1. Short linker mutagenic primers 
Primer Sequence 
Forward 5'- GCCATAAATTTCATGGTCGAC 
TGAAAATACAGGTTTTCGGTC -3' 





















Table C.2. WT IsdG short-linker construct including the N-terminal His6-tag, linker, and 
TEV cleavage site. Following S219V TEV cleavage, the polypeptide begins at S-1. 
M-22 G-21 H-20 H-19 H-18 H-17 H-16 H-15 D-14 Y-13 
ATG GGT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAC GAT TAC 
D-12 I-11 P-10 T-9 T-8 E-7 N-6 L-5 Y-4 F-3 
GAT ATC CCA ACG ACC GAA AAC CTG TAT TTT 
Q-2 S-1 T0 M1 K2 F3 M4 A5 E6 N7 
CAG TCG ACC ATG AAA TTT ATG GCA GAA AAT 
R8 L9 T10 L11 T12 K13 G14 T15 A16 K17 
AGG CTG ACG TTA ACA AAA GGA ACA GCA AAA 
D18 I19 I20 E21 R22 F23 Y24 T25 R26 H27 
GAT ATT ATA GAA CGA TTT TAG ACG AGA CAT 
G28 I29 E30 T31 L32 E33 G34 F35 D36 G37 
GGG ATT GAA ACA TTA GAA GGC TTT GAT GGC 
M38 F39 V40 T41 Q42 T43 L44 E45 Q46 E47 
ATG TTT GTT ACA CAA ACT TTA GAA CAA GAA 
D48 F49 D50 E51 V52 K53 I54 L55 T56 V57 
GAT TTT GAT GAA GTG AAA ATT TTA ACA GTT 
W58 K59 S60 K61 Q62 A63 F64 T65 D66 W67 
TGG AAA TCA AAG CAA GCT TTT ACG GAT TGG 
L68 K69 S70 D71 V72 F73 K74 A75 A76 H77 
TTA AAA TCT GAT GTC TTT AAA GCA GCG CAT 
K78 H79 V80 R81 S82 K83 N84 E85 D86 E87 
AAA CAT GTT AGA AGT AAA AAT GAA GAT GAA 
S88 S89 P90 I91 I92 N93 N94 K95 V96 I97 
AGT AGC CCG ATT ATA AAT AAC AAA GTA ATT 
T98 Y99 D100 I101 G102 Y103 S104 Y105 M106 K107 





Table C.3. N7A IsdG short-linker construct including the N-terminal His6-tag, linker, 
and TEV cleavage site. Following S219V TEV cleavage, the polypeptide begins at S-1. 
M-22 G-21 H-20 H-19 H-18 H-17 H-16 H-15 D-14 Y-13 
ATG GGT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAC GAT TAC 
D-12 I-11 P-10 T-9 T-8 E-7 N-6 L-5 Y-4 F-3 
GAT ATC CCA ACG ACC GAA AAC CTG TAT TTT 
Q-2 S-1 T0 M1 K2 F3 M4 A5 E6 A7 
CAG TCG ACC ATG AAA TTT ATG GCA GAA GCT 
R8 L9 T10 L11 T12 K13 G14 T15 A16 K17 
AGG CTG ACG TTA ACA AAA GGA ACA GCA AAA 
D18 I19 I20 E21 R22 F23 Y24 T25 R26 H27 
GAT ATT ATA GAA CGA TTT TAG ACG AGA CAT 
G28 I29 E30 T31 L32 E33 G34 F35 D36 G37 
GGG ATT GAA ACA TTA GAA GGC TTT GAT GGC 
M38 F39 V40 T41 Q42 T43 L44 E45 Q46 E47 
ATG TTT GTT ACA CAA ACT TTA GAA CAA GAA 
D48 F49 D50 E51 V52 K53 I54 L55 T56 V57 
GAT TTT GAT GAA GTG AAA ATT TTA ACA GTT 
W58 K59 S60 K61 Q62 A63 F64 T65 D66 W67 
TGG AAA TCA AAG CAA GCT TTT ACG GAT TGG 
L68 K69 S70 D71 V72 F73 K74 A75 A76 H77 
TTA AAA TCT GAT GTC TTT AAA GCA GCG CAT 
K78 H79 V80 R81 S82 K83 N84 E85 D86 E87 
AAA CAT GTT AGA AGT AAA AAT GAA GAT GAA 
S88 S89 P90 I91 I92 N93 N94 K95 V96 I97 
AGT AGC CCG ATT ATA AAT AAC AAA GTA ATT 
T98 Y99 D100 I101 G102 Y103 S104 Y105 M106 K107 






Table C.4. EasySpin 5.2.18 EPR simulation parameters for WT IsdG–heme–N3 
 g width g-strain weight 
Spin1 [2.8850, 2.2006, 1.6243] 19.6827 [0.0400, 0.0065, 0.1100] 148.0000 
Spin2 [5.8193, 1.9908] 9.3300 N/A 1.7062 
Spin3 [2.0448] 18.500 N/A 8.5100 
 
Table C.5. EasySpin 5.2.18 EPR simulation parameters for N7A IsdG–heme–N3 
 g width g-strain weight 
Spin1 [2.8072, 2.1895, 1.6673] 10.8140 [0.1200, 0.0065, 0.1000] 110.4500 
Spin2 [3.0971, 2.1320, 1.6703] 17.4700 [0.0155, 0.0024, 0.1050] 100.2240 
Spin3 [5.8670, 2.0000] 9.330 N/A 0.5400 










Table C.6. Structural parameters for the PBE/TZP/AMBER95-optimized structure of WT 
IsdI–heme–CN compared to the crystal structure of IsdI–heme–CN (3QGP). 
 3QGP PBE/TZP/AMBER95 
Helices 0.21 0.23 
Sheets 0.40 0.43 
Heme Doop 2.27 2.25 
Heme B1u 2.25 2.24 
 
Table C.7. Structural parameters for the PBE/TZP/AMBER95-optimized structure of WT 
IsdG–heme–CN and N7A IsdG–heme–CN. 
 WT N7A 
Helices 0.22 0.22 
Sheets 0.42 0.43 
Heme Doop 2.14 2.12 





Figure C.1. SDS-PAGE gel of WT IsdG Purification. The lanes represent: Pure WT IsdG 
(A), 1/10 dilution of purified WT IsdG (B), 1/20 dilution of purified WT IsdG (C), 1/100 
dilution of purified WT IsdG (D), PageRuler Plus prestained protein ladder (Pierce) (L).  
 
Figure C.2. SDS-PAGE gel of N7A IsdG Purification. The lanes represent: Pure N7A 
IsdG (A), 1/10 dilution of purified N7A IsdG (B), 1/20 dilution of purified N7A IsdG (C), 




Figure C.3. Magnetic Circular Dichroism (MCD) spectra of WT IsdG–heme–N3 at pH 6.0 
(dashed blue) and pH 7.4 (solid red) confirm the electronic structure has not been perturbed 
by the pH change. 
 
Figure C.4. EPR spectra of WT (top) and N7A (bottom) IsdG–heme–N3 after buffer 
subtraction (dotted blue). Gaussians generated in igor pro to remove rolling baseline are 
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shown in dashed black, while the final spectrum simulated with EasySpin 5.2.18 is shown 
in solid red. 
 
Figure C.5. Truncation scheme used for Asn7, heme, and His77 when partitioning into 
QM and MM regions. The red dashed lines separate the QM and MM regions. 
 
Figure C.6. SDS-PAGE gel showing WT IsdG long-linker stability. The lanes represent: 
Pure WT IsdG immediately after purification (A), PageRuler Plus prestained protein ladder 
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(Pierce) (L), Pure WT IsdG 1 wk after purification, stored at 4 ºC (B), Pure WT IsdG 1 wk 
after purification, stored at -80 ºC (C).  
 
Figure C.7. SDS-PAGE gel showing WT IsdG short-linker stability. The lanes represent: 
Pure WT IsdG immediately after purification (A), 1/10 dilution of purified WT IsdG 
immediately after purification (B), PageRuler Plus prestained protein ladder (Pierce) (L), 
Pure WT IsdG 1 wk after purification (C).  
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Figure C.8. UV-CD spectrum of the short linker (solid red) and long linker (dashed black) 
constructs of apo-WT IsdG. 
 
Figure S9. Curie law plot showing temperature dependence for three of the four heme 
meso proton and carbon resonances for WT IsdG–heme–N3 as determined by 1H-13C 
HMQC at 13, 25, and 37 °C. Open circles, squares, and triangles represent the experimental 
data and the lines represent a fit to Curie law. Curie law extrapolation to infinite 
temperature predicts a shift that deviates from the diamagnetic heme meso proton (~9.8 
ppm) and heme meso carbon (~97.5 ppm) chemical shifts, suggesting population of a low-




Figure C.10. RMSD scores for each residue of the PBE/TZP/AMBER95 optimized 
structure of WT IsdI–heme–CN as compared to the crystal structure of WT IsdI–heme–
CN (3QGP). The red dashed line is the average RMSD (0.663) and residues with a higher 
than average RMSD have been highlighted. 
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APPENDIX D: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 5  
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Figure D.1. Time-course Abs of short-linker WT IsdG–heme reaction with mCPBA. The 
resting ferric spectrum (red) was measured prior to addition of mCPBA, the yellow 
spectrum (compound X) was measured 1 min following addition of mCPBA, and the green 
spectrum (Compound Y) was measured 90 min following addition of mCPBA. 
Intermediate time points along the reaction are shown in dashed black. 
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Figure D.2. Time-course Abs of long-linker WT IsdG–heme reaction with mCPBA. The 
resting ferric spectrum (red) was measured prior to addition of mCPBA, the yellow 
spectrum (compound X) was measured 1 min following addition of mCPBA, and the green 
spectrum (Compound Y) was measured 90 min following addition of mCPBA. 




Figure D.3. Fit of A406 versus time for the reaction of long-linker IsdG to lifetime equation 

















Figure D.4. Time-course Abs of short-linker N7A IsdG–heme reaction with mCPBA. The 
resting ferric spectrum (red) was measured prior to addition of mCPBA, the yellow 
spectrum was measured 1 min following addition of mCPBA, and the green spectrum 
(compound Y) was measured 90 min following addition of mCPBA. Intermediate time 
points along the reaction are shown in dashed black. 
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Figure D.5. TDDFT-predicted Abs for WT IsdG–heme compound I in the gas-phase (top) 
or with protein charges (bottom). 
 
Figure D.6. TDDFT-predicted Abs for S = 1 WT IsdG–heme compound II in the gas-phase 
(top) or with protein charges (bottom). 
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Figure D.7. TDDFT-predicted Abs for S = 1 WT IsdG–heme protonated compound II in 
the gas-phase (top) or with protein charges (bottom). 
